ir

abbrrttflrmrnts.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

TIi.- Burrill National Bank
OF ELLSWORTH,

Authorised
A

WE SOLICIT ACCOUNTS OF

In liftnkruplcy—K.t tohn (: R»lrli.
t'roimto tMillee—K.t Emily M. I*. Hl.Mle.
**
"
—K.t I .am tin Hum.
F.xec notice—E-t Jo«hun I* lloouer.
-tot Kll/n c Hilt
44
44
-tot Marla l> l» Fry.
Admin notice— tot Sntrin .1 Hardpon.
44
—E*t Syrester Snowman.
Probate nolle*- Kd James Lord et al«.
County co-i mlsvtonera’ notice.
Lost—A watch.
Patrick Kearns
Meats, groceries. canned
M

pioneer National Bank

,4

INDIVIDUALS,

CORPORATIONS, and OFFER EVERY
ACCOMMODATION CONSISTENT WITH SAFE
AND LEGITIMATE BANKING.
FIRMS

:

NEW ADVKHTISKMFNrH THIS WEEK.

MAINE,

to commence bualncss October 24.1887, the
of Kllaworth, Maine.

and

W.

town.

—

etc

•*

living in

Will L Saunders—Farm to let
Banoor:
The Fair links Co—Engines.
Auburn, Me
If it Gurney Jt Co—Agents wanted.

TAPLEY,

An important aid to navigation in this
section, secured through the efforts of the
eCfIKlXJLK OF MAILS
AT ELLSWORTH TOSTOFTtCB.
Ellsworth, Bluebill & Swan’s Island
In effect December 4, 190/i.
Steamboat Co., is a bell buoy to take the
PARTIES IIAVINO MONEY TO INVEST WILL KINO
place of the present black spar buoy at
north point of the easterly entrance to
MAILS RECEIVED.
IT TO THEIR ADVANTAGE TO CALL ON ME.
From West-7.16 a no, 6.19 p m.
Mackerel cove, Atlantic, Swan’s Island.
From F.ast-1 Lffl a m, 5.30 and 10.17 m.
p
Henry M. Hall has purchased of Mrs.,
RAIL CLOSES AT I*OSTOHdOE.
Marion D. Higgins the house and lot at
Hoinq East—7 a in and ft.30 p in.
the southeast corner of High and Main
Homo West—11.50 a m, Sand 9 pm.
For INSURANCE of Every Description.
streets. Mr. Hall, who is now occupying j
No Sunday mall.
UnMIltv
and Surety. Burglary and Plate Bias* Insurthe Phillips house on
Main street, reFlro. life. Accident,
ance.
Surety Bond* of all dr*crlptlon* furnished on short nt tier,
State Detective Hartnett is in attend- cently purchased by John B. lied man, exand all at the low«»#t rate* po**it>Ie.
pects to move to the Higgins house before
ance at court this week.
Wwi»» 2 and .1 First Nat- Hank Bid*.. 4 Main St.. Fits worth. Me
v-n»i * it or f< lepton*
the first of May.
Mis* Muriel Davis is home from Dana
By invitation, Blanquefort commandery,
hall for the Faster recess
K. T., will attend a special Easter service
Kupper will be served at the Unitarian | in a
body at the Methodist church, Sunday j
vestry this evening at 6 o’clock.
afternoon, at 2 o’clock. Services will be J
Miss Grace C. King is at home from i
conducted by Sir Knight Rev. J. P. Simon- ;
Wellesley college for the Faster recess.
ton. Sir Knights, in full Templar uniThe grand jury in attendance at court form, will assemble at the asylum at 1
has been photographed at Joy’s studio.
—————
p. m. All Si* Knights, whether in uniAT-Miss Helen Hanscom, of Mariaville, is form or not, are requested to be presents
attending the high school in Ellsworth. j The high school lyceum has elected !
Mrs. Dora Foss and daughter Florence, j officers as follows:
Lawrence Treworgy,;
of Augusta, are in the
city for a few! president; Chandler Drummey, first vice-!
president; Frank Dunleavy, second vice- j
I w<***4
The ladies of the Congregational sewing president; Bernice Eldridge, secretary; j
irrlc will have a sale and supper at the Harry Jordan, treasurer. The class lead-’
ers for the past term at the high school
vestry April IS.
are:
Senior, Harvey Jordan; junior,
Walter J. Clark has been confined to the
Lswtcnee Treworgy; sophomore, Bernice 1
bouse the past week by illness. He is
Eldrldge; freshman, Perciral Cushman.
now improving.
A special meeting of the aldermen was
Otis L. Collins has returned to New
held Monday evening.
Mayor Hagerthy
York to resume his duties as

ELLSWORTH,

WE

INSURANCE and INVESTMENTS.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,

Agents

WHITING’S.

FANCY STOCKS,
TURN-OVER COLLARS,
SILK

SCARFS.

SUMMER DRESS GOODS.
An

line of

exceptionally pretty

Muslins, Linens, Dimities

«

steward

by Mrs.

Helene

BROTHERS.

Hathaway

last

evening

missioner

-CLOSING
“

Record

”

Low

Ilolbrook’s German Salad.
Gherkin*,

in bottles,

at

Mrs. Fred H. McFarland,

it

These

are

15c
13c

now

this week.

mass
10.30.

North

Rosewig

vespers at 7.30.

some

time before

water could be

business men of the city
starting up the Ellsworth
is hoped arrangements can
so.

Mr. Gilman took

regard

in

hold of

the

Rev. J. M. Atfnms. vu.st.nr

Sunday, April 15— Morning service at
10.30.
Easter sermon.
Special music.
Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Friday evening at 7.30.

school at 11.45

a.

f

%

a

«

»jk

Rev. P. A. A.

Sunday, April 16

Morning service at
10.30. Easter sermon by pastor.
Sunday
school at 11.45. Easter concert at 7.30, followed by baptismal service.
,
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
Wednesday evening.

<Ia.^axaaaaaa*.

A4i2ilA/^AAAAiilililli.Al^**44A*d

SUGAR 3, C. LB.

-*-sate

--—1

■

s
ater
Compare this Grocery o 'dec at Grindal
street store with prices you are paying elsewhere:
:»lbs. Sugar,

league.
Wednesday, April 18, at Congregational
vestry—Sale and supper by ladies of sewing circle; 25 cents.
Thursday, April 19, at Ellsworth—Convention of
highway commissioners of
Hancock county, with the county commissioners and State commissioner of
highways.
Thursdaj', April 26—Anniversary celebration by Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F.
Friday, April 27, at Odd Fellows hall
Fair, entertainment and supper by Sunrise council, D. of L.

any
mu.I

^

Crutches

£

Trusses,
Supporters,

v

O

Poultry Powders,
Corn Cures,

Perfumes,
Toilet Articles,
Combs (.all kinds),
Hot Water Bottles,

field creamery when
live farmers were

#0.82
Can yon maksi tlw tame amount of money go
farther elstrvrteW’'

OF UL KINDS JUST

«EC£(Vjj

•Bought advantageously, and
•will be sold at

ALin:

HOOPER,

IlKl'cSMAKl

U anil

L VDll's’ TAILOR,
S School
(st.,

margin.

Klliwortb.

LUT

US

exerclaes afforded opportunity to hear
High
heverai visiting brothers.
Eajok lodge, I. O. O. F., will observe the from
Priest fcing presided as toast-master.
anniversary of the founding of the order
were Rev. J. P.
The programme Among those who spoke
V>11 Thursday, April 28.
Daniel Dcasy, of Gouldswill include a minstrel show and instru- Simoiitoh, Capt.
k. B. Deasy, E. P. Spofford, High
mental and vocal music, a dance and boto,
Priest Edgar Trussell, of Mt. Keho chapsupper and other social features.
of Buckster, Bar Harbor; T. H. Smith,
Emory F. White, the tenor soloist whose
and Past High Priest Sewell T. Royal,
poarC,
Ellsworth
the
sudden illness disappointed
of Ellsworth.
hear him last
hh be found.

people
month,

who

will

expected to
probably be her*

rangements for
that month are

KNOW

CASTHR

YOUR

WANTS.

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Long distance telephone.

a

recital to

now

being

May.
be given during
in

Ar-

hall

is

♦

skating

now

j

Benjamin Mitchell has gone to Bar Harbor, where he has employment.
Mrs. Asa Flood, of Ellsworth Falls, who
has been spending a few days with Mrs.
Ralph Hamilton, has returned h< me.
Galen Maddocks is ill with pneumonia.
Harry Conkrite, of Bangor, spent Sunday with friends here.
the three-year-old
Muriel Hortense,
daughter of Ralph and Bessie Hamilton,
died April 4 of spinal meningitis. Funeral
services were held at the church Friday,

Giles, Charles Sherman,
Holden, Hartwell Candage.

John

Dority,
Georg©

ftlobmisnnntts.

19=ct
Do (I JAVA
COFFEE
MY

*r

E.

regular 25.et blend
-—mighty nice coffee, and a
Not.

f
X

a

$
X

is

only
for

saver

it

a

money

consumers

(six

pound)

but it

cents on every

insures your having unfailingly fine coffee at all times.

t

If you have already tried
♦ some of thi> delicious O. Gr.

|

^

i

Coffee,

Java
how

good

it

you know just
is; but if O. GK

Java and you are strangers,
you can’t "get acquainted”

POOL ROOM,
E.

It is

great favorite with my trade.

V

FranMin Street
DOYLE, Manafier,

any

soon!

too

price: 19c
pound.

My present

instead of 25c per

KLLSWOItTH.

Franklin Street,

Up-to-date appointments.
Conveniently

located.

Drop in and enjnx yourself.
We carry a full line of Cigars. Cigarettes and

PATRICK KEARNS, Propr.

Tobaccos.

Bargains

on

Wheels

or

Runners.

Sniff around South street if you are in reed of a

good

Second-Hand Punt, Road Wagon,

NORTH ELDS WORTH.

made.

rink in Mechanics
under new
management,
Maura. Witbam A Clark, of the Main
street bowling alley, having purchased the
business of William Goggins. A series of
raves is announced for to-morrow evening.
Whitcomb, liayues A Co. have closed
in the woods, with
up their winter’a work
about two-thirds of the contemplated eut
on the landings.
They have cut about
6,500 cords of stave wood and 2,000,000 feet
of long lumber. The bulk of this is on
the east branch. At the Bayside mill they
The roller

GRINDAL.

W,
M

narrow

for the season.

The chapter Masons of Ellsworth enjoyed a pleasant session last evening. By
invitation of High Priest A. W. King, of
Acadia chapter, Elmer P. dpofford, high
part.
priest o? Pine Tree chapter, of Deer Isle,
The curlew b*W ting for the first time occupied the chair, ahd, assisted by the
j1 Monday night. Night Officer Finn found regular officers o\ Acadia chapter, conferred U& rOyal arch degree on two cana tew boys r* the prescribed age about
town after*fce bell had rung and hurried didates iAha easy and impressive manner.
The after-dinner
them off home, fast night there were A banquet followed.
none

v

?

days

j

fire,

i

Bath Brushes,
Flesh Brushes,

j ^ Patent Medicines,

j

.28
1 gal. Omni Molasses,
3 lbs, Heltahtr Coffee va hot 'hater
JW
glass in every package's
t O(>
? Ibv Ten,

jjjjSE' SHlilEHt ofr SRftlN

Luther M*wris, the Welsh WVWalist,
will be at thfc Baptist vestry ttfext Friday
evening at 7.30 o’clock. He will speak of
experiences in the recent remarkable revival in Wales, in which he took an active

the

Can be filled by us v
*
and shipped to you by
return mail.
f

1—-rrr"'—"—1
W e Carry
i
?

Sundays,
worth Mondays, when she will be avail- j
| able for excursions or special trips. The j
steamer has been thoroughly overhauled, ^
repainted and put in first-class condition

after

almost

seems

♦**>;~»-!Hfc******4*#*^*+*i-4

9

I

c40

l lb. Halter’s Chocolate,
1 pk. California l’ea Beans,

C.

Ellsworth Unitarian church, now at East
Orange, N. J., was visited by burglars last
Thursday night. A quantity of clothing*
Silverware awl jewelry was stolen.

Viewing the damage
it

incredible that the boas®
should be saved.
The roof was burned
through in several places, and in one place
the fire had burned through from the
chambers to the rooms below. To the
women is due the
greater part of the
credit for extinguishing the fire. They
C03I1NG EVENTS.
even scaled ladders, and performed
many
brave acts. Their work was indeed nobly
ELLSWORTH.
and Mr. Cook feels very grateful to
done,
Wednesday, April 11, r.t Unitarian vesthem for their timely services. Below is
try 6 o’clock—Circle supper, 15 cents.
a part ial list of the names of the heroic
Friday, April 13, at Lygonia hall-Sofirefighters: Ethel Allen, JoeieDow, Eliza
ciable by Irene chapter, O. E. S. All MaRoberts, Amy Dodge, Lillie Sexton, Jeasons with ladies invited.
nie Grindle, Eliza Baker, Amanda Dodge,
Wednesday, April 18, at Odd Fellows Laura Choate, Mary Candagf, Ethel
hall-New Englmd dinner by Epworth
Candage, Hawley Dow, Ralph

PARCHKR,

s***.

*

When the first men arrived on
scene, the women had the fire well

under control.

Kiltnm, pastor.
—

J

The FLOYD & HAYNES STORE,

t

•

F. Cook Wed-

its size.

account of

on

the

?

Ja
A- nAYNbb,

W.

community was absent about their respective occupations, the alarm was
promptly responded to by the women,
who at once proceeded to remove everything possible from the house. Everything they got hold of had to come; even
the big Kitchen range was moved to the
door,which would not admit of its egress

m.

BAPTIST.

only about twenty- ! T Wash’gCompounds. 5oaps (all kinds),
Clears (a full line),
supplying it with J ^ Tooth Brushes,
charge of Senator Hale’s camp at Nicolin,
Condensed .Milk
business, i T Shaving Brushes,
cream, and has built up tbe
formerly the Nicolin club house.
(Baby brand).
until now it is receiving cream from T Hair Brushes,
A. D. Stuart has joined the rapidly- J
nearly 203 farmers and paying out
He,
boat
of
list
skippers.
power
growing
ttr.d your prescriptions !j us.
f
which he 'V»,003 yearly.
hasswid tb? sloop AiUJi*
j
of
Ellsworth
the
*
The
steamer
V.,
We can save you money.
Percy
|
bought last year, and bought a new
Bluehill & Swan’s Island Steamboat Co.,
naphtha launch.
The
will go on her route next Tuesday.
i
0. A
The timely discovery of an incipient
run this year will be slightly changed j
blaze in the rooms above David Friend’s
APOTHECARY,
from last year, though the landings arc
Maine.
clothing store Saturday night prevented
£ Ellsworth,
the same. The boat will leave Ells worth *'
what might have proved another dis- I
and
and
thk
sick,
Saturdays,
for
Tuesdays, Thursdays
j i:yi:rything
astrous Main street blaze.
make the return trips Wednesdays, Fri- (
Rev. W. R. Hu::*, formerly pastor of the
Ellsover
at
and
|
lying

be sorry

j

They then formed a bucket brigade, and
UNITARIAN.
proceeded systematically to extinguish
the fire, which was raging in the rooms
Rev. S. W Sutton, pastor.
above. A partition was torn away and,
Sunday, April 16—Easter service at 10.30 j
torrents of water were extended nearly
a. m.
Subject of sermon, ’‘Men’s Thought
of Immortality.” Special music. Sunday 1 the entire length of the roof of the house
inside.

j

Pitts-

by

—

f

to

creamery. It
be made to do

Saved

residence, formerly
I
Rev J. P 'Wntnnf'tt*
i the Stephen D. Doyle
bouse, which he
Friday, April 13 Prayer service at 7.30. purchased last season, caught fire from a
Sunday, April 15 Morning service at defective
chimney. The fire had gained
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school |
j considerable headway when discovered by
at 11.45. Special Easter service for BlanJohn F. Giles.
quefort commandery and the public at 2
Mr. Giles immediately gave the alarm,
o’clock.
Epworth league at 7. Easter but as about all the male
portion of the

I Alail Orders

were

House

During the absence of
| nesday
afternoon, his

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

c

about

ISrooklin

Them-Lttddoni Hud No Terrors,
North Brookun, April 9 (special)—

7.30.

at

—

com-

field, was in Ellsworth last week in consultation with 11. B. Phillips and other

E. D. Cirr and wife, formerly of Ells- j
worth, have returned here and will take

IOc.

strictly high-grade goods; you
if von buv liberally—anil at once!

in

dinner announced to be given at
Odd Fellow's hall at noon to-day by the
Kpworth league has been postponed to
Wednesday of next weak.

IOc

won t

was

house

h

The

JOc
IOc

15c

a

put on. This was done in time to save the
Michael Sargent house adjoining, the roof
of which caright fire several times. Practically all the contents of tho Wilson

special ion iave of Blanquefort comndery will be held Monday evening,
when the orders of the temple and raalta

move

Rev.

Sunday, April 15-Low
High mass and sermon at

-;r.VA

WOMEN FIGHT FIRE.

ROMAN CATHOLIC.
J. D. O’B' ienf pastor.

toexamine the sidewalk and report.
Wilson on South ;
Maple street was burned early last Thursyour nnlerft f .r
I.OWKtis for
to MO-.KS, ISA 1C HA 1C HO It,
day Afternoon. The fire started in the purport'
you wi'i •>«> pieMMk.
around
th
of
house,
evidently
part
n
upper
hII
«»!»
y* jw’romol
the chimney. Owing to distance from the
which
necessitated the
lire hydrant,
uoucruniufltr
doubling up of hose of the two companies,

A

will

15c sire now IOc
"
'*
IOc
13c

••
17c
Sweet Mixed Pickles,
23c
17c
Sour Mixed Pickles,
23c
*•
Chow Chow,
17c
23c
Piccalilly. 15c bottles for IOc.
can* Iteviled Ham nml Ox Tongue now Be.
13c cans licef Loaf, Ilnm Loaf and V. a! L- af,

appointed

saved. The loss on building
$750; insurance o:i house and
Joseph Luc hi in has purchased of W. P. contents, $700.
Dorr the house on the west side of Kail- ! J. N.
Gilman, treasurer and manager of
road street, near the soap factory. 11c 1
tbe Somerset County Creamery at Pitts-

Prices.

23c size now 17c
17c
25c

was

The *>0193 of James

will be conferred.

AT-

OUT

Newman,

mittee

11. B. Phillips has rented to Ralph Kinciid the house on Main street which has
| be u occupied for soma time by Joseph
! Luchini

l.ots

present, Mc-

on upper Main street.
The
full board of aldermen, with Street Com-

ma

Grocery Specials=”Limited

Aldermen

the sidewalk

j

|

the chair.

Carthy, Tripp and Moore. A. W. King
appeared before the board as attorney for
Miss Flora Watts in a claim for damages
sustained because of an alleged defect in

weeks, has returned home.
o’clock whist club w as entertained

the homo of

in

was

for several

—_and Seersuckers.

WHITING

on a

large steam yacht.
Owing to the storm last evening the
! social h arranged by Irene chapter, O. F.
S., was postponed to Friday evening.
Capt. P*rry W. Alley, whose schooner,
*be C. C. Lane, was wrecked recently near
Boston li-ht, arrived home last week.
Mrs. M. Henderson, of Btuehill, who
lias been visiting her aunt, Mrs. P. B. Day,
The 6

CHURCH NOTES.

Mrs. William II. Crippen, who has been
New York state, is spending a
few months with her parents, Thomas J.
Holmes and wife, while Mr. Crippou is in concert at 7.30.
There will be no s rvico at Trenton SunCuba, where he w'lll be located for some
time. Mrs. Crippen expects to join him day.
CONGREGATIONAL.
there later.

A H yne*—Meats, dsh nnd groceries.
Whiting Bros—Moats, vegetables, groceries.
dry goods, etc.
Ellsworth Falls:

Hour,

Bank, Albany, New York.

O.

**

goods,

National Shawmut Bank of Boston; National Com-

Contupomlento.
men ial

stocked about 2,000 cords of stave
wood. This mill is being
equipped with
new boilers and
self-feeding apparatus,
and being put in shape for a larger summer business than heretofore.
One of the prettiest parties of the winter was given at Odd Fellows hall last
Friday evening, by a number of young
ladies, for the benefit of the Ellsworth boys
and girls at home from school and
college.
There was a number present from out of
have

Wagon,
Get

prices

Prices

or

Surrey, Light

and terms en my 41

Never

jobs.

I am

or

Express
Heavy.

closing

Before

out at

So

Low.

SEVERAL NEW JIGGERS
First class order or
Tires set for 25 cents.

I

If net

CZ)

job work.
satisfactory,

If*

pay.

I—twelfth
IX

1-L/ IX I-/.

Rev. J. P. Simonton officiating.

no

yeah
BUSINESS.

_

HR1NTIAN

(

tnrrr

ENDEAVOR.

By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Christ's Life. IV. Lessons from
His rv am- ion miracles.—John xl. l-*5:
Luke ill, U-17; viii, 11. «l. 4J-36. (Easier
meeting.)
Jesus Christ was pre-eminently a
teacher—a teacher of spiritual truth
ne came to reveal
oils,
and 1 » 1
God to L..iii, and man in his ignorance
needed : ,r,ch instruction concerning
God, (. n- t hrist, in deed as well as in
word, was coast, atly giving man this
Instruction. His miracles strikingly Illustrate lids character iu Him. They
were
p: marily signs to prove His
deity, b t they were also lessons on
spiiitual truth, They may well be
called parables in action. In His parables lie taught with words, in His
miracles with deeds, and the miracles
of Christ almost equally with His parables hir e always been used as mediums of Instruction by those whose
chief business In life has been to interpret in 1 to apply His teachings to
This is especially
tbe hum. a soul.
true of Ills resurrection miracles—the
occasions upon which He used His miraculous power to raise the dead to life.
These miracles stand out as great object less >ns, which all may do well to
study and to profit thereby.
Three times only Christ used His
miraculous power to raise the dead.
Which In itself is a significant fact and
rich in instruction. In this fact Christ
dearly teaches that death is not the
terror that we usually consider it la
each of the three instances He raised
tbe dead not for their sakes, but for
the sake of the living. No cry from the
dead reached His ears, but the appeals
Of burdened human hearts still in life
did reach Him and called forth His
gracious response. In one instance It
Vas the breaking heart of a mother
who was a widow mourning the loss
Of an only son. In the next It was the
anguishing cry of a father disconsolate over the loss of an only daughter,
and in the last instance it w^s die
aorrow of sisters over separation from
a brother dearly beloved. Christ could
have spoken the word and earth and
•ea would have given np their dead as
ouickly as the grave gave np Lazarus
at llis command, ‘‘Lazarus, come
forth!” But lie did not do it, for in
Him death has t>een robbed of its sting
and the grave of Its victory.
In all
ttiese resurrections we are taught a
lesson on the sympathy of Christ. In
each case the miracle of resurrection
sot forth His sympathy far all who
mourn.
It may not raise our dead,
but He still sympathizes with us in bereavement and in all our other troubles
Bed sorrows.
Each resurrection miracle teaches us
many Important lessons, but we can
select only one from each occasion.
1. The resurrection of the son of
the widow of Nain teaches us the lesson of Christ’s sympathy for all human
Buffering. This woman was a stranger
to Him. She bad no claims upon Him
Whatever. She asked no favor of Him.
but He saw her passing.
Already
death had claimed her husband, and
Bow her only son was being carried to
the tomb. And when Christ saw her
“He bad compassion on her and said
unto her, 'Weep not’
On all He has
compassion. He may he unknown to
you. but He knows you and sympathizes with you in all your sorrows.
2. The resurrection of the daughter of Jairus teaches us a lesson on
Christ's appreciation of faith. Greater
faith could hardly have been possessed
than that of this Koman officer. He believed that Christ had complete power
Over death.
A word was all he asked
Christ to give, and Christ raised her in
response to his great faith. Christ appreciate! cur faith in Him. It should
be an absolute faith. It should exclude
Ell doult. He will also respond to our
faith, for "according to your faith be
It unto you.”
8. The resurrection of Lazarus teaches
Christ’s love for His friends. Mary
and Martha and Lazarus were His
friends. He loved them, and this resurrection miracle was a testimony to His
love and fidelity to His friends. And we
may be His friends and have Him for
OUr friend by believing in Him, obeying Him and working for Him. ”Ye
are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I
leommand you.” Do you want Christ
pa your friend? Then obey Him, and
He asks of us faith, love and obedience.
BIBLE HEADINGS.

rs. i, 1-0; ciii, 1-5; Isa. xl, 39; Matt
1, 20; vli, 7-11; vili, 1C, 17, 20-22; xlv, 14;
John xv, 10-17; Ueb. iv, 14-16.
An Entrance Prayer.
The following versified Invocation
written by Rev. Will C. Wood of
Boston and is Intended to be committed to memory and used by Christians
as a prayer upon entering church.
Some churches have already decided to
have the poem repeated audibly by the
congregation as a part of the opening
exercises.
Endeavorers may like to
have it printed (it is not copyrighted)
to hand to visitors as they enter the
Ifcurch:
God bless ine here.
On holy ground.
was

*
*

^

^

/
V.

it

'ufc‘

p.
r

j

V

*

Where God Is found.
God bless each here;
Pastor and choir
Bless and inspire!
Loved ones at horns,
Who cannot come;
The world abroad—
May they Beek God!
God give all here
The holy cheer
Of Christ s rich grace,
Bight of God's face.
Amen.

Key

a Happy Year.
with Paul. "This one thing
I do- forgetting those things which are
behind and reaching forth unto those
things which are before, I press toward
the mark for the prise of the high calling of God In Christ Jesus." And it
,will be a "hnnpv New Year” to the
.—GI. Jones.
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It* Motto:

"Helpful

MADGE*’

and

Women in Our

Hopeful

The porpow" of this column are succinctly
title am’ motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, ao<! aiuo t*» be nelpful and hopefulBeing f r the common good, It 1» f*rthecom
mon use— a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
Coroon he support alvpn it In this respect
muBtcations must i»e signed, but the name of
writer will not be minted except by permission.
Communications will he subject U> approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
\ddres*
will in* rejected without good reason
all communications to
The American.
Kltsworth. Me.
stated tn th

They

are such near

arc so

full; they

are no more

here.

Upon our breast, or bruise some reed,
Or crush poor hop* unt'l it bleed.
We may e mnte,
N t turning qukkly to Impute
Grave fault; for they and we
Have uch a little way to go-can be
Together such a little whil- along the way,
We will be patient while we may.
So many lUtle faults we find.
We see them; for not blind
Is Love. We see them; but If you and I,
Perhaps, remember them »ome by and by,
They will not be
Faults then—►rave faults—to you and me
But-ju t odd way*—mistakes, or even less—
Remem prances to Mess.
Days change so many tilings—yes, hours.
We see so differently In suns and showers,
Mistaken words to nlgi.t
May be so cherished by tomorrow’s light.
We will be pattern, for we know
Theie’s such

a

little way to go.
—Francet E.

Willard.

M. B. Friends:

The above poem sent by Sadie some of
you may have seen before, but we rarely
think of Miss Willard as a poet, and even
as we read these lines, we know it is the

spirit—the keynote of all living—which
It is the manshe is putting into rhyme.
tle of charity she is depicting all through
the stanzas.

_

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
Returning from New York ten days ago, tbe
time passed so quickly 1 found no chance to
send a line until 1 arrived In Togus; and here
the hours go swiftly by, and Uw same excuse
stares me lu me face—“No Time.** So I’m taking
Aunt Marla's advice; “Write when you haven't
any time
While In New York the days were warm and
tunny, and as 1 was out twice a day It was a
pleasure, the whole visit. As I promised to
send an Idea of the things we wtar, 1 will do to.
Skirts and jackets come first. Tbe skirts are
cut lo a number of nice easy ways—five-gored
skirt with a wide band around me bottom, of
tbe same goods; seven-gored skirt with several
small bands around the
bottom; the box*
pleated skirt and tbe triple pliited skirt; the
skirt with three wide tucks, fullness put around
the waist easy. Let the slender people try the
five-gored and tucked skirt; the stouter ones,
the seven gore and plaited ones.
The jackets are short; In spite of everything
you will all have to wear a abort jacket and
short sleeves. The shirt waists insist upon be
ing opened In tbe back and abort sleeved. Don't
that sound alarming; however, we still have the
tailored shirt waist, and we can all wear those.
Put lots of tucks In, then take narrow lace and
make diamonds on the fiont and cut out the
cloth underneath. Don't forget to pula frill of
lace always iu the neck and sleeves and make a
collar of the same and sew it on.
Everybody will wear white, so have either a
mohair or serge or nun’s veiling. They all
wash and look well and arc a great comfort.
Don't wear your skirts too short unless you are
blessed with charming ankles and pretty feet.
The mull embroidered dresses are for dressy
occasions; also the lace dresses which are very
dainty, and some are inexpensive. The ginghams are as pretty as the foulard silks and cost
almost as much and wear so well. The Invisible
check of grey Is supposed to be tbe one thing
this summer, but beware, my sisters, none but
the fairest of complexions can truly wear it,
and those with grey hair.
Can't write another wood. I’m having an
awful good time up here, and don't want to
spare you any more of my lime. Wlib Easter
anon.
greetings to ail.

In behalf of the entire sisterhood 1
thank you, Anon, for this helpful information. I am glad the day of invisible
checks has again dawned on the fashion
world, they were always so pretty.
Dear Aunt Madge and Sietert:
It has ueeu a long time since J have written
the M. B. column, but anowlog 1 have not been
missed In the more Interesting letters of other
Bisters, have enjoyed their letters and "kept

shady".
Melissa, being one of my near neighbors and
of my dearest lriends, we often talk and
wonder who each sister is. Keeping a dairy'
farm with fourteen cows and making huuer for
market, doing my work alone gives me little
time for writing. But we ahould not neglect
our minds if we are farmers. If we "hay.
seeders" are a little beLind times In some thingr(
we can cultivate our minds in others.
How 1 would enjoy going to tbe reunion and
each sister i 1 know I should love you
one

ki^Wlng

all.
It Is nearing house-cleaning season, and how
much it means to us w ho have It to do, but how
nice we'll feel when we get through and contemplate our work aud feel we are ready for
the beautiful summer.
I wonder if all "Johns" dread wash-da> s and
house-cleaning at in me d es. It It is pleasant,
he Is sure to say : "Don't wash to-day, 1 think
it will rain.” eomebow he ba» a horror of hot
water and soap suds
Well, sisters, will stop lor tb*» time for I can
Imagine Aunt Madge U "getting nervous"
already. Will send recipe for chocolate frostlog, which I think very nice.
Chocolate

raoSTiKO-One cup sugar, three

live
cocoa,
vanilla; boll five minutes.
Waltham*

tablespoons

tablespoons

i
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slave

starving and torturing
death, and more directly murderwhile
some destroyed
ing others,
themselves to escape her fury.
When a madcient places and things he may have seen. dened populace arose and wrecked her
w ith intentions of
destroying her
We all know, in a general way, that this house,
she escaped by a bold ruse and retired
to
city has had an Interesting and romantic France, where the rest of her diys were
history. We have always considered it spent in charitable acta.
A sweeter feminine atorv Is that of
simply Americanized-French: but, as a
Margaret Haugery, who never learned to
matte; of fact, it is and has been almost write her
name, but through industry and
everything. It has been under live gov- integrity her humble bake shop evolved
ernments, and but for the gallant victory into an immense steam bakery. Her mucharities kept
pace with her
of Qen. Jackson, with the help of his loyal nificent
ever-increasing fortune, her main efforts
Choctaw Indians and Barataria pirates on being directed towards the
help of orthe Plains of Chalmette, another (lag phans and other needy children. Hho
would have, for a tune, waved over the built an orphan asylum and an industrial
home for girls, and after freely
giving
city.
through all her life for such purposes, her
From its foundation, the moat lofty will remembered many other
s
Institutions
that kind.
piety has lived side by side with the of In
life she was loved and respected by
of sin; chivalry and pride have
the high and the low, by the rich and
The following letters cannot fail to depths
beside
that
was ever the most
walked
all
poor, and in death not forgotten. The
bring hope to despairing women.
brutal and vile. To-day the piety may be people raised a grand monument to her
Eaet
of
Mis* Baby Mushrush,
On a
leas Intense, the evils not so open or so memory in one of the city squares
high piled and elaborate granite base sit*
Chicago, lnd., writee:
great. All this might be said of many a Targe and ragged, sweet-faced woman,
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
I hare been a great sufferer with irregular other cosmopolite coinmuniliee, but of with a half-naked child at her aide, lookand gratefully into
periods and female trouble, and about three this one, pest history and present obser- ing np lovingly
Margaret's face. It is said to be the first
months ago th* doctor, after using the X Ray
vation proclaim it more loudly.
sanl 1 had an abceee and would have
public monument ever erected to a
are many things to attract noticematter how much one has travelled, or
now many other strange and more an-

flufey MrnKrusK

Al

Going through the hospitals in oar
large cities, e 1* surprised to find such
a large proportion of the
patient* lying

those snow-white beds women
and girls, who are either swatting
or recovering from serious operations
Whv should this be the esse? Simply 1 ause they have neglected themselves. Female troubles are certainly
on the increase among the women of
this country—they creep upon them
but every one of those
unawares,
patients in the hospital beds had plenty
of warning in that bearing-down feeling. pain at left or right of the abdomen,
nervous exhaustion, pain in the email
of the back, dizziness, flatulency, displacements of the organs or irregularities
All of these symptoms are indications of an unhealthy condition of
the female organs, and if not heeded
the penalty has to be paid by a dangerWhen these symptoms
ous operation.
manifest themselves, do not drag along
until you are obliged to go to the hospital and submit to an operationPinkout remember that Lydia E.
ham's Vegetable Compound has saved
from
thousands of women
surgical
on

operations.

owners

to

some

iceBerryhjiO*

on me.

to have an operation. Mv mother wanted
Pinkham'* Vegetable
me to try Lydia E.
as a last resort, and it not only
saved me from an operation but made me en-

Compound

tirely waiL”

Mrs. Alice Berryhill, of 813 Boyce
Street, Chattanooga, Tenn., writes:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
Three years ago life looked dark to me.
I had ulceration and inflammation of the
female organs and was in a serious condition.
'•

My health

completely

broken down
and the doctor told me that if I was not operated upon I would die within six months.
but
I told him I would have no
would try Lrdia E. Pinkhama Vegetable
to
me
He
tried
influence
against
Compound.
it but I sent for the medicine that same day
and began to use it faithfully. Within five
days I felt relief but was not entirely cured
until I used it for some time.
fine. I have
Your medi- ine is
induoed several friends and neighbors to take
it and I know more than a dosrn who had
female troubles and who to-day are as well
and strong as I am from using your Vegetable Compound.”
was

operation

certainly

troubled with ir-

are

regular. suppressed or painful periods,
weakness, displacement or nleeration
of the organs, that bearing-down feelLydia E. Pinkham a Vegetable Coming. inflammation, backache, bloating
(or flatulency), general debility, indi- pound at once removes such troubles.
to buy any other medicine, for
Refuse
gestion. and nervous prostration, or are
beset with such symptoms as dizziness, you need the best.
Mrs. Pinkham, daughter-in-law of
lassitude, excitability, irritability, nervousness, sleeplessness,
melancholy, ; Lydia E. Pinkham. invites all sick wo“want-to-be-left- men to write her for advice. Her advice
and
•‘all-gone"
"
alone feelings, they should remember aud medicine have restored thousands
true remedy.
and
tried
one
\ to health. Addreas, Lynn, Mass.
there is
Lydia t Plnkham's Vegetable Compound Succeeds Where Others Fall.

ComaponDmtt.

very often.
We are
people, I thick, that are
Mutuals, doing work in some line-Anon
at her dress-making, you at your butterin

even

if you
all busy

making,
all need

and

do not

come

around the circle.

so on

We

dress occasionally, and we
do not consider our regular bill of fare
complete without butter for our “daily
bread”.
Aunt Madge.
POTATO SCAB.

Suggestions

from the

Maine Agricul-

Experiment Station.
Potato scab is more or less prevalent
tural

all

Maine. Because in some years it is
more troublesome than in others, and because the disease itself is so little understood by practical growers, there is danger
of its not being regarded with the importance that it deserves. For these
reasons
the Maine agricultural experiover

ment station has

prepared

the

The

common

idea

that potato scab is

produced by chip dirt, ashes
is

of that kind

<

'<

!
following j

statements:

j

something i
a fungus

or

It is

erroneous.

disease and grows from spores, the same
any other fungus. Certain conditions
favor its growth and such favorable conditions may be furnished by chip dirt,
lime, ashes, etc. When once introduced
into land, no practical w ay has thus far
been found of removing it. How long it
will remain in the soil is unknown. It
certainly may continue for many years
even when no potatoes arc grown upon
the field.
There are many ways in which it is
possible for soil to become affected. The
germs may be introduced into the manure

as

pile by feeding scabby potatoes to stock,
by putting them directly into the
compost heap. The fungus may then
or

propagate itself in the

manure

and

if

this

applied to the land, the disease may be
widely disseminated. Alkaline soil favors
the growth of the fungus and on this acis

count neither

ashes

nor

lime

should ordi-

narily be used in connection with potato
growing. As farm manures are slightly alkaline, they are best not used on potato
land. The plowing under of a green crop
tends

by (its fermentation to make the soil

slightly acid. This condition is unfavorable to the growth of the fungus.
There
is

a more or

less

common

belief that salt

something of a preventive of potato
scab, bat exact experiments have failed to !
is

demonstrate this.

Probably

the

most

common

way

in

scab fungus is disseminated is by
the use of infected seed. It is therefore of
the utmost importance to use clean seed.
Where it is impracticable to procure clean
Beed, or in case of doubt, it should be
treated with a fungicide. While such
treatment will help scabby seed, it may
not act as an entire preventive. It is
therefore best not to use seed that is
which

much affected.

—1“Claude and Clarice

are

in

a

terrible

predicament.” “How is that ?’* “They
paid so much for their going-away outfit
that they can’t go away.”
Most

disfiguring
pimples, rashes, etc.,

skin

eruption?,

scrofula,

are due to impure blood.
Burdock Blood Bitters Is a cleansing blood
tonic. Makes you clear-eyed, clear sainned.—
Advt.

Down around the old

French

market

is

woman's memory in the United mates,
place to see a greater variety of the and none w*a ever more worthy than
human family than may be met with in Margaret Haugery.
any other spot on earth. Every state and
Itching piles provoke profanity, but y faulty
dialect of Europe is reprented—or the Inthe

won't

dian and the Moor, the Mexican and the
Chinese—all specimens of the earth's children, from the Occident or the orient, are
gathered here-the black and the white,
the creole and the quadroon.
The real Louisiana Creole* are amo.ig
the proudest people In the world, and the
much-abused and misunderstood word
here stands for all that is good and untainted. In the West Jndlea and on the
Spanish main, a Creole ia one of mixed
blood with a great preponderance of the
European. Here, the first French and
Spanish settlers of the better class took
the name, and their unmixed descendants
are as proud of it to-day as ever.
To be
mixed with other color or kind* of people,
one would not here be called a Creole.
Their domestic language ia still French—
their English is but for convenience and
an accomplishment.
The Louisiana CrSole women have been well considered to
be among the (most
beautiful in" the
world.
New Orleans was first settled by the
French in about 1728. Some thirty years
later the country waa ceded to Spain. The
people rebelled, drove the Spanish governor
a * ay, and declared their independence,
and set up a government of their own.

Folk In California.
Spain sent out a powerful expedition,
Los Angeles, Cal., April 1, 1906.
destroyed the leaders and “pacified" the
To the Editor of The American:
people. Later on, a governor and other
From the number of people assembled high officials marrying Creole belles, the
the
in Burbank hall last evening, it ia evident Spanish rule became popular and
that there are quite a number of natives people loyal; the colony turned from
of the Pine Tree State who art uow mak- French to Spanish arts and w-ays. After
ing their homes in Los Angeles. The oc- nearly fifty years of this assimilation of
casion was the monthly meeting of the heart* and evolution of taste, the country
Maine society of Los Angeles. Over 500 was ceded back to France against the crywere present, and a
delightful evening ing protest of the people.
But events followed fast, and within a
was enjoyed by all.
The programme consisted of a good old- few weeks they were sold “like a lot of
fashioned New England dinner, speeches cattle" to the government of a strange and
and short talks by officers and members unholy people-the United States; less
of the society, renewing the old and mak- than sixty years later, one of the proudest
ing the acquaintance of new members, cities of a Confederate government-toand entertainment by the California Pro- day a contented, loyal and pr» sperous
motion club. While I enjoyed the meet- city of the greatest government on the
ing of. old friends and making of new* earth.
All of its vicissitudes and displeasing
ones, I was particularly interested in the
novel products of this state. Col. Dudrow forced changes of allegiance were only
exhibited and explained the beauties of leading ever onward towards a happy
the climbing rose of many colors, and salvation and no doubt to a yet more brilwent into detail showing how* that excel- liant future.
In sauntering about the city, in the old
lent fruit, grape fruit, was produced, and
also showed how’ eggs were preserved for French quarter, the most interesting and
an indefinite period.
By this process eggs historical spot is Jackson square. Here,
and near by, were held all the meetings of
can be kept nice and fresh for an expense
of less than one-half cent a dozen.
note, of vital interest to the colony. Here
Before the meeting closed Dr. W. A. the great formality of turning the country
Lamb, of thd Massachusetts society, sug- over to Spain took place, and here the
gested the amalgamation of the various abortive first declaration of independence
Newr England states associations into one on American soil was made. Here the
New England society. This arrangement leaders were shot to death. In the centre
appealed to all present, and a committee of the square ia an heroic equestrian
was appointed to complete arrangements.
statue of the hero of Chalmette. The
After the reading of a very interesting | horse stands high on a granite
base, on
paper on iMaine, by A. I. Merrill, of Bush- which is boldly cut thia inscription:
the
was
and
we
all
meeting
closed,
“The Union must and shall be preserved.**
field,
went to our homes, proud of the honor of'
Though the monument it older than the
natives
of
the
old
Pine
Tree
being
good
Civil war, that bold declaration did
not,
State.
Rev. F. T. Morgan.
and could not, face and withstand the
year or more of Confederate rule. The
Brooksvllle-Bangor Steamer.
words were cut by the order of General
The steamer Tremont, Capt. Benjamin Butler after the
city had fallen and he was
of
the
West
Arey,
Brooksville-Bangor in charge.
her
went
on
summer
schedule
this
route,
Facing the square, aide by side, are the
week.
old 8t. Louis cathedral and the “Oabildo”.
The Tremont will run between West Within
the latter building, on the second
Brooksville and Bangor, touching at all
floor, in what is now the supreme court of
river landings. She will leave Brooksville
Louisiana, great events have occurred.
in the morning at 5.40 o’clock, and will Here various
changes of government have
leave Bangor on her return trip at 2 been
signed and keys changed hands.
o’clock each afternoon, arriving at BrooksLafayette was here received in pomp, and
ville at about 7 o’clock in the evening.
McKinley formally welcomed to the state
just before his death.
New Buoy at Prospect Harbor.
My friend and I sat at the desk and in
On February 22, at Prospect i nner har- the chairs of honor where
eventB had
a
was
establlsned a taken place-honored
fairway buoy
bor,
guests-we feed the
black
and
second-class can, painted
white janitor and owned the
building. Around
in perpendicular stripes, in forty feet of the inner court are the
ancient Spanish
is
The
at
the
entrance
water.
to
buoy
prison ceils, used to-day for the confineinner
on
the
harbor
bearings: ment of “drunks” and other petty crimProspect
Prospect Harbor lighthouse, N. 1-4 E., inals, swelling trial. The cells are built
distant 5-16 mile; Little Black ledge, S. by of solid
masonry, and it is said that but
E., 15-16 E.; Petty Point, tangent, 8SW., one person ever
escaped-a white woman,
11-16 W.
who scratched her way
through the solid
wails. If the old Cabtldo would but
speak
Human Blood Marks.
an.i tell of all it has
seen, the story would
A tale of horror was told by marks of douotless be more
Than ail
interesting
human blood in the home of J. W. Wil- the^ my other
building in the western
liams, a well known merchant of Bac, wort » could tell.
Ky. He writes: “Twenty years ago I
Among the most interesting sight* to*
had severe hemorrhages of the lunps, and
high land stranger are the many cemewas near death when 1 began taking Dr.
terier
They are indeed veritable “cities
New
It
Discovery.
Ow ing to the
King’s
completely of th
dampness of
cured me and I have remained w'ell ever the Ba il, bodies are not
but rest
It cures Hemorrhages, Chronic above ground, in tombs buried,
since.”
built of brick,
Coughs, Settled Colds and Bronchitis, and marble or granite-some of them costing
is the only known cure for Weak Lungs.
a fortune; hence the
of the
Every bottle guaranteed by E. Q. richer class look like resting-places
handsome villages of
Trial
Moore, Druggist. 50c and fl.00.
The ch™per receptacles
are
bottle free.
bmlt of masonry along the walls
the

lejd

—

cure

them.

Doan's Ointment

cures

Itch-

ing. bleeding or protruding piles after years of
of suffering—Adrl

EailtoaBt ant) Sttambc

Commencing Dec. 4, 1905.
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a new
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Welcome, after your long silence! We
do not want to have any one drop out of
all
our circle, and we intend to count you

.ARISICAS

niche* called ovens, which
they resemhl.
1
and many of them three tiers high
The tourist wanders in the citv
snd If his mind be
bloodthirsty orV»£
towards romance and tragedy, he »tn«!
under the old “dueling oaks" and
£
rail up the past, w hen tragedy followed
in
the footsteps of gayety, and when so
many
fatal morning netting* occurred under
these s*mc old hoary, moea-beardert tree.
But the sun shines brightly, and the
whispering leaves and twaying branehoa tell
only of the joy of the children who now
play brncath their ahade.
The haunted house, on Roval street |.
another weird place to visit. It is told’ 0f
In one of Cable's stories.
There lived
Madame talstirie, one of the most beauti
ful and accomplished women of her time
and undoubtedly the most cruel of
a|j

no

When women

Dear

READY PEN.

There

are iu< h fend, frail lips
That speak to us. Pray, if lore strips
Them of discretion many Hires,
Or If they spea k too t ow or quick, tut b rrimes
We may pa-s y; foi we may see
Days not far off when those small words may be
Held not as low, or quick, or out cf place,

spoke

INTEREST DK8CHIBKD BY

The city of New Orleans is unquestionably the most foreign of all American seaports, and is no commonplace town.

They

such dear, familiar feet that go
They
Along the path with outs-feet fast or slow,
And trying to keep pace-if they mistake
Or trea upon some flower that we would take

PLACES OF HISTORICAL AND ROMANTIC

Richardson. ol Deer l-lc

demands

are

FOREIGN OF ALL AMERICAN CITIES.

[WrlUen fo.THK

So often; ih* y le *ch out
With ttlilts scar tly thought about.
So n.any times; they do
So many thins* for roe, for you—
If their fo d wins mist ke.
We may well bend, not break.

but dear
Because the 1 pa that

MOST

Avoid Them.

hands;

turn at our

Hospitals

Appalling Increases in the Number of Operations
Year-How Women May
Each
Performed

WHILE WE MAT.

The ham's

NEW ORLEANS.

Hfcbrrti«rmrnt»

fllutual Dcntfit Column.
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Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a tn and 6.11 p
m. and arriving EU> worth II 56 a m. A0 17 p ir,
connect with Washington Co Ry.
’Stop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Lise, to and from Portland, lie a
ton and St. John.

Passenger*

are

earnestly requested

to

procnr#

©specially

tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth
F. E. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vies Pres, and Gen'l Manager.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
SPRING SCHEDULE.

[

Commencing Saturday. March 34, 190 -trace
leaves Bar Harbor at 9 a m. on Mondays,

•r

and Saturdays
Wednesdays
Nortt.east ilarbor. Has*

for Seal Harter,
Harbor. Southwest Mar
bor and Stontngtoo. connecting at Bockiatd
with steamer for Bo,ion.
t
steamer leaves Bluehlll at 9 a m. Honda**.
Wednesday » and Paturuays for South Bluehlll,
I Brooklin, Sedgwick, b*er Isle. Sargentvllle,
South BrookevlUe. Dark Harbor and Bocklaud,
connecting wlu. steamer for Boston.
ttETC KM NO
From Boston Mondays and Thursdays at 3 p mFrom Uockland at 5 90 a m.luesdays. Fridays
and Sundays, touching at Stonlngton, Souihwt«i ibrh-.r, Ba*s
Harbor, Northeast lUroor
Mud Seal Harbor,
From Kockland Tuesdays, Frldsvs and Sun*
days at 5 9u a ro. touching at Dark Flarbor. South
Brooksvllle, Sargent vide. Deer Ule. Sedgwick,
Brooklln, South Bluehlll and Bluehlll.
From West Tremont Monday*.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamer*
of this
Company, la insured against Arc and
marine rtak.
8* Shebmam, Superlntindeut, BocklAnd,
Mains.
CALTIW A cstim, Pres't A feaa'I Manager.
Boston, Mass

'Alrbmi&rmrnts

New Amsterdam Hotel
Fourth Avenue and 21st St.,
New York.
Located in the heart of the

city,

one block east of Broadway, two blocks south from
Madison Square. House newly

decorated

and
refurnished.
Bates S 1.00 per day and up-

ward, European plan.
Edward Coyne A Co.
F. S. Willard Mgr.

biikhim. HISTORY.
r. csmlnge, Brookline,
Bleehlll Historical Society.]
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(„r ine

H’.lorte.l .«lety will be glad .e
!>• president, l»r. Okie Uttla

„|„,hni
.'.r.iokh
r II u-utn. •»*

T.

Ti
8,1

,„,t* In

,,

correction*. ete.,
mnk

icrrerl

a.

n*

these |> l*<-r>

,.a

poa.IWe.

meeting of the v«*n h-1.1 Nov. B,
from Mcv. Jonthere wa* received
communkaFisher the follow in*

u ,

JL

,!h«n
"P"
E

1,179?.
folkmlw* pro“Or*.

*

Thf

cf »he lire
^"thsi instead
cleared annually for

led

ne-es

VI

7

»nd

Town re'.sw awl pay to ihe sub
intfoirlhe IJth ot July fa eaei.
„f forty I rollers
within the term of Ihe seld serr n

.,r, me

,rlr,

f^1'

r
I

j
L

to

.even -ueets

^rUv-fore

***

,,,

«•iltscr <’4*l

construct snd comp cte a budge
Fails, anedfad. upon the *et.«ral
the pinn presented by tbe soli-

.an

^prl»<-

witn on ibe
|.rt>>~- els being complied
Town, the ea -cr.lier obligates Mm
he has sb
what
b»
t, pari. In sdolt'on
a
II v in bn Treasurer,
if :. I. to pay an u,
one hs'f of tnU sum of
a pan of the
!>• ! »'*• >o •* appropriated
t .aid bridge.
be
agreeable lo the
t.ropesale may

Uev-

t i>,

^
***

■

J“1(ijeari,
y"r
v

„

■f,

ftwnhlf- leslreof
T

nor

(ioullemen,
Slneer* friend,
•hmaTHAX Kishm.”

the town
In r.; iy to the above proposals
I'hat Mr. Fieher he allowed
IKillar* in Ilou of chopping and
Ujirtj.
acres for him.
charing the nest five
“Voted. That Mr. Ebene*. r Floyd,
John (Vt. rs nnd Capt. Joseph Wood, Jr.,
on Mr. Fisher with
be a Committee to wait
the above proposal.
“Voted, That the Selectmen notify the
Forefalls and
Budding a llridge over the
in before the nest
denrr |» r»..n* to bring
build said
annual merlin* what they will
and
Bridge lor upon Mr. Fisher’s plan,
the plan which lias been presented to tbe
Town, or nny particular part thereof, and

.•Vot'd.

Town at their nest

lay the same before the
annual m-cting for their furt her consideration.
“Voted, That tne tommuiw appo’mca
Fisher present the
to wad upon Mr.
thanks «>f the Town to him for hie generoq«offer towards building the Bridge over
the Fore* Fall*.
‘•Voted, That if Mr. Fiaher accept* tho
thirty-fiv** Dollar* voted to allow him, the
Selectman are to direct the labour appropriated for chopping for him, to|chopping
down on the School lot tbi* fall.”
At the annual meeting of the town held

April 3,1798,
f

Filter

waa

another

read,

aa

propoaal

from

Mr.

follows:

March 19,1799.
IfclA# Inhabitant* of Bln* If Hi:
The•ubsetiber maAe*ih« folk>«l«g proposal*,
fit
Totcerptof thirty Dollar* to be pol l aanu
l»y by tb« ttih uf Ju'f f-»r #»« J**r» ensuing,
ifler KM' present, In lieu of ftlilng and clearing
fr* aerr* of la ml annually on his lot. for that
■

j

lena of time.

|

By acrrptlng this proposal, or thoae
rkMtdy aaM, the Town will oblige their
I rlend and Servant,

pre

Joxathax riaaaa.

After the reading of the communication,
the town

“Voted to accept the above propoaal.’1
At the annual meeting of the town held
on April 1, 1799, it wm
“Voted, That the Selectmen confer
with the Rev. Mr. Fisher respecting the
hauling nil wood and see if he 1* willing
to accept a commutation in lieu thereof
and report the same to the Town at their
next

meeting.”

Mr. Fisher’s reply to the Selectmen was
in writing, read at the annual town meeting held April 9, 1809, as follows:

(

BlOl HILL. Mar-h 3l*t, 1800
T»tk* ScUetmm of tA* Town of Bin* HUt:
GXSTllmkx
Respecting me commutation
proposed la Ura of cutting and hauling tnjr
*v«l. I would observe that for myaelf I am
tally content**I wl«h the pre»ent roodejof getting
M; if tbcrc be a commutation to be permanent, 1
•bon'd not be willing to accept lc«s than a
haflar for each cord to be hauled; If the Town
prefer th!». <>r netting u up at Vendue, to the
fm*o\ mode, 1 will not object to Ml her.

Your», etc.,
JoxaTifAX rtsHCK.

|

After listening to the reading of Mr.
Pisher’s communication the town
“Voted, That the Rev. Jonathan Fisher
b* allowed one Dollar for each cord of
wood which the town are obliged to cut
*nd haul for him
by agreement at hia

Mftlement.
“Voted, That fifteen Dollars

|

assessed
«poo the Town to pay the Rev. Jona.
Pister in lieu of cutting and thauling bis
wood.”
Prom the town records it appears that

|

matter* relating to Mr. Fiaher’»|settlem*nt were
carefully considered, and

i

|

|

|

changes made
Wer* made
€ftr ifaem

in the term* thereafter
after both parties had gone
and mutually agreed about

them.
The records show that
although Mr.
FUbtr vii careful about hi. money
“■Iters, and he had need to be on the
sain* agreed
upon, ho was generous in hia
•baling* with the town. Hia propoaal in
'“gard to . bridge across the Falls, shows
•tat he was not
only generous In hia offer,
“M had the
foresight to see that a bridge
dare was, and would
be, a demand that
sense day would have
to be heeded and
“at He was a man
interested in the
I*ogr"s» and welfare of the town, in eduserving many years upon the school
•ethinittee, and was more than any other
l*r,‘,n instrumental in
founding the acad™tj of the town in HSQ3.
Ue wa* an induatrioua
man, hia house
ing been built from plans be drew and
““h of the labor in
its construction was
performed by his hands. It was hia cusm to viait
once a year at least every famm
town“ and jot down all births, mar7
and deaths in a record he
kept from
*'tune of his settlement to the end of
l»
pastorate over the church. His visits
Journeys about the town and vicinity
**
usually made on foot, and ?tis
u. lhat ke never wore an overcoat or
er
ttannel» in the severest of winter
w
He Was knowu to walk to and
urn
Bangor, when he attended the meetWofthe theological
seminary. But it
as
pastor of the church that he, dis-

dr*

I

be

played jrrwt enerjfy.Uct
sometimes

and

“Mr. Fisher made a
as follows:
rum was grown
Into
wanted the demijohn

perwvervnce,

under what would have
been serious hindrances and
discouragements to other men.
\\ ben he was ordained the
church had
twenty-three members, and steadily grew
in influence for the next ten
years until
the number had reached
nearly a hundred.
In the beginning of 1803, Mr. Fisher
noted in his record “That much exertion
was made by the itinerant
Methodists to
Introduce their peculiar tenents, much reembling those of theAnei'nt Pelagians.
Numbers flecked after them. The pastor
f» It it to be his
duty to attend their meetings and pub’ ly state what he believed
to be the tru
in opposition to error dissemminal
The result was favorable
i. (delation,
beyond
and the current
toward .ho Methodists subsided.”
*4A' r this, till n ar the close of 1804, the
churih was quiet except some trying
oaa j* of
discipline, but in the close of
♦ his
year it began to be manifest that the
Uov. Mr. Merrill,of Sedgwick, w-as falling
away to the Anti-Redo Baptist sentiments. This led the way to a divlson of
the church inScdgw*ick and Blue Hill.
lX*c. 0th, 1801, one of the sisters of the
church in Blue Hill requested a dismission
from the church on account of being diasatisfied with her baptism, which was the
first instance of the kind that bad occured
in the place. It was agreed generally that
dismission in such a case could not be
even

stance

in subthe cherry
disuse, that they
and that the con

services were held Thursday at the union
church. Rev. Mr. Mayo, of Winter Harbor,

statement

That

The

contents of the vessel

containing a quancherries and perhaps two
quarts of rum and water into the hole,
and covered it up. That he carried the
vessel out, meaning out from within doors,
but recollected afterwards that he took it
from near the door without.
“The Church voted that Mrs. Fisher
offer in public the following acknowledge-

tity of

members in

Mr.

Fisher's church

leaving the

teen,

out of town

resident

members

at

ment

This was g, trying time to Mr. Fisher,
but notwithstanding what his thoughts
might have been he never said an unChirstian word against those who went
out from bis communion to form the

Baptist

On the

church of the town.

con-

!
!

|

:

cranberry

see

othss

and its

membership,

but that

was

not his

way of dealing with fact*. His way was
to record all that took place in the church
meetings in the plainest language, where
matters of discipline were being considwhatever readers in after time might
think or infer therefrom.
He was Just as particular to record any
matter concerning himself or family that
was called in question, as of matters pertaining to others. The writer, by way of
illustration, quotes from the record as fol-

ered,

low's

:

“March 25, 1830.

The Brethren of the

Meeting house to make
inquiry concerning an alleged contradic-

church met at the

between Mr. and Mrs. Fisher on the
subject of some cherry rum thrown away
between them. Mrs. Havage states that at
the church fast, speaking about the difficulties in the church, she mentioned report* concerning cherry rum throw n away.
Mrs. Fisher said we bad a demijohn in the
cellar. I brought it up and asked Mr.
Fisher what I should do w ith it? He said,
“what I was a mind to.” I emptied it out.
That she asked Mrs. Fisher if Mr. Fisher
did not dig a hole and help her empty it.
She said, “no, 1 emptied it myself. Mr.
Fisher had no hand in it.’ In this conversation Mrs. F. said she had heard that
she had been obliged to empty it.
“Mrs. Edith Hinckley stated the same
Dea. Seth
in substance more briefly.
Hewins stated that Mrs. Fisher had said
to him that there was a story in circulation that Mr. F. made her empty the
cherry rum, but she said the empting of
it w'a* a voluntary thing, but does not remember w’hether she said she emptied it
or Mr. F.
tion

“Mr. Israel Wood

staled

tnai

in

com-

to speak
pany of Mrs. Fisher he began
atout the rum that was turned out. That
Mrs. Fisher took up the story and said he
carried the rum out to the manure heap
and dug a hole and buried it.
“Mr. Nehemiah Hinckley slated that he
Bucks(Mr. F.) came into his house from
port, that he asked him about destroying
the cherry rum; that Mr. F. gave a relation of pickling the plums, buying the
rum and putting it into the demijohn,
and of the fashion then of occasionally
treating those who called. That they
wanted the demijohn; that he carried it
out
out to a chip manure heap, emptied it
and burwd it up. .Mr. Hinckley replied
that there was a report that Mrs. Fisher
it. Mr. F. said it was a mistake;

emptied

did it.
“Mrs. Fisher admits in substance the
evidence respecting what she said; says
to
she carried the demijohn out and began
it from her
empty it. That Mr. F. took
in
and carried it further. She says that
Mr. Fisher had no hand in it she
he

saying

bad no hand in forcing her to
that there was a
empty it, having heard
ho compelled her.
story going round that
meant he

purchase

Another

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

Leroy Wardwell and wife, accompanied
by Rev. C. W. Wallace, returned home
Tuesday after spending the winter in

Bears [>ort.

is

as good for
grown people as for children. For indigestion, irritability, constipation,malaria, peevisunessand liver troubles it is unequaled. Three generations have known of the wonderful merits

Harvey Webster left yesterday to take
his place as fireman on the steamer Tremont, which will make the first trip today on her accustomed route.
Fred F. Wardwell left Friday for
Bueksport to join the schooner Omaha,
Capt. C. M. Perkins, who will load bricks
at A. K. Dodge’s yard for Boston.
April 9.
L.

of

Dr. True’s Elixir.

Kept in the home it keeps

out sickness.
Porti.ast*, Mr.

I»r. J. F. Turn A Cn.: T tare known yoor F.llxlr for more than «n vuir*. and linve
n«*d it in my family with pood suci-cs*. I htii taking It now for indigestion. Am < nting
much more than formerly and am glutting tlesh.
FJIKE5I AN OORDOJf.
Sold byall dealers. *5o,80c.$l.00. Write for frretl>ooklpt, Children and Their Divaset.**

DR. J. F. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. Sewell D. Swazey celebrated the
eighty-eighth anniversary of her birth at
her home here last Wednesday. A large
number of friends called to offer congratulations.
KLLSWOKTH

MA

Tits Wabash Railroad Go.

K li KTS.

Green Stuffs (iradutilly Softening in
l*riee Kggs Little Higher.
As a barometer of spring, the n»w arrivals
of green stuffs in the Ellsworth markets arid
the gradually softening of prices, suggests
that
spring is bound northward, appearances here this week to the contrary not-

THE

DIRECT

LINE

FROM

NEW ENGLAND TO THE WEST.
Tourist

Sleepers

Boston to

Chicago.

withstanding.

Dandelions and beet greens ana spinach
are cheaper each week.
Hunch beets are
here.
Straw berries make their w’eekly
visits, but at “50 cents per’’ are not yet in
popular demand.
Eggs have been just a little more scarce
in Ellsworth this week, due largely to the
bad travelling.
Some dealers are asking
20 writs.
The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

VERY

ft

RATES

TO THE PACIFIC COAST ANQ OTHER WESTERN POINTS,
;

Hotter.

Creamery per
Dairy

LOW

IN EFFECT IN FEBRUARY AND MARCH

Country Produce.

For

particulars, write
Boston, the New England

17l>

to

Washington Street,

office of the "Wabash.

.28380 j
Jog.8

bees**.

factory (new) per ft.16#D
Best dairy (new).lc
Dutch (Imported!.ye

|

best

(>5

j

(fresh laid, per doa.18 320
Poultry.
Chickens. ...18 425
fowl
lit*

I

Neufchatel.

paurn

SUM.

lM>
best loose.
Rale. 1

The selectmen are in session at the town
hall, assessing taxes.
Charles W. Bracy is at home from the
life-saving station at Hye Beach, N. H.
Capt. Willis E. Bunker and Warren A.
Hpurling have started their vessels for
Gloucester to fit out for the season.
The school on Baker’s island has been
discontinued for this year, as there are
but two pupils now belonging on that

wards the
town hail.
April 19.

ViT

Give the children Dr. True’s Elixir regularly and they will
be active, strong and healthy. This safe vegetable tonic expels
worms and all impurities of the stomach and bowels
giving to
dedicate, emaciated children pure blood, hearty appetite, healthy
sleep and healthful activity. It puts color in their cheeks and
brightness and happiness in their eyes—making them well again.

last

COUNTY NEWS.
Additional County >«»/**,

Children

—HUS*.;,

Mrs. Annie Whitmore and daughter Lou
have returned from a visit with relatives
in Verona.

per ton.

KINEO RANGES
are

!

leg'2
lb

...

dr***.
15

Vegetable*.

.180.45
15

depend

upon sure
results

sure

ble flue
K i

results,
ob-

are

n

arrangements

e o

make

in

a

cooking

easy.

B. AIKEN, Agent, Ellsworth.
& Xntter Mfg. Co.,
Bangor, Me.
F.

Xoyos

KITTKRY TO

ftromrlsi,

onee—|*«r a
Itlo,
Mocha,
Java,
lea—per k—

by experifor they

cooks

tained from these ranges.
The dampers and admira-

01
Potatoes, hu
6»3»5 Onion**, ft
*8
t elery, bunch
2.388 beets, lb
1"
02 k
I suture,
Cab have, ft
<8 Carrots, lb
*2
Kadi-lies, bunch
0k
0>
Parsnips, ft
Squash, ft
t urnips, ft
lk f'pinsch, pw
23|50
«*
Dandelion grn«, pk
beaus—per qt—
85
beet .Teens, pk
Kellow-eye
\2gl5
.0
10
bunch beets,
Pea.
12
Khubarb, ft
10
Cucumbers, each
'5
sweet potatoes, ft
Kriiil.
20 A ppla«.(conklng)pk
Cranberries, qt
2 d 0
25 a SO
siaiiftub, Uu*
2 g u
A pple-*, (lable)pk 33 »...
l^nmn* ilo«
13
Gr p-lrutl, each

of a piano for the
dance will be held

endorsed

enced
and

84II

Loo*
baled

trary, he has left on record his estimate of
as of being of good character.
Mr. Fiaher was of unblemished Christian character, and he tried to carry his
own standard into the church of w hich he
island.
was the honored pastor for ao many years.
Miss Viola Joy, Percy Bunker, Alfred
I
The records of th- church were written luidd and Frederick Joy have gone to their
a short vacation
out by him, beginning August 11, 1796, respective schools, after
at home.
and ending August 29, 1837, in full, and
Capt. Christopher Swensen. who has
show how carefully he attended to every been
fishing from Pensacola, Fla., during
detail, and how, with unflinching recti- the last five months, has arrived in Gloutude, he aought to correct the error* of err- cester and will go mackcreling with Capt.
H. Hpurling.
ing members. In torn? particular* the Benjamin
Ray A Kelley, of Bar Harbor, held a
record is too minute, and might well have dance
in town hall last evening, and
been abridged to the benefit of the church kindly gave the proceeds, about fl8, tothem

Active

commenced

fishing.

“I. the *ub««*n»»er. acknowledge ihat at a church
f«"t a few mo.ihts alnoe, being questioned con
coming iho turning out of some cherry rum
and intending to convey th« Idea that Mr Klsln-r
<1t-i not compel me to do It, unintentionally
conveyed the Idea that dr Ruber did not do It
him*. If i con fee* that I have reasons to regret
that from thl* mi»un<ler*t tiding report* unfav
orab»e to the cause of reitgl in have been put In
circulation
1 ask rorglven* *s of all whom I
may have given occasion of offence, and pray
that 1 m iy he mo»e circumspect to the manner
of speaking In time to come.
Attest; .Jus. Pisukr. Pastor.

O'

seventy-five.

has

Saturday

was

thir-

sawing

Miss Una Grey went to Vinalhavcn
to teach.
Miss Annette Robinson has resumed her
teaching in the Emerson district.
Charles F. Wardwell leaves to-dav to
join the Marion Turner to engage in shore

choke

Mr. Fisher was so careful that he and
“March 14th, 1805, a Brother and Bister his wife should not only abstain from
offered ress msand withdrew from the com- evil, but from
any appearance of it, that
munion of the church; their reasons were this tine point In ethics was considered in
that, they considered baptism to be the all its bearings and
put upon record, while
only doo* of admission to tho church and a like occurrence of to-day would be
that immersion after believing t§ essential treated as of no consequence and not
to
baptism. During this year other worthy of record or of investigation.
Brothers and Bisters followed this ex( To be continued,
ample, until the numtier amounted to 21.
This historical sketch of Hluehill will be
“Feb. 13, 1.808, Seventeen of those who
had thus withdrawn wore formed into a completed in the next issue of the THE
Baptist church, and after this generally AMERICAN. Owing to a demand for
held meetings by themselves.
April 1st, back copies of the paper containing the
1811, the whole number which had with- ariicle many of the numbers are exFor the benefit of the many
drawn themselves from the Redo-Baptists hausted
and joined tho Baptist church in Blue who will desire to preserve this record, the
Hill previous to this date was forty-one; history has been printed in pamphlet
four of these after withdrawing returned.” farm
making c book of about eighty
This will be ready to send out
This left a membership to Mr. Fisher s pages.
church of thirteen males and twenty- within a few weeks. Only a limited number of these pamphlets has been printed,
eight females; total forty-one.
and those who tcish copies should send in
“several
or inoM
withdrawn
to the
Baptist* have removed from the town, two their names at once. The cost is 50 cents,
of them have been ordained as Baptist including postage.
Copies may be obminister*, men of good character but of tained from F>r. Otis Littlefield, Hluehill,
small education.”
Maine, or will be sent by mail on addressAt the close of the year 1820, the number ing THE AMERICAN, Ellsworth, Maine.
of

spring

in
Dunbar’s mill and in Frtnk Gupmight not be a temptation to any- tilt’s, and will commence in Hutchings’
soon.
one, mutually concluded to throw it away;
that they were brongh# forward, that Mrs.
April 9.
Jew.
Fisher, as he b
,««, carried the demiNORTH
CA8TINE.
john just out of the door and began to
The chicken-pox is prevalent.
empty it, that he took it of her and carJames Hatch was ploughing Saturday.
ried it to a heap of chip manure, in the
Capt. David M. Dodge is painting his
top of which he opened a hole, turned the
house.
tents

granted.

eighty-eight; residing

Abbertiscnunt*.

officiating.

CARIBOl.

MIANUS MOTORS

C.

Wedgewood, a prominent
Lewiston physician, died Monday, aged
seventy-four years.
The mills of the Androscoggin Pulp Co.
burned last Friday
at Brunswick were
night. Loss, f60,UU0; insurance, f40,000.
I>r.

.080.•>
Kloc, per E
It git
Vinegar, gal
Cracked wheat,

M.

1906
NEW FEATURES UNSURPASSED

.o<
uatmeal, per tt>
.2
Buckwheat, pkg
Dr'-p steel forging for con.04
which had been
460.03 Graham,
A business
Japan,
necting rod.
86
.04
.0*0
meal,
Uye
«xdong,
be
in
union
meetheld
the
advertised to
Granulate*!
fb—
Sugar—:*er
nn»«l,En2v*
Interchangeable bronze bearThe eleventh meeting of the Maine
ing-house last Tuesday night, w as held in
Granulitel, 05gQ5>* Oil—per gal—
ing* can be replaced In live
w ill oe held at Auburn
the cellar of the house, where the supper
.16
Coflee—A a 1».
.650 7' Library association
Linseed,
minutes.
was served, as it was deemed more con14
Wednesday and Thursday, April 25 and 26.
Keroaene,
Yellow, t’
.03^
venient.
C8glv
Powdered,
1
Irridium spark points—nothing
Eastman Johnson, a native of Lowell,
Molarnea—per gnl—
and
a
A few days ago n man from Augusta
painter of note, died
better.
.35
Havana,
last
in
York
came to consult with the chairman of the
New’
week, aged eightycity
.5«>
i’orto Rico,
w
We can deliver engines, raatw'O years.
selectmen, Leslie R. Bunker, in reference Syrup,
JW
an effort to exterminate the
J rine or stationary, to 1500
to
T.
Frank
MeHlMSnd Provlalone.
Loring, known as “Big
brown-tail moths. The selectmen offered
II. P.—nothing better n ade.
Thunder”, a chief of the Penobscot tribe
Pork, E.
Beef, E:
ton cents a dozen for brown-tail moth
18
of Indians, died at the Indian reservation
11 <J.:o
Steak, lb
steak,
nests. The result is that every little girl
16
for
over
.10 0.23
Agents
Maine for Schebler carburetor
at Old Towp Friday night, aged
Chop,
Roasts,
and boy is
nests, and some of
160.22 eighty year.
.16010
Ham, per a
corned,
I and fit our engines with the same,
1‘
18
Shoulder,
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Marion Guntill, daughter of Forrest
Perry and wife, died Monday, April 2,
aged three years, one month and sixteen
days. She had been very ill for a long
time. The bereaved parents have the sincerest sympathy of many friends. Funeral
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Railroad Rate Legislation the AllAbsorbing Topic at Present.
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firmed by the Senate Monday.
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Aldrich, of Rhode Island,
w hich is in the corner,
opposite the Senate chamber.
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the committee room of Senator
Hale,
which is directly over the committee
room of Senator Aldrich.
But the meetings in Senator Hale's room are more for
the purpose of reviewing what has been
done or for planning out what general
room
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country generally does not realize
far-teaching the legislation maybe.
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this without aaay carefully
coming State campaign, and allows postoffioeTand
search. The paper* and the
no doubt to remain as to where he organized
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individuals who speak lightly of
atards in relation to both.
appearance of the moths as a **tKa«e-,T canThe speech doubtless will be the not be a was? of the frantic e&urt* and
foundation of the republican platfoi n» thousands of dollars spe*% by the city of
the coming campaign. Its effect >» Newton to prevent such a.scourge as had
already reflected in the editorial visited other Massachusetts town*..
It is a Mendicant fact that tribemizanrr
columns of the republican press of

dent that when election day arrives,
the grand old party wiii be found a
rayed in solid front behind its masterly leader.
.Nothing we can say here in commendation of Gov. Cobb’s speech
would add one iota to its forcefulness.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cunirulocus Park. 1
demand protection to life and propert)
from the county of Hancock, the Hut# of
Maine, snd the Unite* States of America.
I
VI % by c. Fans acstin.

DO

COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
Hancock as: —March 24. a. d. 190#.
E. the undersigned, having been duly
\JLf
▼f
appointed hy the Honorable O. P. Cunningham. judge of probate within acsl for
said couuty, commissioners to receive and
decide upon cldiut of
the creditovs of
Serenun H. Rod irk, late of
Kden. in said
deceased, whose estate has been repre
couuty,
seated insolvent, hereby give public notice
sgreeab'v lo the order of said judg* of probate, that sic months from and »f er March
sixth have teen allowed lo slid creditor*
; to pi ewe nt and p»ove their claims, and
that we will attend to the duty assigned
u*
at the office of it. E. Clark, esq
in the
Mount Desert block, in Bar Harbor, in said
town of Eden, on riaiuvHsy, the fourteenth
day of April, a d. 190*. and at the same pl«ce
on Friday, the thietv-fi'st day of August, a. d.
3MM, at ten oi the clock in ibe forenoon of each
Bskthand K. C labk.
of said days.
i
John E. Bcnksk.
Commissioner*.
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James Lord, late of Ellsworth, in s*j.i
A certain instrument D„"‘
try, deceased.
porting to be the last will and teuameru

said deceased, together with petition for dm.
bate of same, presented by Arno W y\n„
*»
th* executor named therein
73,1607ft
Atphonaine C. Madison, late of Franklin in
1.584 17 said county, deceased. A certain i nrn‘»imt
14500 j purporting to be tbe last wi.l mi u«'«m*nt
of said deceased, together with p, \\>,
SS8C5 probate of *»roe. presented by
Madison, the executor named then n
C harles H. Cloaaon. late «.f Bcukw.-a
Specie.f3'-W*i
61,429 35 said connty. deceased. A certain Ins
Legal-tender notes-11,0*0 00
purporting to be the last will »nd u,
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treas2.500 00 of **ld deceased. together with petit!.,,,
urer (5 per cent, of circulation).
for
probate of rune, presented ey Henry \v
Total. $1,652,402 90 ! gent, the executor named therein
Albioft F. Jordan, late of Ktien, in SAid
LIABILITIES.
county, deceased. A certain instrument
Capital slock paid in. 550.000 00 porting to be the ;a«t will and
ie#'am. < t o#
50.000 00 ; said deceased,
Surplus fund.
together with petition *, r
Undivided profits, less expenses
bate of same,
by Harriet K. Jo-dan
and taxes paid.
ll.KHkft; the executrix presented
named therein.
49.XOOOQ j
National bank notes outstanding..
Kubie A. Hockman, late of Bucksport in
Due to trust companies and savings
said county, deceased. A certain ins runteaft
banka.
7.191 01
purporting to be tbe last will and tes'am-nt
6,7X2 «ft of
Due to approved reserve agentssaid deceased, together with petition tor
I3t 00
Dividends unpaid.
of same, presented by Henry • Buck*
Individual deposits subject to check 438,037 10 probate
man, the executor name t therein.
Demand certificates of deposit.
180,92300
Isaac Britton, late of Hucksport. la gala
303.793 40
Savings department...
deceased. A certain Instrun....
,,r.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.
1.457 90 I county, to be the last will and
porting
(esum.-ut of
Liabilities other than those above
said deceased, together wMb petitio;. j..r iiro.
plated reserved for interest.
3,000 00 bate of same,
presented by Mary 8. BiiuO0
the executrix named therein.
Total. $1 052,402 90
Aaron Q. Page. late of Orland, in said counSTATE OF MAINE.
ty, decease]. A certain Instrument p.iri.on.
IIvscoc* a*:—I, llenrv W. ing to tw the last will and testament f ,Aid
ConxTV ok
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank, deceased, together with petition for pro *te
do solemn!} swear that the above statement of same, presented by Melissa J. Page, *he
is true to the best of my knowledge and be- e» c <trix named therein.
Bchuyler A. Cobb. late of Bucksport. in said
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.Cashier.
lief.
t pur*
Subscribed and sworn to before me thi* 9th county, decetsed. A certain m-trun.
to he the last will and lev ament of
of
190ft.
porting
day
April,
said deceased, together with petition f.,r preLEONARD M. MOORE.
bale of same, presented by Mary 1* Co >t>, tbe
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
executrix named therein.
Correct—Attest:
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in said
A W. KINO.
)
Petition that Jost-ph k.
J a. PETERS.
county, deceased.
J Directors.
K. H. OREELY, I
Tripp or some other aultable person beanpointed administrator of the estate of »ai-i deceased, oieaented by Evie M. Wright, widow
of said dece ed.
Charles A. Hunnewe'l, late of Lamoice, |0
•aid couu*y. deceased
Petition that I., m
or
STATE
Hunncwell or some other suitable pers, :i be
Hancock aa.—At k probate court held at \ appointed adminU'rat
of threat ale <>f v*i<j
Ellswoilh, In and for said county of Hancock, cece»aed. pr*s*nted by Klee a HunneweH,
on the third day of April, in
the year of widow of Mid dfcetwd.
our
Lord oue thousand nine hundred and
Mary Ann Jarria, late of Ellsworth. in said
•lx.
county, deceased. First account ot Etrrsrd
CERTAIN instrument purporting to »e H. Orwely, executor, filed for w'Urmrot.
a copy of the last will
and testament
Coar ea Jarvis, late of Ellsworth, in said
and codicils I hereto of Emily Meigs Bidd e.
Third account of Bverard
countv. de-eased
late of Philadelphia, in the county of PhilaH.Orewly. administrator, filed fo* aettiement.
delphia, and stale of Pennsylvania, deceased,
John H. 8wa*ey. late of Bucksport. In mid
and of the probate thereof In said state of county, deceased. First account of Albert C.
Pennsylvania, duly authenticated, having Hwatey. administrator de hnnta won with the
been presented to the judge of probate for will annexed, filed «Or leMlem- nt
our said county of Hancock for the purpose
J. TuoniM Hinckley, minor, of Bluehiil. m
of being allowed, filed and recorded in the said county. First account of Nahum Hinckprobate court of our said county of Hancock. ley guardian, filed f« r settlement.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given tc j
temiiy K Farnsworth, late of Soothwtst
all persons init rested therein, by publishing
Harbor. In said connty, de emed
Firs; *ca copy of this order three weeks successively 1 count of Alton R. Farnsworth, administrator
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper with the will auaeied, filed for eeliietnrni
h»!»
said
Hanat
worth,
in
of
county
O. p. CCNN1NUHAM. Judge of aaid court.
printed
cock.
prior to the first day of May, A true copy. Attest.—T. F. Masosxv. Register.
d.
that they
a.
190*.
may appear nt
a
court
then
to
be
held
at
Eden, To th* Gounty tbiamiimsm of Hancock
probate
in aud for **id county of ffancock. at ten
Gam nfy;
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
fPHE undersigned. residents of Btoolngtoo,
auv they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
JL
reapcc.fully petition your Honorable
A true copy, attest —T. F. Mahonky. Register. body to grant a Item-ae to Wtilism H <«r*nt
to operate a ferry between Oreen Head In the
STATE OF MAINE.
aaid town of 8tooing*on and Crotch Isuaud.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at Tbe termini of aaid ferry to be located reEllsworth, in and for said county of Hancock, spective, y, fifteen rod* westerly of the wharf
owned by Frank 8. Warren on aaid Oreen
un the third day of
April, in the year of oar Head, and
on land • copied by John
i«*gg
Lord one thousand nine hundred and ais.
CERTAIN inwtrument purporting to bet and near the houae known as the Da d Bobbins house on Crotch JefautL
copy of the last will and testament <A
tJaid license to be so made as not to conflict
Isabella liove, lateof Andover. In thecounty of
Essex, and Commonwealth of Massachusetts, tn any manner wish the present rights of
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said quarry owners in convey tug men between
Commonwealth of Ma-v**cbus*tts. duly au- j btooington village aiMtasid Crotch Island.
Fxu> H Waaa
theuticatcd. having been cresented to the
and Twentj-oue others.
judge of probate for oar said coanty of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
STATE OF MAINE.
and recordtd In the probate court of our nM 1
Hancock a*.:—Court of County Comniiscounty of Hancock.
•toner*. April Term. A. I> i»
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
tbe foregoing petition the Comml*all persona Interested therein, by publishing aioI'poa
tiers being *atl*A*d that the petitioner*
a copy of this order three week* successively !
are responsible, that an
inquiry into bt
to the
Ellsworth Aaarricao, a newspaper ! merit*
t* expedient, and that the petitioners
printed at Ellsworth, in said countv of Han- ought to be beard touching the r>*u< vet
cock. prior to the first day of May, a. d
forth In their petition; order that I hr r unty
90S. that tbey may appear at a probate Commissioners
He’ect men's
m*et
at
the
then
to
be held at Eden, in and Otik-* in
court
Stonington. on W*dn*'«l»v the
for said county of Haucwck.at ten o'clock io lttn
>:-xk
of May. A. 1). 1«M, at 1
the forenoon, and show cause, if any they F. M..day
and then, e proceed to view the route
have, agaiusi the same.
mentioned in anid petition, immediately After
O. P CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate, wnich view, a
hearing of the partie* and witA true copy.
nesses will be bad at some convenient pises
K
M a HO* BY. Register.
Hi the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises as theCnmnioi. ners
subscriber herebv gives notice that • hail
rpifE
judge proper. And it in farther
1 he has been duly appointed executor of U e
Ordered— I hat notice of the lime, place sod
ia*t will and testament sad codicil of Joshua
purpose of the Commission* rs' merlin* aforeP. Hooper, late of Mucks pert, in the coun v of said
be given to nil person* and corporations
Hancock, deceased, no bonds beinf required !
interested by serving an attested Copy «>f the
All persous having
by the terms of said nil
and this order thereon, upon the
demands against the estate of satd deceased petition
Clerk of the Town of 8'samgtOB, a like copy
are desired to present the same lor settleWn. H (Irani, and si so alike copy upon
ment. and all indebted thereto are requested upon
Fisd K. Webber, one of
lbs
petit toners*
to make payment immediately.
and by posting up attested cop.es as aforesaid
Tui wokk H. Smith.
April It, WO*.
i» three public places in said town of Bonington, thirty clays at least before the time
subscriber hereby gives notice that
and by pub*
he has been duly appointed executor of appointed for said view,
L
the last will and testament of Elisa C.
lishing the petition and order thereon,
Hill, late of Bullivatt. in the county ot three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
Hancock, deceased, no bon 1* being required American, a newspaper published at Ellsbv the terms of said will. All persons having worth. in tbe County of Hancock, the first
demand* against the es ate of sai l decease d i publication to be ibiily day at least oefore
are
esired to present the same lor settle ( the time of said view, that all persons and
me nt. and all tnd
bted thereto are requtsied > corporations interested may attend and be
beard tf they think fit.
to make paymeut immediately.
tVO*.
11.
WlLllAM O. EmkBY.
April
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.
A true copy of tbe petition and order thereon.
subsettb*r Hereby
gives notice that
rpHE
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.
he baa been duly appointed executor
JL
of the laat will and tesiarueut of Maria D. B.
Fry. late of Eden, in the county of To the Honorable Board of County CommitHancock, deceased, no bonds being required
• tuners for <b«
County of flaucock:
by the terms of said will. All persons having
Gkntlkmkk:
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlethe
cltliens of Hancock
undersigned,
\\TE.
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
IT
county respectfully represent tbsi
to make payment immediately.
nubile necessity and convenience requ: e »
Ci< sulks Fry.
April 11. 1906.
ferry to be established bet ween Casting and
t*> be
fT^HE subscriber hereby rives notice that Brooksville. tbe termini o( amid ferrytb« old
snbsUntially the same as those of
JL he has been duly appointed administra
“North Caetlne Ferry’*, so called, or between
tor of
the estate of Sabin J. Hardison, late such
other points in said towns as i" your
of Frankllu. iu the county of Hancock,
Honorable Board may seem expedient.
deceased, and given bond* as the law directs.
Wakkkk.
Gkoroh M
27, 1JM6.
Fato’y
All persons having demands against the esand slaty- four other*.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
8TATH 09 MAINE
the same for settlement, and ajl indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHancock »s
Court of County Commie*
mediately.
sioners, April Tern*. A. D. 1»«
Barky L. Ckabtrkk.
April 3,1906.
Upon the foregoing petition tbe Coin raw*
»ioi ere being satisfied that tbe petitioner* *r*
Id the District Coart of the United Slates for
i*
responsible, that sa inquiry into tbe merits *•
the Hancock District of Maine.
expedient, and that the petitioners ou*b» in
In the matter of
be heard touching the matter set forth
Roacoa L. AMY,
In Bankruptcy.
their petition; tnier that the County« *mnu»*
I
Bankrupt.
sioners meet at Dodges’ Wharf in Bmok*v»l«»
To the creditors of
Roscoe L. Arey, ef on
Friday, the lSth day of May. A D. I***®
in
the
Eden,
county of Hancock, ud 1 o’clock
P. M., and thence proceed to **«• l“*
district aforesaid,a bankrupt:
is hereby given that on the route mentioned In eaid petition, immediately
after
which
view, a hearing of the parti* * *B<1
aiet
*
day of March, a. d 19U6. the
me comeo»e •« pises
said R scoe L Arey was duly adjudicated witnesses will be bad a:
in the vicinity, aid such other u.e inures
bankrupt; and that the first meeting of bis taken
in the premises ns tbe < on*nil•>»ie*<r*
creditors will ba held at my office, in Ellsshall Judge proper. And it is luriner
worth. Maine, oa the list day of April,
Ordered-That notice of the lime. pla< a°a
a.
d. 1900, at 2 o'clock in the aftoratmn,
of tbe Commissioners' meeiing
at
which time the
said
creditors mav purpose
sA d be
given to ail persons afcd corporation*
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trusof toe
tee.
examine the bankrupt and transact interested b* serving an attested copy
tc*such other business as may come before said petition and this order tbereou, upon
Clerk of the Town of Castinc. a like
William K. Whiting,
meeting.
upon the C.erk of the Town of B.ooksvliw*
Referee in Bankruptcy. and
*n“
a like
copy upon tleorge M- Warien,
Dated Apr»i ». 1806.
by poaiiug up attested copies as afor< *aMJ■
three public placts in each of s*id t«»***»
In the District Court of the United Slates for
thirty das s at least before the time »PP““r:
the Hancock District of Maine.
for said view, and by
publishing the i^ution
In the matter of
and order thereon, three weeks aocvesoveiy
)
John C. Ralph,
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper pa*
{In
Bankruptcy.
\
Bankrupt,
lished at Ellsworth, in the County of Han
To the creditors of John C. Ralph, of Southcock, the first Publication te be thirty dayt®
west Harbor. Me., in the
county of Hancock least before the time of said view, that
and district aforesaid, a bankrupt:
persons and corporations interested may »
is hereby given that on the tlst tend and
be beard if they think fit.
of
a.
d.
«*«h.
1906. the
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerksaid
John C. Ralph was duly
adjudicated A true copy of tbe petition aud order tbciw
bankrupt; and that the first meetiug of his
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. C
creditors
will
be
held
at
my
office,
in Ellsworth. Maine, on the 21st
th»*
of
day
subscriber hereby gives notice
April, a. d. 1906, at 10 o’clock In the foreX
he has been duly appointed admin
i*
noon, at which time the said creditors
may tratorof the estate of Sylvester Snowman*
attend, prove their claims, appoint a trustee, of
Bucksport. in the county of Hsncoc
examine
the
bankrupt and transact sueh deceased, and given bonds as the law dtreewother business as
may come before said meet- All persons having demands againd tne
*D8William E. Whiting,
i tale of said deceased are desired to
Referee in
the same for settlement, and all
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. April 6, Bankruptcy.
1906.
thereto are requested to make payment 1
143 07
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1 CENT EACH.
Vull SAL!

A.UIKlt’AN

AT 114 K

OFFICE-

Mamlalin' and Violin Lessors.

Am late from the New EivjcUnd Conservatory of Music, <u»i deshe a hauled number of
arnnbor i pupils for <he nuuwiolm aud vadin. UrMotiaie
ef the eighty-eight men now m thfc Senate j method. tlie hlghor positions a*ad oor»cet bowli g
taught. Ueaso.iable prices.
ure very much in earnest about the railroad
Miss. IDA L. 1IMG1III,
10G Water St
Ellsworth. Me.
Wtai a splendid type of tireless asdvltv la in
suoa&ihe psalntUl ue-ertbea li 1 mu in a like **«
kio
from
chamber
and
like
bridegroom
wjoi&ito*
a strung mao to run a race.
Every man ought
to rise In the morning refreshed by shun her atd
renewal by rest, eager for the ttrumtUi of *be
65 State Street,
day. But now rarely this Is no. Most people
rise still ud re freshed, and dreading the strain
of the day’s labor*. The cau*e of this is deli
PORTLAND, MAINE.
cteot vitality, and behind this lies a deficient
supply of pare, rich blood, and an inadequate
C* HOUSES 'I CKISUKLD,
Pr-in.-miU- I
There 1* nothing
nourishment of the body.
muupau.
Mish AOBfW i/jweu.
Unit will give a man strength and energy, as
will Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery,
it does ltd* by increasing the quantity and
quality of the blood supply. Tlds nourishes
allows him to divorce her if she has no the nerves, feeds the b ain, builds up enfeebled
sons, injures his property, scolds him, organs, and gives that sense of strength and
presumes newer which make* the struggle of life a joy.
quarrels with another woman ormeal.
The “good feeling” which follow* the use of
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Ruga made from old
to eat before he has finished his
“Golden Medical Discovery" 1* not due to stim- Woolen. Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet
Carpets.
as it contains no alcohol, whisky or
ulation,
sometime!
want
Flowers
You will
other Intoxicant. It does not brace up the body, Carpets cleaned clean. Send Tor circular.
BAR HARBOR but builds It op into a condltiou of sound
MOSES, FLORIST,
ME,
health.
l.l.
Open all the year 'round.
As

First National Bank,

<

j

JFciinti.

peuyhr will the capifcoL are only a part of those held.
be lax in tbeir efforts, and if fifty peat® Benaton* we
frequently » consultation
are allowed to remain and hcin£ fc«th 33U
with the Freaudent. It ii-nothing unusual
ti
Utile
moths to a i*A on A s treat, it is
lor telephone messages irom the white
use for B. andC. to destroy the nast* on
House io be received at t kc capitoi asking
the adjoining iand.
some amator u> drop around at 1 o’clock
the
Kim
Only one month renuuBa
in the altemwon, which » just before tla
and
an
that
bursting of the leaf bud*,
President starts for luncheon, or at 3
make
a
time the city government should
o’clodt in the afternoork. which is about'
comeither
determined effort,
>y seudLing
the hn b* returns to ’»#» offices, or at
petent men u> examine uo*k* in all parts of ; o'clustk. uu the evening, which is a baa l
ka
bee*
done
other
! the Wuc he is through with his diimaa.
the city, or, as has
towns, by offering a bounty on neste, that It is also nothing umumal for senatoat to
!
school
children
fer
will make it an object
gather at some one of their residunre^
to gather them. If these ia ne appropri- ! in vac evening to talk over what ha*, been
used
for
thin
can
be
at ion which
purpose, done during the day ..or to lay out. t>bu»
! the citizens would daubtlesa be glad to
;
fee the folio wing day.

staid old Rockland Opinion,
Tne
of the few of Maine’s weeklies to
hold to the time-honored blanketsheet form, came into line laat week
with ths more modern and more con-

venient quarto form.

IADY'S

fore the session

seriousness of the work of destruction have a small tax leviod per capita.
When our apple trees are destroyed and
t>y these pests is at all overdrawn.
are the ehiel beauty
Millions of dollars have been expend- the shade trees that
of our city are as bare of leaves as the
ed in Massachusetts in the extertrees have been in many a Massachusetts
mination of the moths, bnt they have
our citizens will be aroused to the
town,
a
foothold
which
gained there
of action, but then it will be too
necessity
makes the task Beem almost a hope- late.
Ann F. Greet.y.
less one. It is Ellsworth’s opportunity
now to take the “stitch in time”. In
The Hindu holy books forbid a woman
another month the caterpillars will be to see dancing, to hear music, wear jewels,
out of their nesto, and with ravenons blacken her eyebrows, eat dainty food, sit
in a mirror
appetites after their long winter fast. at a window, or view herself
during the absence of her husband ; and
one

or un-

“mve less of

it is natural that senator* should

ther in exteraanating then*. Oban |jlM> will
another

GOLD

WATCH—Of en face, with
Lost on
monogram J. M. t*. ou case
bouth. Main or Kta’e streets betwe -n b. L.
Lord's carriage shop snd bartl w->od factory.
Kinder suitably rewarded by returning same
to A. W. Greely

maUTiaMigi in handling .-sab a momentous questionThey differ always on
tariff, taut probably the cate regulation
bill, whisk wiU be enacted into law be-

leaves appear. Os*e
now will go far-

be out

Eos'.

arbitrary ccanmiasion which would depopulate every large city in New England,
except B mK un-

moths wbaa will

dollar

!

up-to-drtr

an

Experts

University of Maine lell

those who

thousands of

island of them.
from the

much fretn drastic

But the legislation prop****! will have a
far-reaching affix*! upon Ike transportation ol the oksuitry with reference to the

case

raised tor id

as

as

<sS
us

world'* good*.

cities that have lee» infested by the

moths caused

HOARDING.HOUSE

these

experience

Large

Hem
boarding house at Bar Harbor.
ruodrrate. Inquire of T. F. Moras', Bar liarbo
Me.

made known to him in advance.

talks, for tbc gray heads an- wise
in council and have been through so

are

visitors

17LARM—

he is and has

straight into the questions of re- question if the m'ribs will c ome to Ells- of railroad property k».-kd by people
submission and the Sturgis law, which worth, for within a few* week* hundred* larg* wealth, who, however, would not

the Slate by a more optimistic fee,ing.
It is bound to have a similar effect on
the rank and tile of the republican
party, and result in a general stiffen
ing of the backbone all along the
line. There is no use denying mat
this was needed.
Gov. Cobb holds up before the
party the standard it must follow in
the coming battle, and we are confi-

On easy terms. None but honest.
reliable persons need apply. Inquire of
Will L Sacndbu. Ellsworth Falls. Me.

important

earnest

longer

no

business

Za 2Let.

!

indi-

with

many hard legislative fights that they
know better what iswis? to do than the

April 9,

oor

Auburn. Me.

man.

the active work of

invasion of the

an

ELI ABLE MAN to look after

\ in Hancock connty. A good permanent
position. H. H Gvhxsy A OoM Nurserymen.

Hale, whose leadership in the
Senate is recognized, has held aloof from

of The American:
Do the people cf E!lsw«wtb realize the
from

I)

thethuJ

OF TR*

Other real estate owned.
Due from National Bark (no* reserve agents).
Due from Stale bank* ami bankers.
Dne from approved reserve agent*
Chock* and other cash items..
Notes of other National bank*-....
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cent*.
Lawful money reserve in bank, via.:

ollhir oiVn.

To .11 p,r«>n« ulemtftl in
ar C
ei*
tate* hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Kllaworth In
for the county of Hancock, on n*
thl*i
day of April, a. d. I«*.
following matter* baying Wen n*.
npH*
I sen ted for the action thereupon h*ni,
after indicated, it la hereby ordered that
tice thereof be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
lifthed three weeks aneceasively in the r i
worth American, a newspaper publish* .1
F.Haworth, In aaid county, that they
at a probate court to be he!d at
v'y„„
aaid
the
county, on
first da,
May. a. d. IlW«5, at ten of the clock in
forenoon, and be heard thereon if the,
**

A

fSantfU.

willing

Senitor

7o the Editor

in

is

both parties believe in him,
and notwithstanding
the many harsh
things that are said of him, he is a very

The Brown-Tail Moth.

we are

certain senator what he

Senators of

CaT-BEWtPmrr.

peril

I

acceptable to all as possible, very aggressively within the Last few weeks. He is a
man of strong personality, and when he
gets hard at work alw’ays produces results.

Hi* wing' be beat, but not retreat.
Nor beedid kliiion’s cries;
No more he got e around Jim Snow’s
If he that zander spies.

i.LL worth,

AND -« acres of nearly laid down land. 2
mile* from P. O
All under high state of
cultivation cxiept 4 acre. Call on or address
H B. fiT'Swoon, High -t., Ellsworth.

the councils.
Senator Aldrich has taken up the work
of adjusting the views of senators on some
given proposition that will be as nearly

He quickly ran a* ganders can
And caught him very soon,
Up by the sites bat’s In the back
Of bis short pantaloon.

(.ov. Cobb's Speech.
■We print this week in fail on page
7 the speech delivered by Gov. Cobn
before the Deerirg republican ciub.
As Ibe first public utterance of ibe
governor since life spring eleciions.
democratic gains in which were attributed to the Sturgis law, the speech
was awaited with interest.
Gov Cobb makes no attempt
to
beat around the
bush
He
goes

a

CONDITI ON

at Ellsworth, in the State of Maine,
at the close of business,
April ft. IX*.
RESOURCES.
Loan* and discounts. $510,734 14
MW*
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured.
BMt$ OQ
t’ 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
1,090fin
Premiumson U.8. bond*
S31.W0 29
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking-house, furniture and fix-

lxgal Xottfts.

I

JLtgnl STotta*.

lTANES-Two weather vanes (horses) brsnd
>
new. direct from the manufacturer
Rods and fixtures complete. Will be sold
cheap. Inquire at Ambbicax office.

tive in all

“It anger* me that cap to see,
And will you please remove It?
1 always said '1 don’t like red,*
And now I'm going to prove."

Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this twenty-third day of March In the year
<rfoor Lord one thousand nine hundred and
fix. and of the Independence of the United
States of America the one hundred and
thirtieth.
By the tiorernor,
W1LI I xM T. ( OBB.
Btuoji Rotd. Secretary of state.

isfaction guaranteed.

often to Senator Aldrich’s room, and also
often to Senator Hale’s room.
Ho is ac-

Now Wilton woie. well on before,
A cap a* red a* blaze*;
When gamier spied, be loudly cried
And hissed “Go to the d tl-let!’*

of

:
iT
c't etch in lot# of 20. from all over the
world.
Send 10 eta silver, sample 5
Stand
akd Card Co., Bor 775, Haverhill. Mass. Sat-

supporting a certain phase of the
bill, and for bringing senators to agree.
Senator Crane, of Massac husetts, the man
who keeps the check lists of howr the senators are ranging themselves in the fight
and of how the alignments change, goes

short time ago;

This one rou»t stuff and strut and
Until be** fat ami able
To fill the place without disgrace,
To grace somebody’* table

A PROCLAMATION.

*

suggested to

were

an occurrence a

ImCOLLECTION
^OUVBNIR^PO*TAL
ported Colored Postal Cards (not comic)

14

to do in

quite successfully.

resulted

Lttil ; illltoD B. wer,t out to see
Jim Snow’s big unit gander;
’Ti* not the same of story fame,
Wbo wondered where bc‘U wander.

By the Governor.

Thursday, the Twenty-sixth Day
April, Instant, as Fast Day.

with

His attempts to catch

The following lines

lady, by

saying
passing qnietly by

ten

JFor Sale.

of Senator

policies shall be pursued.
The meetings in Senator Aldrich’s room
are, as a rule, for the purpose of carrying
some plan into execution, for talking over

bashful about

they

when

so,
on

j

they will do l«

Frequently they

wagging his
head until his master appears. Mr. Guptill is janitor of
Masonic
hall, and

2,313

j

mittee

black-

platform
shop, independently

forth the

t«e o*e1 except on
t hvdrl.tn*. a* the I
fold to the »ood you
j
Hall's Ca
derive from them.
can posstbfy
tarrh Cure, manufactured bv F. J. fluency A!
Co. Totedo, t*., contain* no mercury, and 1* j
taken Internally, acting directly upon the blood
nn \ inijroti* mrfaec* of the system
In butinj; |
Hall's Catarrh t’uro Im» «ure you set the (renu- ]
It l* toen Internally and made In Toledo.
Inc
Oh o. uy
F. J. Cheney A Co. Testimonial*
free
sold bv Hnifilm. Price, TJc per bottle.
Take Itsli'a Family llla for constipation.
mver

pre-rrlptlon* fr<*m reputable

damage

talks.

dog.
| faithful
When Mr. Guptill is

3:

r-

Such article* should

Snow, in the way of trade, came into licans gather at the desks and talk earI possession of a large gander, very much ! nestly. The limited court review rej alive, which he took to his boarding place publicans gather likewise on occasion.
j at L. \V. Guptill's. Mr. Guptill isarea man The democrats, who are as badly divided
very in their minds about what a proper railj to whom all of his acquaintances
much attached, and the gander proved no road rate regulation bill should be as the
him
for
He
at
once
adopted
exception.
republicans, likewise have their extended

WWVVV'-W-WVV^.
REPORT OP THE

large

WAYNELETE MOL FOR GIRLS

I

Oriental

Rug

Works.

MORRISON, SK0WHE8AN,

>TOTICE

■*

C09J

NOTICE

CfMIE

ind«*f;

procession of low prices is mortng I
right along, headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.
The

mediately.
April 8, 1906.

|Suhncr‘.bc

Walts*

.r»r

k

Shown

Ankbioas

]

|
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fsttttiemtn**.

GU5PAN1EE0

BY G A. PARCHER

Spri lnl Servlet, In

.1,

with

catarrh.

THE GRAND JURY.

The grand jury retired Tuesday afternoon, and is expected to report by Friday.
The Penobscot infanticide case is
among
the matters to be submitted to the jury.

—

morning service,

the subject of Rev. J. M.
will be “Christ’s View of
Life”. The special musical features will
include the following:

<aWet.t

the catarrhal germs that
in the nose, ’hrost ami
'
killed.
we first been
heals
soothing air of llyomei
and raw membrane of

Adams’

‘"weren't
*

the verdict for plaintiff previously
given, on the ground that the verdict was
not sufficiently comprehensive.
aside

HANCOCK S. .1. COURT.

Cbiirrlie.

in all

be

cannot

It

the

l
APRIL TERM OPENED TUESDAY
Easter Sunday will be observed as
usual
MORNING.
the Ellsworth churches
by Easter j
sermons and special music.
JUSTICE
WHlTKWnr;^
PRESIDING
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
GRAND JITPV |* HK88ION—'THE JURIES
At the Congregational church at the

atarrh by llyoHosing.
y, 11limit Stomach
of folly to dose the
(he height
internal medicines to

Z

All
Stlfll

»*

t
vv.iv to Cor«

11

_-11---I

KANTKlt l\ KU8VORTII.

Kt
J, smarting
the nose, throat
,r Mgsages in
off the catarrhal
thV“,rI;sridskills
the system of the last

sermon

Anthem, "Whv *-ek Ye
I •end

I.U-ing Among

the

Carol anthem.

—alignment of cases.

j

DIVORCE DECREED.

The

THE COURT.

Presiding
ho unit,

Jo-tire

_

William

p.

.Ufnwu

j

wdn,s
a?|

sen km.

—

UOt/NTY NEW’S.
fr"r

V",."J'>ovher

j

ol

Boston,

methodiht cnuacn.
the

Si mon ton

ATTORNEYS PRESENT.

1

the
music.
At 2 o’clock in the afternoon there will
be a special Easter service for
Tdanque- |
fort commander? K. T. The Knights will!
attend in full uniform. The public is invited. There will
be singing
by the i
Ellsworth male quartette.
In the evening at this church there will 1
be an Easter concert
by the Sunday !
school.
in

The attorneys present at the opening of
court were

follows:

as

B. T. Sowle, A. AV. King, John A. Peters,
Henry M. Hall, F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles,
D. E. Hurley. F. C. Bnrrill, John F.
} g»ne
Knowlton. H, L. Crabtree, H. E. Mason,
it.
to Barry slter
W. E. Whiting, Ellsworth; O. P. Cunningha* spent the
CSri David Eaton, who
ham, O. F. Fellows, T. H. Smith, BucksDelia Whitmore, ha*
winter with Mr*.
port; L. B. Deasy, Charles H. Wood, John
home in Bangor,
E. Bunker, jr., B. E. Clark, E. N. Benson,
gone to his
H. L. Graham, Bar Harbor; E. P. Spofford,
home Saturday
apt. W. !>. Pratt came
Deer Isle; Edward E. Chase, Bluehill; B.
vessel was loading in
.top while hi*
CATHOLIC CHURCH.
E. Tracy, Winter Harbor; George R.
Bmobecot.
At 8t. Joseph’s Catholic church there
Fuller, Seth W. Norwood, Southwest Hari*
in
Garland
very
poor
Eodora
will
Mrsbe the usual special services for Easter
bor; George M. W'arren, Castine; Sumner
eonnned
to the
been
ha*
Sh'
beiltb.
day. Low mass will be observed at 7.30 P.
Mills, Stonington.
and high mass at 10.33. Rose wig
bouse *11 winter.
vespers
GRAND JURY.
A plc»*»nt company met at the home of at 73).
The roll of the grand jury as called was
The musical programme for the service
Willi* Trim and wife res-ently to celebrate j
b»

[

empanelled.

Methodist

church Rev. J. P. !
will deliver an Easter sermon
morning. There will be special :

At

his gone to BosMr, Cordelia Bsmick
relative* and triend#.
(J, g, Visit
is very III at the home o(
Bert
staler. Mrs. Mark Tate.
has puis based ol N.
Henry C. Kay, ar.,
and has gone
s large fishing boat

twentieth anniversary of their
riig-. A good time waa enjoyed.
the

at 10.30 is

mar-

faster

Kyrla

Henry C. Kay. jr., and Mrs. Eleanor
Mosley were married at the Methodist
Kev. J. P.
ptnonagt* in El la worth by
Only the
Sissonton, Wednesday, April 4.
immediate relative# were present. After
toe ceremony they returned to the home
of the bride where refreshments were
served. All unite in wishing them a

hippy

as

Hymn

follows:
....

!

..

«»ert*

Credo.

•*

Offertory.Woodman
t^onanl
•*

UNITARIAN CHURCH.

rnitarian church tbo subject of
the morning sermon by the pastor, Rev.
S. W. Sutton, will be “Men’s Thought of

Immortality”.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

There will be special music. Miss Billington and Mr. Paine assisting.
The annual collection for the missionary
* ork
of the l nitarian church will be

Outer left for Boston Monday.
Mr. Rurnbarn entertained a party of
friends at I die wood cottage Friday even
Bert

Harbour, Sterling.Slonlng'on
Orlnrul
Barnard, Elmer S.
Ccie. Edward C.Sedgwick
Franklin
Picket. E K
Hodgkins, Francis T .Hancock
Penobscot
leach, Oscar.

Edgar L. Trussell,

COUNTY NEWS.
y

M. Rarron came home from the
Eastern Maine general hospital Thursday. !
He will return Friday for further treat-

I’ftfiti tnnl

County

*ee

nthtr

pap-a

Asa

ment.

FRANKLIN.
ami (amity, of West
to move here soon
and occupy their former home.
The funeral of Minta, second daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Alden Rider, took place
at the Methodist church, Saturday aft r-

Augustus Havey

Sullivan,

Ham* Stanley had an incubator and
brooder arrive at his cottage one day last
week, tb" first one to be set up ii this
the town.

are

expected

noon.

George

Miss Annie Gl»w, who baa been in the
Bar Harte r hospital for treatment, la visiting friends here and in Surry until she
recovers her strength.

A.

Martin, jr.,

the Easter vacation

nt

Phillip*-Exeter academy

ho is spending
home returns to
this week.

w

Mrs. Julia Martin am! daughter Mias
Elizabeth w ill soon go to Calais for a visit
of two

Martha II. Gaspnr visited her brother* Lester and Hutchieat the home of
her grandparents, Allen Gaspar and wife,
at North
Su/ry, last week. She returned
Mia*

three weeks
Point.

or

before

going

to

Hancock
Mrs. Adelaide Dunn is confined to her
by illness. Miss Geneva Bragdon is
a sufferer from a felon.
Miss Edith Clark
home

Monday morning.
Quite

Eden,

of

excused

was

from attendance.

The young ladies of Dollardtown will
organuet Sunday school at the schoolhouse on Easter Sunday.

psrtof

..

Mason, Charles W.Ellsworth
Morkrage, Bra liejr.Caatlne
Page, Fred It.Bucksport
Pease, Horace M.Bn oklln
8 a pies, John F.....Surry
Stuart, Lorenzo W.Tremont
Tspley, .leroine P .Brooksv He
Tracy, Selden R....Mount Desert
Wescott, Charles F.Bluchlll

taken.

in*.

Sullivan

..

UuttoR, ononUi.

At the

life.

ORAND JUST.

l>e»Ajr, Daniel, foreman.Gouldshoro
Hanna, Elmer A, clerk

••

..

Snnriu*
A goes I>e!
Miss N. M.

follows:

as

.Werner
Leonard

is

recovering

TRAVERSE
There

only

was

JURIES.

full

one

traverse

jury

present at the opening of court, the panel
being exhausted before the second jury
was filled owing to jurors being excused
for
in

illness

or

attendance

other
on

The

reasons.

the opening day

jurors

were:

FIRST TUAVKKflE JURY

Rragdon, LC, foreman. Franklin
Allen, Francis P.Sedgwick
Alter, M I,. Mount Desert
Ball, Howe D .Hancock
Bunker, Francis W.Cranberry Isles
Hunker. Peter H .Sullivan
Bunker ff II
GouUDboro
Davis, Sherman .Buckeport
Greene, Charles K .Blue till
Higgins, Ezra If.Eden
Hutchins, Joseph M..Penobscot
JellDon, John H.Surry
SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

from German measles.

The high school commenced sessions

(incomplete)

at

large delegation from Harvest town halt Monday, vacating the school j Jones, Cli tries F.... Brook* vll’c
Mias M. J. Barron, of j building in district 2, where the spring Jordan, Nathan C .Marlavllle
Hracut. Ms**., and B. T. Carter, of Brook- term of grammar ami primary grades Mayo, Benjamin li .Southwest Harbor
ami Miss Mean*. Everett S.Ellsworth
Ungrange, Mrs. Kemp and Miss Floyd, of opened same day. Mrs. Nickerson
Cassilena Springer, teachers in charge.
Reed, Benjamin B .Tremont
Arbutus grange, attended Pomona at
The proceeds of the mock marriage Seavey, Jededlah. Bucksport
Surry Saturday.
entertainment and ice-cream sale recently
Die
Home

a

grange,

for lecture course expense
were §13.
Those taking part were as follow*.
Miss Julia Macomhcr, bride; Miss
bridegroom; Miss
Bragdon,
Gladys
Florice Gordon, best man; Miss Della
Bragdon, maid-of-honor; Misses Marcia
Gordon. Elisabeth Martin, Edna Donnell,
Jessie M scomber, Alta Hlaisdell, Edith
Bragdon, bridesmaids; Gertrude Bragdon,
ring bearer. Miss Mina Hlaisdell gave the
bride away. Miss Daisy Gordon perMrs.
formed the ceremony.
Petersen,
soloist, with organ and violin accompanin aid of funds

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
There w*aa a pleasant
wedding at the
home of Mrs. (Caroline Hatch on
Saturday
evening, when her son, George E. Hatch,
*nd Miss Minnie Carter were
married, in
presence of relatives and a few friends.
®*T* J* P•
Himonton, of the Ellsworth
Irthodist church, officiated. After the

ceremony refreshment!

were

B.

April 9.

j

Ansbury
committee, Daniel L Craney, Dana
■>, Adelbert
Giles; superintendent of
LK,‘», Mrs Betsey A
Jordan; town

"M-d

Kitcui;;

Apropriations --Schools, fl50.

^Btentment

is never

con*ubie’i

begotten by

ASSIGNMENT

re-

OF CASES.

remainder of the forenoon yesteroccupied by calling the docket
and the assignment of cases.
The

day

was

Fifty-five
eral trial

cases were

list is
2036.
2057.
1953.
2213.
3037.
623.

3K0.
2110.

as

put

the gen-

on

list and fourteen of these

specially assigned.

ists.

served.

The Hernia*! Mutineer*.
SURRY.
The cue on
appeal of Robert Sawyer
U“1 Arthur
arrived home from BosAdams, mutineers of the ! tonM. E. Linnekin
Sunday, where he went to visit his
Khooner H*"y A. Berwlnd, now under
son Arthur.
•enknif to be
hung, was heard in the | Varden Lord and wife arrived home
Anited States
supreme court Wedneeday I Thursday from Kenduskea*^, where they
01 last
*«*• The decision in the case have been visiting Mr. Lord s sister, Mrs.
““ not yet been
Harvey.
handed down.
Kane has hauled his vessel,
The principal
Capt. N. J. on
point on which the case the
to Contention Cove beach
Mineola,
*** appealed
was as to the selection of to clean her bottom and
get her ready for
e
Jury, u is contended that the dia- the season’s work.
Hancock Pomona grange met with Arattorney had no right to stand as
many of the venire as he desired at the butus grange last Saturday. Owing to
the laid travelling, there was only a small
■oot of the
panel.
attendance. As this was the first time
this grange ever entertained the Pomona
anxious to
please its
grange, it was
Anmbcr 21 Plantation Election.
guests. Much credit is due the commiter*tor’ Ganlel I,Craney; selectmen, tees in charge of the arrangements.
v
•Mura M Jordan.
9Adelbert Oiles, Fred ! April 10.
*u'
olork
and
treasurer, lieorge
PORT.
BUCKS
ordan; collector,
L Jordan;

SHU Sr

Snowman, George E.D er
TreadweP. Elbrtdge G.Arnhem

were

special assigned

The

follows:

Wednesday. April 11.
Gilo* v* Gerry. Giles; Hale A Hamlin.
Moore vs Gerry. Giles; Hale A Hamlin.
Thursday, April 13.
Giles vs Shaptelgh. Giles; King.
Friday. April 13.
Patten vs Patten. King; Mason, Dea-y.
Snow vs Willey. Clark; I>easy,
Saturday, April 14.
Burrill Bank vs Inh of Otla.
Burrill,
King; Bunker, Fellows.
Monday, April 16.
Carlisle vs Parker. Fellows. Wormwood.
Hopkins vs Clark.
Deasy A Lynam;
Wood.

ruesday, April 17.
484.

Nicholson

2020.
9031,

Snowman
Snowman

vs

M C R It Co.

Cunningham,

Fellows; Woodward.
vs

Green.
Green.

Warren

;

Patten.

Warren; Patten
Thursday, April 19.
1BS3. Hutching* vs Ilarrtinan. Fellows; King.
2181. Clark vs Plneo. Clark; Plneo.
2183. Saunders vs Plneo. Clark; Plneo.
vs

Indications are that comparatively few'
Albert D. Parlin, of Bradley, died at of the cases assigned will be tried, and
Bueksport Center Monday, aged seventy- the remainder of this week bids fair to be
tnree years.
dull. The two cases on the assigned list
Mrs. Benjamin Hatfield died Saturday for
to-day were settled without trial.
after a long illness. She leaves besides her
The case of Nicholson vs. the Maine
husband, three boys and one girl, the
oldest being twelve years. Mrs. Hatfield Central railroad, assigned for next Tueshad been a great sufferer. Her husband 19 day, w’ill probably be tried, and will
in the house with a broken leg. Much
This case
occupy two or three days.
sympathy is expressed by the town people comes back from the law court, which set
to the remaining family.

Count-u Vs**#

use

pm

e*

BLUEH1LL.

~

Hemlck,

s<f«fiHonnl

Seven Doctors railed
“L. F.” Relieved Him

Mrs. Phoebe Cunningham, widow of
Prescott Cunningham, died Monday at the
home of Miss Arvilla Thomas on Bridge
hill, where d>*> had made her home for
some
time. Airs.
was
Cunningham
Wytopitloek, Me., Dec. 2;, 1903.
seventy-four years of age. Though in Dear Sirs:—
feeble health for some time, her death
I feel it my duty to write you and tell
i came unexpectedly. An attack of heart you that I think a great deal oi "L. F.”
failure Sunday evening, from w hich she
Atwood’s Bitters, as .1 was r ken sick
i rallied, was followed by another Monday six years ago and was treated by seven
aft rnoon, which rvsuited in death.
Was also at the
different doctors.
j Mrs.
Cunningham, whose maidon name Eastern Maine General il» pital, at
me I had a cantold
and
was flnmor, was a native of Mt. Desert isBangor,
they
bu* I. For several years Ellsworth had cer in my stomach.
I did not work a day for lhr<- years,
| been her home, she living with her son,
and now. after using “L. F.,” can do a
the late George R. Cunningham, a former
hard day’s work.
proprietor of the American house.
Yours truly.
Mrs. Cunningham was a woman of beauWILLIAM SCOTT.
tiful and lovely character, w'hose persondrew all friends to her.
“L. F.” is a natural Blood Purifier.
ality
I
Funeral services wfU be held at the Brings relief at all seasons of the year.
house to-morrow afternoon at 2 o’clock, The True “L. F." Atwood’s Bitters, 35
Rev. S. VV. Sutton officiating. Her daugh- cents at al gooc stores.
ter-in-law, Mrs. George R. Cunningham,

The town schools opened April 5).
F. P. Merrill went to Boston Saturday.
is expected here to attend the funeral.
David Emerson fell near his hous" April
Miss Carrie Cunningham, of Portland, ar6 and broke one bone of bis arm just
rived here yesterday.
above the wrist.
Charles Dodga is building a dwelling I
house on Mouth street near the horn * of [
Now Hotel at Sargent vllle.
his father, Curtis Dodge.
The Sargentville Hotel Co., recently inNathan Twining will occupy the Joseph
Johnson house. B. F. Hinckley’s house corporated with $50,099 capital stock, will
build a modern hotel at Sargentville, to be
has been rented to Mr. Hauscom.
By special invitation of Rev. Donal 1 known as the Sargentville inn. It will acMcKay and wife, Rev. E. Bean is visiting commodate about 100 guests.
them at their home In New York city.
The hotel will cost about $30,000.
Henry
Rev. R. E. Olds was able to preach Sun- W.
is president of the company,
day morning, ths first time he has been andSargent
W.
is
treasurer.
Joseph
well enough to attend to the morning
Peabody
service for rive weeks.
The friends hero of Ceylon Hoyt were j A young man fresh from college wore

ffijcsTtamly

L IV.

L. F. Giles for libellant.
NEW CITIZEN.

.'..‘.mpiete

ooihtr recently.

decreed to-

was

John H. Clark, of Ellsworth, a native of
New Brunswick, was granted naturalization papers on Tuesday.

obtained]

[

divorce

Nelson P. hunt, libellant, of Long Island
plantation, from Alvina Bunt, for utter tie-

Kmmwltom, Ellsworth.
County Attorney Craklbi II. Wood, Bar

II.rtHir
Ringing.”
Hrsekatt j Sheriff—By Rom If. MATO. Ell-worth.
**•1“"'*
.tohrj Crier—Burkk Leach. Buck-port.
g,„l
Deputies-Bintkit Leach. ftoclpport; David
The ch^ir consists of Mi s
Mary F. Hopllyomei outfit consists kins, s- -sno; Mrs. J. A. l.’unni-.ighr.m. VV. Camret, K1 Is worth; KnviiNii If. How*r?r>
Aitr>, Rr<M>k«vlHe;.loilR E. WebsTBR, Rtaebltl;
rubber inhaler which can be alto; O. W. Tapley, tenor; J. A.
«* ar.l
Cunning- James S. FekvaI.d. Houthwe-t Harbor,
a
„1 in t ie purse or vest-pocket,
baas. Miss Lora V. Parsons will bi
a U.ttle of ham,
and
stenographer—J. s. Kutm, Cnrliion.
dropper.
the
’>! **en«er—IIamum Haddocks, Ellsworth.
S'’1!., uni costs only one dollar.1 Inorganist.
the afternoon at 4 o’clock there will I
Iwttlee can he
while * xtro
be a special Easter
The April term of the supreme court
vesper service, in which j
<«
for Hancock county opened at the courtpositively guarantees choir and Sunday school will unite.
in
is
accordused
BAPTIST CHURCH.
house in Ellsworth Tuesday morning,
when llyomei
direction* on the
At the Baptist church, the pastor, Rev. j with Justice William P.
* .1, the simple
W'hiiehouse, of
*"L... he will refund the money. P. A. A. K ilia in, will deliver an Easter «er- Augusta, presiding.
shows their faith and mon in
the morning. There will be special j At the opening of court, Rev. J. P.
virtue* of llyomei.
tel,, fm the
music.
Himonton, piaster of tho Ellsworth MethoIn the evening there will be an Easter dist church, offered prayer. After the
concert by the Sunday school, followed
not III HK the RIVER.
by ! usual proclamations, the roll of the grand
a baptismal service.
jury was called and traverse juries were
visited hi*
RvlUtre

following

day.

WniT*

Crrtt—John F.

the

Ureene

..

|
!

itoiiuuannrittt.

OBIT! ARY.
M3S. PHOEBB CUNNINGHAM.

saddened and

surprised to hear of his
the last of the
Mr. Hoyt was sixty-six years of
few
A
he
age.
years ago
purchased the
Joseph Hinckley house in the village.
Ijist year he did "not return to the city until about Christmas time.

It Is none two early
to think about tho-.e

| FARMING

as a scarfpln a jeweled gold
potato bug.
One day he called the attention of an old
German bookseller to it, asking: “Isn’t
that pretty, Dutchy?” “Ja, ja«> wa8 the
reply. “Dot ish der piggest pug on der
•chraaliest botato I haf ever seen.”

death, which occurred
week.

Miss Alice, daughter

of
♦> after a

Mrs.

Lizzie

HISKh, FI.OKI T. It \ K IIAR'iOlt.
K«tHbi|«M*d for inxny yrxrn.

Witham, died April
lingering illness of consumption. Though never of a

Open

Miss Witham
met
life’s varied
with cheerfulness
and courage. Sne persevered in her studies,
and graduated from the academy in the
class of 1900.
Her death has brought sorrow to a larg^
circle of friends, and above all to the
widowed mother and only brother.
Rev.
R. L. Olds conducted funeral services at the
home Sunday afternoon. A large number
of relatives and friends were in attendance and there
were many floral
gifts,
among which were tributes of affection
from the Baptist Y. P. S. C. E., the alumni
of the academy and the Daughters of
Rebckah, besides many personal remembrances. The bearers were Ward and
Billie Wescott, Welland Clay and Irving
Leach.

strong constitution

experiences

Every farmer in Hancock county who plants
many ns 7 «>r s acres of potatoes can save
lime and money by purchasing an
as

“Aspinwall”
I

Srav

O.

new ones

as care
a

\

public:

II*>Ch>0 0 <3XK>C^

5

to come.

FIRST-CLASS FLOUR.

Fine Meal

a

Specialty,

specialty

of

and

e

Wholesale and Retail.
Special telephone line.

M.

F".

BAILEY

g
CO.

|

S|

Proprietors of Brady & Greet)'s

Repairing

I

$

£

Grist Mill.

tH5OOOOOOC*3tX>OOC-''<>r>OO<>"*0flCB

J

A. FRENCH.

Ellsworth,

Maine.

Porcelain

Inlays.

JORDAN,
FURNITURE

The most up-to-date dental
Crown and Bridge

work.

AND

Work.

Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Ex-

UNDERTAKING.

traction.

H.

GREELY,

!

ATWOOD—At Seal Harbor, Ap II 5. to .Mr and
Mr* Ernest AiWood, a ron
ANDRR80N—At RrookMn, April 6, to Mr and
Mrs Bert Anderson, a daughter.
COFFUON—At Bar Harbor, March '4. to Mr
and Mrs Royce ColTron, a daughter
FOGG—At Brooklln, Aprl 5, to Mr an l Mrs |
.James I* Fogg, a son. [.Jason Edwin ]
SUM ISSBY—At Bar Harbor, April 8, to Mr
and Mrs Lewis Sumlnsny, a daughter.
URANN At East 8u'livan, Aprils, to Mr and [
Sirs Harry Urann, a son.

j

—

MAURI KP.• I
CARTER-HATCH—At Ellsworth Falls, April I
7, t.y It- v .1 I* Mmonton. Miss M'nnle Carter
to George E Hatch, both of Ellsworth.
MOSLEY—KA Y—At Ellsworth, April 4, by Rev
.1 1* Slmonton,
Mrs Eleanor C Mosley to
Henry C Ray. jr, both of Ellsworth.
PATTEN—AUSTIN—At K Isworth. April 7, by
Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Mildred K Patten to
Roland C Austin, both of North Ellsworth.
WEST—BOY.NTON-At Lumotne, April 7. t.y
Rev Thomas McDona'd, Miss May K West to
Chester M Boynton, both of Lamoiue.

recently occupied
Hodgkins. Here

Cleansing, Pressing

M.
BORN.

Maine.

ELLSWORTH.

I make

by

10.

YOUNG,

HIGH-GRADE FI EDS,

meet all my old
customers, and as many

and to the members of her own family
who were away. Mrs. (JHndle was of a
cheerful temperament, and her cordial
greeting and ready help will be greatly
missed in the societies whe**e she gave
assistance. In the home the loss cannot
be measured. There the aged mother of
Mr. Grindle, who suffered a shock of
paralysis last winter, lies unconscious of
the loss the family has sustained.
her
husband Mrs. Grindle
Besides
leaves
one son,
Burke, of Boston, a
married daughter, Mrs. Agnes Phillips, of
Waterville, and two daughters at home,
Wilma and little Pauline.
Mrs. Grindle was the daughter of Capt.
Abram Perkins, of Penobscot. Funeral
services were held at the Baptist church
Rev. K.
Saturday afternoon, conducted
Mountain
members of
Olds. The
L.
itch'-kali lodge attended in a body. The
floral tokens were very pretty. The bearArthur
Ira Grindle,
ers were
Gray,
Arthur Herrick and Frank Stover.

W.

Ellsworth,

We solicit your patronage, also your
our stock.

reopened my tailorin" business in the rooms
over
.1. A. Thompson’s
by Dr. L.
I hope to

100 horse-power.

2 to

Inspection of

I have

Grindle
Thursday. April 5,
died at her home in the village, after an
The nev.g
illness of only a few days.
came very unexpectedly to many friends

a

agent for ihe

March 7, ’06.

TAILORING

Mrs. Roscoc

am

plants

GASOLENE engines,

To tlie pen oral

cusTori

bookstore

Potato Planter.

Tltis machine
spreads dressing atid
operation. Sold on cany terms.

one

<h«* y«*s»- ’rnn**4.

StJbrrtisnnnite.

_

April

h*1

And then

SEEl)S= “FIELD ami GARDEN.

OBITUARY.

I

TOOLS

that will soon be needed.
will come the selection of

j
J

DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

THE—

the Wood
Bangor. Sold by

J. P.

Bishop Co.,

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Maine.

Ellsworth,

Whether it’s a range or a furnace—if it is a “Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.

by

location on Main street.

L. W. JORDAN,

CLARION.

Made

I liave leased the ground
tloor of the Eno building
on State street, and have
moved from my temporary

^rofeBBtcnal CatSs.
F. SIMON TON, M. D.
PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

(J. M. Hale house).
STREET. ELLSWORTH, ME

omce and Residence
No. GO MAIN

Ellsworth

TRLKPHONK.

sssomisfmn’t*,

Imkp.
BABRIDUE-At Gutt's I land. April 3, Louis
Wellington Babbldge, aged 1 year, 6 days.
CUNNINGHAM—At Ellsworth, April 9, Mrs
Phib« M Cunningham, aged 74 years.
GOTT— At Southwest Harbor, April 8, Robert
Gott, aged 10 mot tbs, 8 days.
GRINDLE-At Bluehlll, Aprils, Mrs Clara A
Grlndle.
HAMILTON—At Nlcolin, April 4. Muriel H,
daughter of Mr ami Mrs Ralph II Hamilton,
nged 3 years, 3 months.
HATFIELD—At Bucksport. April 7. Minnie,
wife of Bent UatQeid, aged 31 years.
H1NM AN—At Sullivan, April 9, Oils Hluman,
uged 78 years, 7 months.
KEEFE—At Brewer. April 8, Della, wife of
Edgar L Keefe, of Hancock, aged 30 years.
LAKE—At Ellsworth Falls, April 10, David A,
bon of Simon E and Mahala J Lake, aged 3
years, 2 months, 13 days.
PARLIN—At Bucksport Center, April 9, Albert
D Parlln, of Bradley, aged 73 years.
PERRY— At Gouldsboro, April 2, Marlon Gup
till, daughter of Mr and Mrs Forrest Perry,
aged 3 years, 1 month, 18 days.
Mrs
PICKERING-At Deer Isle. April 3.
Timothy G Pickering, aged Bo years, 9 months,
0

TUCK SOAP
14 Bars for

25 Cents.
A GOOD LAUNDRY SOAP AT AN

EXCEPTIONALLY

LOW

PRICE.

days.

Aramlnia,
RYDER—At Franklin, April 7.
daughter of Mr and Mrs Alilen Ryder, aged 8
years, 1 month. 24 days.
WITI1AM—At Bluehlll. April 6, Miss Sarah
Alice Wit ha m, aged 26 years, 3 months, 8

days.

FLOYD MARKET.

__

""

".\MK»TrAV

t

_

stock is in and selling at very low prices. Last year's stock will be sacrificed at half
Price, some of it less. Some odd rolls at 5 CENTS DOUBLE ROLL. This year’s stock at prices from
8 CENTS DOUBLE ROLL TO 75 CENTS.
,^.
All my

Main

\

new

ST.,

ELLSWORTH.

^

IOIVI PSON,
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e
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J
Mi

>

cot reach

so

Schools will be in session

THE Ameri-

many.

Ml>
Me
m

Apnl

The steamer Golden Rod, Capt. Smalon her route between here and
Belfast this morning.

to
4
ik

b>

F\

S

»
%

T

Charles Rabbidge shipped per j
Tremont to Bangor, this morning, ;

Mrs.
steamer

}

S.

fc»

April

ill with the measles.
Kane has started op his clam

Tomso.w

A.

goes to Boston

Mayo

to-day

Valome Gray, of Penobscot, is with his
brother. Oat ley Gray, for a few days.
Miss Lena Young went to Bangor Saturday. where she has employment for the

®r

E. Phil brook, of Caatine, was in
week.
t<
A daughter was bom to Mr. and Mrs.
]

I;

n.

yt

j

—

M

«

to
k

T«.r.
%h

day night.
Miss Bancroft, of Philadelphia, was;
here a few days ago. looking over Seawil- ;
lows. W illiam P. Stewart's summer home,
u ith
a view to renting for the season.
Mias Bancroft has a select summer school j

J' nnston leaves this week for New
r. the yacht of w hich he goes

C. .i.

r.

n

ICathel Wells came home from
y
I., Friday, where she has
winter.
Amanda Sellers. Ross Davis and

Pr
*p
Mr-

■

m

Ir

shine,

in

were

town

coast of
to the sea
she takes
during the summer season.
as
is
known
what
While coming across
the (reek last week, Rodney Emerton
six
small
came
upon an old mother fox and
He succeeded in capturing all of
kita.
Ih-1 lit11** ones, and the old fox kept near
him until he was nearly out to the highMr. Emerton presented two
way again.
of the kits to Hollis Bonaey s children,
two to Mrs. Hale's children and took two
borne.
Tbev have leaned to take their
milk from a bottle, and are doing well.
which
Maine

visiting

week.

W. Bailey, w ho was called to
Passadumk-ag to attend a funeral, reiui led home Saturday.
Idella Hill has gone to CasMne
Mrs
where she w ill care for Mrs. E. E. Philbrook, w ho ia aericusly ill.
H M. Pe-ase and H. S. Kane, who were
dr wn t~ serva on the grand and traverse
R

A.

v.

Juries.

rtrude McFarland entertained a
friends at hei home Saturday
A pleasant time was enjoyed.

MLm
(u
par
evening.

W

drama

Tompkin*’

“Mr

April

Vne Femme.

9.

BLIEHILL.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Hhrreaa, The hand of death has removed
mhist and from our membership our
our
from
bet ved slat, r. Flora W. Bllihgs therefore,
hevA.td, That we, the members of the Blue
hil Bap*i t Y P. 8 C K Uestre to express our
btgli *ppncl lion of her Christian character
And gr«ai personal worth
Truly it may be
■aid of i»er “The cr i«*n« t rose exh.U-s t e
a very unu*ual rX|*«rte «
troamt perfume*',
•f -uffertng ami weary waiting hsd resumed In
at. *q ally unusual sweetness of spirit and
loving confidence In God's unfa(tt< g rare
With rare f-.rgetfulio *s of *elf the was «"!e
to rjrirpatldze with those w*o ruff r, and to
plan for their comfort and happiness. Her
long years of weakness had developd a
peculiar sal'’Illness of chara*-ter seldom met ;
II
desire to help
With ou the -horns of time
frigtle ar»d he'p’e**,
Others, wMl.» h rs* If
Th >ug
*he
wa* ever touching and Iwertrlng
was never aide to meet with u* in our gaibti
fug* and though many of our uism**n never;
saw her fa«-. n life, yet all were arei»t:> draw*- ;
to lair l»y t. e beautiful 'etf rs she wrot to inrad lu an.tser to ner name at roll call. Be
cause of the-.- marked char acts 11-tic*, we of the
C. K desire, nerefore„ to
BetrAre. Inal In her death we •* a sorieij
have met with a great lose, and. as Individual,
w»- wl 1
at great xam.de and tn pn salon ; that
■krlve to Imbate her notd ex imp's and sweet
spirit; that we expr«*"» our comforting eym
pall y to her widowed mother and to her
brothers and * inter*; that w»- pi ice this te^tl
■30! y of our apprect itlon of h«
worth upon
tfce records of this society; that we pray our
Heavenly Father to sanctify this aflLctiou to
the upbuilding of tach one of us In love and
loyal... to tfie Master and Ills cau e on earth.
And to prepiratlou for the great gathering that

|

j

<

■

knows bo

parting.
Belle O.

Hijscklet,

G. CLAT,
tv a 1. Osuood,
Committee on resolutions.

W ELLAS I>

j

of

week.

E. Lslly and wife made

9.

to

George

Allen and

Brooklin Wednes

April

The selectmen, J. O. Jordan, Aaron Salisbury and Arden Young, were taking

for

a

j

i.

y Hooper went to
evening to the B. B.
e.

Th«v

.JWjtrurrmfju*.

few weeks.

Blaisdeli is visiting her
Mrs. Hannah W hcelden, of
for a few weeks.

FIFTY CENTS

Mrs. Wallace Tibbetts is having alterations and repairs made in her house for a
modern and convenient
kitchen
and

dining-room.
Mrs. Jed Salisbury

IN

and little son Carroll
visiting her parents, Samuel Frost and
wife, and other relatives at North Mariavill- for a week.
are

The flock of wild geese which alighted in
th little pond near the Warren home, affardcri much surpri
and admiration y
their tameness and graceful ways.
Wild
geese were never known to alight iu this
little stream before, and the inmates of
the home near by were ic a state of excitement
for fear some stray hunter
might do harm to the eight beauties which
were being named by one of the family
after foreign vessels.
But alas!
After
four days’ stay the terrible man with a
gun came and scared them away, which
caused regret to those who hoix*d they
would remain through warm weather.
Davis.
April 9.
_

WEST
Wasson’s

BROOKSVILLE.

wharf

will

be

rebuilt

this

spring.
Mrs. Maggie B. Blodgett has been ill for
past week with rheumatism.
Rev. K. 1*. Green, pastor of the Congregational church, left here Wednesday for
Gorham.
Mrs. George H. Tapiey is in Rockland
for a few' weeks, visiting her grandchildren.
Daniel Snow, of Hartland, grandson of
the late Capt. Daniel Blodgett, is visiting
the

relatives here.

Assignment of teachers for the
term of ^ehoola is as follows: High

spring

school,
L. C. Bridgham; district No. 1, Olden D.
Tapiey; No. 2, Kate Tapiey; No. 2*/,,

McKinley.
Oscar L. Bragg moved his family here
from McKinley last week.
John Love and wife, of Bluehill, have

some

conditions the

■

gain from the use
of Scott's Emulsion is
For this
very rapid.
reason

]

we

put

fifty-cent size,

up a
which is

for an ordinary
cold or useful
as a
trial for babies
and children. In other
conditions the gain is
slower—health cannot
be built up in a day.
In such cases Scott’s
Emulsion must be taken
as nourishment; a food
rather than a medicine.
It's a food for tired and
weak digestions.

enough

cough or

Send for free sample

E. T. Campbell
congratulations on

H.

reported very plenty

Put n,

and

hall

Tuesday

for

this

409-415 Purl SL
New York

Chemists
30c sod $1.00.

AlilruggJstS

__

shipped

aa

mate

a

a

for Boston
sail yacht.

class parts as assigned for the graduating class of the Doer Isle grammar
school are as follows: Valedictory, Edith
i Merle Small; salutatory, Rachel Haskell;
Lucy Wood Haskell: history,
prophecy,
El o
Gould Haskell; presentation of
s
gift Agnes Estelle Greenlaw ; address to
undergraduates, Norman A. Gray; essays,
L rifoi
liar hour Greenlaw
and
Addle

visit.

April

Bunker

Rex.

9.

!

Jones,

of

Bangor,

b

here

busi-

ness.

the

1

for

ill

Last

Fred McKenzie and family have moved
from Hancock into the Reuben Williams
house.

Miiita. daughter of Alden Ryder and
wife, died Thursday aft* r a short illness
of brain trouble. Fumral services were
held Saturday at the Methodist church.
Sympathy is extended to the parents.
Ch'B O.
April 9.
ATLANTIC.
William B. Hill# was in town last week.
Herbert Joyce was in Rockland last
week.
Gapt. A. J. Kennedy was in the harbor
last Thursday looking up fishermen.
The mail that goes west arrives every
day. All hope soon to see the Pen y V.,
the eastern mail
passenger and freight

B.

9.

NORTH BROOKSVILl.E
William (Jrindlo is no better.
Daniel Snow, of flartland. is visiting bn

C. E. Kimball, of the Clifton house, was
in town a few days last week on business.

father,

auxiliary
Mrs. Lowell Hodgkins
noon, April 12.

Belfast, where ahtreat moot.

will

meet

Thursday

with
after-

April

EAST SULLIVAN.
Easter will t>- th» last service of th"
conference year.
There will be specul
music in th morning, with
the evening.

Th«

a

concert

ill

play given by
high school
Thursday evening, “A Country Kid,’’ was
well done, so is the verdict.
Mrs. C. W. Doyle entertained the Harland district ladies’
aid
society very
pleasantly, Wednesday afternoon, serving
the

GOTT S ISLAND.
M. V. Babbidge was at Southwest Harbor on business last Saturday.
P*pL Edwin M. Joyce, of Atlantic, who
is employed by
Phitip Moore, visited his
home last Sunday.
Louis
Wellington,
Frank
A. and
Lura

A

Alonxo Snow.

Mr*. Edwin l>iri has

only
K.

child

of

Babbidge,

Lucky Postmistress

is Mrs. Alexander, of Cary, Me., who has
found Dr. King’s New Life Pills to be the
best remedy she ever tried for
keeping the
Stomach, Liver and Bowels in perfect
order. You’ll agree with her if you
try
these painless purifiers that infuse new
life. Quaran teed by E. G. Moore. Druggist. Price 26c.

ha*

return- 1 from
been f
medical

Charles K. Snow ha* purch*-*i tbs
into
farmers'store and moved hi* D
■

the tenement

April

over

the store.

C

9.

rr

MKIMJ2Y.

M.

9.

with

Hutchins and wife, of Hancock,
.ir- visiting relatives here.
Th? Buck's Hirbor Granite Co. i» clearing ground for a Urge rock crusher.
Mrs. Viola S. Haskell, who has been in
Mis*
huaetts the past winter, is at home.
C.
April 9.
Lew’is

Miss Myrtle Young, of Bangor, is the
guest of her cousin. Miss Frances iteed.
The schools at North Lamoine, Partridge Cove and Eh t Lamoine will begin
Monday, April 16. The Jordan river
school vt ill begin either on that date or

William Thurston. of Crabtr * light, b
spend inn • few days here with hi* family.
Mrs. Kred Robinson and daughter,, of
Southwest Harbor, have been ’..-.ting
relatives here the past waak.
A social dance will b*> held in Ml. 1 **aert
hall. Wedatsdav evening, April 11. Moaif
by Ray and KUley, of Bar Harbor.

April

A sox.

9.

Uanhmu

is what yisor money will atm If
invested tu snare* of the

Elision!) Loan aid Boilc^i
NEW HERIES

A
Is

now

Shares, SI each;

Open.

me-<

J

lNP

men/*, 81 per share.
WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage ami
reduce it every month? Ifoutluy
payments *nU Interest togrihcr
will amount to but little won*
than you are now pay mg f*>r
rent, and in about ten years >*«•:;
will

OWN

YOUR
For

A. W.

HOME.

OWN

particulars inquire of

HE.VRY W. IYsHMAV. N-cy,
First Nat’* Bank Bldg.

King. President.

SEDGWICK.
Will Buckminster
east" Saturday.

23.

The pie social at town hall for the benefit of the cornet band was uuitc well attended.
The music by the band was
much enjoyed, and the members leceived
well-merited commendation
for
their
rapid progress in the study during the

arrived from “down

O. P. Carter is building a small
for G. W. Carter on the east aide.

SIRE, Sift, CHEAP POM!

cottage,

FAIRBANKS

Rev. Mr. Koch returned from Portland

Saturday

and

occupied

his

pulpit Sunday.

The clam factory of Twitchell-Champlin Co., opened April 6. G. 8. Bridges is

organization.

H.

STATIONARY

foreman.

Byron Tracy is on the sick list this week.
nohscot, is in town
Ralph Hatch, of
Lew is and Richard Judkins are getting
their steamer, the Mona, read}' for sumwork.

i

Devil’s Island Torture
is no worse than the terrible case of Piles
that afflicted me ten years. Then I was

advised to apply Bucklen’s Arnica Salve,
and less than a box permanently cured
me, writes L. 8. Napier, of Rugles, Ky.
Heals all wounds, Burns and Sores like
magic. 25c at E. u. Moore’s, Druggist.

MARINE

and stop right; need fvw remost economical; have many
exclusive advantages which make then*
SUPERIOR TO AI.I„ Every Fairbanks
Engine
engine guaranteed faultless.
start,

pairs

Miss Judith Cole, of this village, arrived
borne Saturday from Btonington, where
she has been employed the past winter.
C.
April 8.

The
sorry

PORTABLE

ENGINES

Guy W. Means, who has been spending
his vacation here, will return to Lynn,
Mass., to-morrow.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Eliakim Eaton, who has been in the
Sailor's Snug Harbor through the winter,

hoop poles.

Mrs. 8. C. Condon is critically
heart and nerve troubles.

Howe .^mith has gout- to Bridgeport,
Conn., where he has employ men;.

Friday.

bay.

The Lizzie J. Clark has gone to Portland
with gravel.
The Ellen Maria has gone to Penobscot

here

was

business.

on

Reuben Williams and wife have moved
to the Franklin Road house.

will lie held in St. Mary’s
Good Friday morning at 10.30.

j

on

G. L. Joy. of Hancock,

week,

April

The Misses Judith and Elizabeth Hemenway, who are attending Miss White's
schools for girls at Portland, came home
last week to spend lb* Caster vacation
with their father. Rev. M>k« Ho men way.

bland Satur-

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.

Edward Bartlett has been repairing the

mill here.

Staple#,

day, spent Sunday with his parents, and refreshments.
returned to-day, taking his wife with him.
Thursday evening there w ill be an enPrince and Alvin Friend are
carpenter- tertainment at the hall. A sociable will
ing on the schooner Waldron Holmes. follow, with a sale of ice-cream and cake,
Capt. R. E. Sylvester, owner, is panning. useful and fancy articles. Proceed* for
She will soon be ready for coasting.
the church.
Crumbs.
Aprils.
April
H.

The W. O. Nettle ton is loading gravel in

friends of Mrs. Ernest Perry are
to hear tnat she is planning to
to Sorrento.
Mrs. Lyman Stinson and little daughters Clara and Dorothy were the guests
of Mrs. William Stinson, of Stonington,

on

The ladies’

Schooner E. S. Wilson, Cant. Bobbins,
of Stonington, arrived April 8, U» take
another loaa of ih.-Allen brothers' lum!>er.

LAMOINE.
Mis* Flora Stratton went to Islesford
.Saturday to teach.
The town fathers are in session in the
town hall, assessing taxes.
Leander Smith has entered upon his
season's work at Bar Harbor.
There will be an Easter concert in the
church next Sunday evening.

chapel

Lula Madd<»-K* has
returned t<• her
home to attend the a a demy at Blue hill.

Von

M.

WEST FRANKLIN.

Monday evening.

Service*

School open* here to-day, taught by A.
B. Couary.
Mr*. Belle Wood hi* g<* » ;»N rth Bluehill as housekeeper lor v..ii .vlayo.

*

Stare Young and children, of Iamoioe
spent Sunday with Will Hopkins.
Kidder Moore, jr., and familv have
moved on the George Butler place.'
Willis Moore, of Ellsworth, spent Sunday with his brother, K. L. Moore
Mia* Hartwra Hopkins is
working tar
Mrs. George Butler at the Stafford farm.
of
liar Harbo-. and
George Stafford,
James Lymburner, of Ellsworth Falla,
were in town our day Last week.
Joe Smith and wife, who have been
visiting their daughter, Mr*. Melvin McFarland, in Dorchester. Mass., returned

but will
this week with Goldie
not meet again until af.er the spring term
of school, which commences April 1#.

E.

BLCEH1LL FALLS.

from liar

jlx
TRENTON.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

Capt. Palmer S»avey has taken his
schooner, the Hattie Lewis, to Kocklaud
for repairs.
April 9.
Plutarch.

came

9.

The W. C. T. l\ met with Mrs. Charles

week.

Cecil Gray

April

ia
9.

on

his gone to Bangor on
will return the list ol the

He

tjuite a large number of people
n<)_.
the county grange at Burn su.-rdsv
They all report a very pleasant tin,-

*
Bat*on, of rtargcntvlilc, boat.
getting his co.tagw at Egg—
Thv- Merry Workers met with Hazel
readiness for the coming
Btucfcbridge Ia»l week. They will meet

been

season.

with wood

George J. Alley

The

mer

loading

babe were the
w ile last week.
Capt. John Dolliver, in th? Minnie
Chase, is loading with sand for Bar Harbor.

excel-,

period
April 9.

is

Will bra Shoales and wife were the guests
of Mrs. Charles Sargent las', week.

principal of Blur-hill

since their

began to-day.

moggin

Kainh Iceland has
the Melissa Trask.

many friends.
Mrs. T. G. Pickering passed awav Tuesday, after a long illness, aged fifty-one
Tears.
Mrs. Pick-ring was a most
lent woman in the community, and will
be greatly missed. She leaves three sons
and two daughter.

brief

Cant. Chari
has

Harbor.

New

him.

OAK POINT.

Capt. F. L. March

for Bar

h«s gone to

Mrs. Timothy Hutchinson t*| in Rockvisiting her daughter, Mrs. Mary
Webster.
Miss Grace N. Eaton was married to
Harry W. Pert, of Sedgwick, March 29, by
Elder J. N. A me*.
Capt. Abijah Hardy lias gone to New
Bedford, Mali, to Mb the schooner Susan
Stetson.
William Spinney has gone with

Pkbblk.

The schools

f:abt bujehjll.

land

Charles P. Richardson came from Surrv
Thursday where he has been employed
during me winter.

onv and form r high sch***! teacher
here, spent Sunday in town, .biting his

April

LITTLE DEER ISLE.

social dance in Granite
evening, April 10. Music by

9.

8rH*TiTt*TK.

Capt. Thomas Eaton
York to join a yacht.

a

***
II

Friday.
April#.

receiving

Kay and Kelley.

April

9.

a son.

wife.

There will be

an

April

and wife are
the birth of

Frank Moore and wife, of Ellsworth,
visited at J. H. Macomber’s over Sunday.
Rslph Clark and wife, of South Thomastou, are visiting bis parents, Fred Clark

is spending
winter with h*-r son in Brooklyn,
Y., is seriously ill of pneumonia.

VY.

April

summer.

A. H. Grindle, w ife and
guests of F. L. Munh and

move

Scott & Bowne,

for the

su>

home

electric lines in Boston.
Clifford Coggins left Saturday for his
home in California, having enjoyed his
visit East to such an extent that he hopes
to repeat it before many years.
Mrs. E. F. Young is visiting her son in
Cambridge, Mass. Her daughter, from
Amherst, Mass., will Join her mother for
a visit of a few days in Cambridge.

from

■

The primary and grammar «cho
H'a
to-day.
George Carter and Lester Urindl- tMv.
to-day for StoningUu.
A. B. Orindlo, who has been emnlowaf
1
at Waltham, has returned home.
Mr*. Kichsrd Grindle, who ha. hw.
vlslting relatives at South Br
,vi|i“
has returned home.
Mia, Ethel Bridges, who has hen in
with typhoid fever at too Milford
\|w 1
hospital, has returned home.

at Bar
a
few

Eugene J. Hodgkin* has returned to hi*
employment as conductor on one of the

HALL QUARRY.
Miss Mary Harkins has returned home

moved here

School ticgins Monday, Uught hv
*
•' ‘‘w
Joaie Billings, of Bay-side!
Orville Bartlett and
W,lu,tnI!u|1 “*T*
gone l-i Northeast Harbor.
Alfred Butler and wHe are r,
.iVi
congratulations on the birth of n sr,a
Hollis Keid, who lias been apendinv m.
vacation on Duck Island, has r..,n
h"
duties on F. W. 1
.tint'sgrocery car
W. J. Harper, who has been sh
clams to Boston, has closed hi
and w ill take clams to the can
(!?
Uc*
lories.
(juite a number attended th,
,ni
match and dance on Bartlett's ,

weeks at home here.

E.

9.

Alice Greenlaw.

Rose

daughter.
Ellsworth,

re-

»>vk.

Beri Kincaid is visiting his parents,
William Kincaid and wife, of Ellsworth
Mrs.

e.

9.

valuations last week.

Falls,

u

April

Allen Green, wife and son Merle have
arrived home from New Ixmdon, Conn.,
where he has been ship-keeper v>n yacht
Coronto.
>

Wednesday.
Andrew Christy who is employed
Harbor is taking a vacation of

and Hollis Patterson accompanied him for
employment by the EUsworth Lumber Co.

time of year.
Mus hilla Staples, of Atlantic, baa been
on a short visit at L)r. S nail’s.

th
N.

NORTH LA MO INK.
Mrs. E. E. Rowe and Mrs. J. Q. Adam*
f Mrs. U. H. Coggins last
were guests

Mathew Laughlin has returned to Machias. His brother Clyde,
Eugene Chick

E.

Capt. John Marshall left
Monday, to tike comnuud of
Mr*. Lovina Press?y, wb"

a

Emery

L. Keefe, of Hancock, died
at Br*> *er.
She had been
for medical treatment.

are

Sunday
operation for appendicitis.
night the report was not very favorable.
Many friends hope for a speedy recovery.
M.
April!*.

an

pounds was
Bangor party

nine

ent of schools. School commences today.
Mrs. Richardson, of Aurora, teacher.

DEER ISLE.

and Mis* Jcnni
the factory at South

hahern
ii dlufiiill

weighing

Alligator by

recently.

returned to Bowdoin

9.

8m?lts

raon

B. entertainment «ud dan
port a tine time.

weeks.

April

frac-

The friends of Miss Lillian Clary are
to learn that she is improving after an
gl
operation for appendicitis.
At a meeting of the school board, Mrs.
J. F.
was appointed superintend-

Mrs. Edgar E. Avery has a girl baby,
Mrs. Avery
born April t> Eva Gertrude.
i# a niece of A. M. Carter, and has boarded
thire the past winter.

George Abbott and wife spent Sunday
with R. Abbott and wire.

one day last week.
Blanche Staples, wh
fri *n is in 1 -eU:i.
week, has returned h

A
salmon
taken from

land to raaet her h unwind. Capt. J. G.
Martin. She* w ill go a trip to New York
with hiru.

NORTH SEDGWICK.

m

E. Mace and wife started for Portland

Mrs. Hattie Mania has gone to Rock-

C.

Bluehiil.
Foster Pierce and wife have moved into
th rentar A. L. Cloason’s house, formerly
occupied by Linwood Swell.
Alonzo Ha-lam, while working in the
Allen mi 1. i II w.id
sprained n:» ankle

Bangor

II.

suffering from a

E.

9.

Peter McKenzie is gaining slow ly.
Atwood Banker is still very ill. Slight
hopes are entertained for his recovery.
Ralph Springer and wife visited Mr*.
Springer* parents, T. M. Btnlsdell and
wife, Sunday at East Franklin.
Mrs. George B. Tracy who has be^n seriously ill for the past five weeks, does not
gain*as fast as her friends hope for.
Miss Flossie Butler returned last week
for
from Somerville w here ahe has been
the past year with her sister, Mrs. Alex
Fader.
Zemro Hall was taken to the Eastern
Maine general hospital Saturday night, for

Stonington

Chip,.

OBKTER.

as crew.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

tured rib.
The ladies will meet with Mrs. Howard
Lord Wednesday.

Edgar

Mrs.
in

April

The dowers

6.

is

APri,B-_

Thompson, daughter of

Supper

Monday.
John Laughlin

Sunday. April a.

E. W. Bridges went to Bangor Saturday
wuh r.is nephew, who injuria his eye and
went for treatment.
via cs and w ife opened their
E. V\
hoipilai 1 li *ine ri lay night. Th even*
i i' was a -li st enjoyable o
with games
A fine supper was served
and car •«
ahou it# o'clock.

Mrs. M vrvl Cioasoa, who h«s b*»en ciring for Mrs. Bell, of 8 dgw ink. t ■: u number of wee ca, ret imed hrn ita nv.k.

visited rela-

trip
Bangor
Tuesday, r turning Wednesday.
George ILynolds, of Lewiston, is a guest
of his cousin, Arden Young, for a few
a

this

Ernest Cole returns to Waterville today to resume his studies at Coburn classical institute.

Miss Nellie And
Carter are working

F.

Avanda Cousins, of Lamoine, is doing
Lhe mason work on the Brown cottage.
of Northeast Harbor,
Fred J.
visited bis brother, W. H. Phillip*, lsst
week.
Mrs. L. A. Emery was at the Point last
Saturday to give directions about work at
her cottage.
W ilium Crabtree and w'ife sp nt Sunday
in Franklin with Mrs. Crabtree’s sister,
Mrs. Lottie Gsv.

quite ill,

Ellsworth
grand jury.

STABILITY

GREAT POND.

Eva Ball has gone to West Hancock to
visit Mrs. Sherman McFarland.
C. A. Penney and William Crabtree and
wife were in Ellsworth Saturday.
C. A. Penney bought a horse last week of
Eugene Moore, of North Ellsworth

Lewis Noonan, jr., starts thi« morning
where he L* to have
for Nashua, N. A
cm ploy memt.

vi filing
the past

Brewer,

Whiling
xillege.

Clough.

April

April

Ethel

celeCapt. and Mrs. Everett
brated the ninth anniversary of her birthher
a
at
30
March
by giving
party
day
was
home for hrr * rhodanates.
in
ice-cream
and
later
the
served,
evening
and fruit were enjoyed. Miss Ethel received numerous presents.

beautiful.

were

at work for Sherman

Abe.

Ball has

Bnrrill have gone

Thompson,

friends from this town nnd
and Rockland were present.

HANCOCK POINT.

morning to serve on
Capt. Deasy has secured the services of
Mrs. Almira Higgins as housekeeper.
L. P. Cole went to Bangor Wednesday to
have treatment for his eye with Dr.

Miss

OTIS.

Henry KeUiher,

to
the

been ill, is

has

Phillips,

Mrs.. S. O. M >ore, who has been

improving slowly.
Capt. Deasy g«»ea

who

April».

PRO P :CT HARBOR.
i*

Kingman,

splitting

A. B.

9.

quite badly

—

tives here last

EST SULLIVAN.

Doyle,
entertained a
Ustlf Chapter, U. £*.
large number of guests Monday. April 2.
A very pleasing programme was carried
out. Games were played and refreshments
of cake, coffee and fruit were served.
Eli nee council, degree of Pocahontas, of
Hancock, w ill present at the K. of P. hall
Monday evening, April 9, the drama,
The local order of
“Dow n* by the Bi n.”
Pocahontas w ill give a dance and supper.

April

MARLBORO.

called to Ba gor,
Weslev Ford was
when* Kis wife and baby are ill with
measles.
went to
Fred Anderson and family
6urrv last Sunday called there by the illdp"/ of Mr#. Anderson's mother, Mrs.
Hollis Saunders.
John Wright and wife, of Bar Harbor,
have hired with Mr. Robert* for seven
months to care for his place here, recently
bought of John Douglas*.
wood last
Melvin Wilbur was
Friday with a double*bitted axe, when it
in
face
and cutthe
bounced, hitting him
ting quite a gash over one eye.
John Kief and Millard Kittredge, who
have been lumbering on what is known as
the Seal points, finished work last Saturiay. Mr*. Clara Dyer, who has been
•ooking for the crew, ha# returned to her
home at Northeast Harbor.

of /ranklin.

J.

,»!;«

Mrs. Tyler Hodgkins is ill.

George Treadwell ia
Douglas* at Lamoine.

panied Zemro Hall to the Bangor hospital
Saturday for an operation for appendicitis.
Schools began to-day, April 9, with the
following teachers: primary. Miss Nina
Da via, of Harrington; intermediate, Clarence Havey, of W eat Sullivan; grammar,

Pickering,

tW«U A>*m

v.J.

si?00*
'here"vrJ1*”

on account of the frost not being out.
Capt. Frank Haskell sailed this week
from Stoniogton in the schooner L. T.
Whitmore, with stone.
Capt. Nathan Lowe baa gone to Newport,
K. I., to join the schooner Ellen Baxter, Monday night. A delicious
which has been hauled up there. Roy given by Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
Staple-. Franklin Hardy and Leonard
April 9.

had

home Thursday, and is at present
his brother at Stoning! on.
The young men from Sunset came over
on Tuesday and made an attack on Mrs.
Su«an Warren’s wood pile.
They were
entertained in the evening by Mrs CV'arren.
The funeral -f Mr*. Williams was held
at the Methodist church Sunday.
Many

teach school.

Miss Alice Farnsworth left Saturday for
Windham, where she has a position as
teacher.
A sociable was given Saturday evening
for the benefit of the church, under the
auspices of the Golden Rule society.
W’ill Havey and Sidney Havey accom-

Hired Man"
wa- presented by local talent in Odd F>1lows hall, Wednesday evening, to a full
house. All Darts were well taken. Th*
play was followed by a dance.
This community was saddened to hear
of
cf th*> death of Mrs. Timothy
Decrial*. Mrs. Pickering was Miss Kate
Smith, of this town. R. W. Smith.
Vi uiiace Smith, Mrs. M. A. Flye and Miss
ldina Freethey went to Deer lale Thursday to attend the funeral.
The

■«

Miss Clara Allen, of Sargentville, has
visiting here recently.
Capt. Herckiah Powers has gone to resume i-oinmand of the yacht Aida.
The condition of the roads here is very
been

cam*w ith

s

Mias Inez Ford has gone to laleaford to

__

Miss Ltnnie Powers is visiting in Rockthis week.
Capt. Charles Powers was home from
Camden Saturday.
Capt. Arthur Powers has gone away for
the season’s yachting.
Edward Thompson has gone to Boston
to join the yacht Rambler.

died April 3, aged one rear and
three h.^
Funeral services were held a' th<-,\y’April ». Hev. F. L. Hayward
comfort to the afflicted ones
Th!! 01
the sympathy of all in their
Presiding-F.lder F. I„ Hayw.rd „,,Vu
D. M. Angell held meeting,; here
Thu
and Friday evening* of last week
d*7

land

Miss

j

<*>o-

orviv nev

Eben
better.

Tramp.

9.

April

to-day.

irt for Fills worth

st

|

ACCURACY

0<W

Mrs. Meredith
Wednesday.

BANK,

MAINE.

ELLSWOaTH,

Will Coggins and son Fred went
luoab oard the Haze! I>ell yesterday at
hill. They will go east to load lumber for
New York.
Edward Curtis, who lost his house and
carriage house, w ith contents, a short time
ago, lost a valuable young cow last Mon-

on the birth of a sun.
K. V.. Wells and Miss Irene leave
Boston where tbev will spend a

gr

FIRST”NATIONAL

Capt.

E.

i..

THE

summer.

April 6»

Lurvey, who has been ill
is improving.
f-’Agg and wife are receiving con-

Mrs.

j

SOUTH SURRY.

TV.
y

j

$etr»

M*

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Ell hi was in Brooksvllle

COURTESY

A large number of people have said, ‘‘It is no it-.- for me to try
and save, because I CAN’T." That is not so. because a letsoti
CAN if tie, or she, will only try.
alien
Quite a proportion of our depositors said tie same tiling
a little Over
they opened their accounts in our Savings Department
t*u years ago, but the amount now entered on their hank books
are continually growing.
proves they were wrong, and the accounts
If you have not already an account, we invite you to upon one
on our next interest quarter, Al'HIL 1. UMS.

Yfc

9.

|

issr.

“Whatever your station in life.
Your duty perform like a man.
Through the toil of this world and its st. if.-.
Not 1 CANT wins, hut always I CAN."

of lumber mens mittens.

is

Taplcy

r licit

LIBERALITY

lidge, goes

only

f>»V***

>

16.

2,000 pairs
The circulamerely local wavers
The clam brigade has commenced digThe American, barring the Bar ding clams for the Brooklin canning
They are shipping about 400
cord's summer list. is larger factory.
bushels a week.
of all the other papers printed
Jerome P. Tapley, jr., and Charles F.
county.
Jones, who were drafted to serve as jurors
at
the April term of court, leave here for
Ellsworth this morning.
" a
Mrs. Hattie E. Tapley and danghter.
Miss Hattie Sarah, when on their way up
from Norfolk, Va., will pass a few weeks
in Brooklyn and New York city.
BROOKLIN.

We

anbrittarmnua.

Chrissie Gott; No. 3, Olive Condon; No.
4, Minnie Chase; No. 5, Lillian Green; No.
No. 8, Clytie Jones.
7, Grace Gray;

paper printed in
ck county, and has never claimed to
ia the only paper that can prop
called a CoiNTY paper; all the
*of *he

ca

COUNTY NEWS

■ -.-

subscribers at 107
7 post-offices in Hancock county.
uer papers in the County com-

American ha*

j

»

run
; are

demonstrated

at

our

store.

Repair

parts anil second-band engines always on band. Write us your power
needs TO-DAY.

The Fairbanks Company
196

Exchange St., BANCOR-

\

|
j

wens alarmed, and the
(tenoral lm- I and absorbing. Every member of it is that the
Sturgis law is responsible
SbbtrtiBtmtntB.
nresaion *eem«d to be that it waaabao- 1
his part at a personal sacrifice of for
1
can
present
conditions,
lutely imperative tor party aacceaa that doing
time and money, doing it uncomplaningly only
that
I
could
see
not
say
M1* people ot the State of Maine
1
ahonld
in
the
clear
to follow any other course.
face of a criticism which, while not my way
STURGIS understand that the
i'AT ON THE
republican party was
republican party made its plat.orm
unexpected, is not always tolerant or fair, The
at ill the firm champion of
prohibition and and
it because he believes it to be and as candidate for governor 1 promised
LAW.
doing
enforcement. Thla, in brief, was the con- hi* contribution to
the cause of good to support its declaration of principles. A
dition of affnira in the summer of UKM.
government and good citizenship. The republican legislature enacted the Sturgis
OF THK LAWAt the Banger convention a
plank waa enforcement commission is not playing law', and as governor I had taken an oath
TUB HI “STORY
most explicit and comprehensive
adopted,
ana I to endeavor to enforce all laws.
politics, but is attempt mg to
jtatkmbnt of
in it* language,
declaring without any vindicate a law of the State of uphold
1 am profoundly grateful for all the
Maine.
i>. oKqfi'"'al
evasion whateve r that the republican
I have a right to speak of the methods honor the republican party has conferred
party
POSITION.
HIS
believed in and Hood for the maintenance and
purposes of that commission for I upon me, and I have done my best to be
of the prohibitory law* and their
rigid, have been in close and constant touch true to my oath of office, to my party and
the Derr- honest and
f and f/entlamtn of
impartial enforcement.
with its deliberations and conclusions and to myself. I had hoped to so conduct the
It was upon that platform that 1 waa these conclusions have had
invariably my affairs of my administration as to enand I accepted it* statements
"f >'our »*"'- iitiori nominated,
approval and assent.
joy the confidence of my party and the
and without reserve. A* soon as
squarely
I
want io testify, too. to the absolute respect of the people of Maine, but 1 w ill
to me an invl- the
campaign opened £ took the slump. unanimity and harmony that has pre- willingly forfeit both if they are to be
.urto’ualv extended
banquet.! w« glad to In every county whore 1 spoke I waa urged vailed between the memlwrs of the com- won and retained only by forgotten promyou
and yours, and this by the republican leaders to state that, if mission, and between them and myself, j ises and broken oaths. If the party has
..hi, I..opit*li‘>
elected, 1 would do everyth tag in mv power and to s*.y that the responsibility for made a mistake in its platform or candime
great
pleasure
U
kites
to enforce the prohibitory law *.
reason.
Many of their acts should be borne, not by them date the remedy is in its own hands, but
10
thorn* leader* told me that unless the
so long as I am
ou!.r—n»lly. and. inasmuch as voters
alone, but should rest upon me as well.
governor of Maine I shall
could
be
made
to
believe
and
that the
No sooner had the enforcement commis- j
republican
avowed political
oppose nullification, shall insist upon law
was honest and sincere
republican
party
sion begun its work in some of the locali- enforcement, and so long as the Sturgis
an
me
opportunity in its
“Z-iution. .1 kites
profession* upon that subject, there ties where the law was openly defied, than law remains on our statute books and
a
without impropriety to was grave danger of losing their
I ran use
respect- certain counties were in an uproar, and officials fail to do their duty, shall use
ive
view
the
of
counties,
in every
I spoke 1 not toe downfall of the
that law to enforce prohibition with all :
was
place
republican
„from my own point
party
in our State only said that if elected I would use every freely
The democratic party ; the power, influence and resources at my
Zr-HTtl sit oat ion as it exists
legal right and moral influence that be- believedpredicted.
it saw its golden opportunity and command.
and shall
1 shall speak (rankly,
longed to the office of governor to enforce loudly called for recruits to
you
I am not posing as a reformer or as a posupport the]
make my meaning and position those laws, but stated further that I asked proposition that those places which litical martyr, or as a sentimentalist; nor
for no man's vote unless he believed I
wanted
can
man
hold the conscience of his
nullification should have it.
any
Uagf,
would honestly try to do what I had said. Faint-hearted
ao many
republicans forgot their party in his keeping. But I can and do
It is true that a presidential election was
at i. the republican party,
and began to question the wis- plead for one thing and it is this:
That
platform
is
in
this
Slate,
lbs dominant one
pending, and I presume national issue* dom of attempting to put avowed po- the republican party may bring to the
the opposition as pos- had much to do with the result, but litical principles into practice.
The feel- discussion and settlement of this great
by
■•riticiss.-d
being
so far as I was concerned, I confined
my- ing of doubt and uncertainty spread all question of law enforcement that courage,
neither principles nor courage in self
wholly to Btate issues and made the over the State, and naturally enough the spirit of fairness and honesty of purpose
ol a great and important fight more
no
so
the
treatment
as
upon
iu
prohibitory question Sturgis Law was held to be, if not the without which an appeal to our people
man
than anything else. The result in the reason, at least the
scapegoat for all the will be in vain, to the end that republiK«1 i»uc; wl.-n every intelligent
State
was
a
republican victory by a plural- woes of the republican narty. So far as canism may control the political destinies
that any attempt to aubordinate
Itjr of about 2«,000, and it was generally actual and known results are concerned, of Maine and lead her to a government of
treat it lightly will in It- conceded
that the principal factor of sue- the dissatisfaction
(>iil iiaue or to
culminated in the lawr, a better citizenship and an ever-in1
as an evidence of
cess was the reestablished belief in the
In a dust
„lf be looked upon
spring elections, and almost every man creasing prosperity.
minds of the people that the republican who for one cause or another cherished a
a strange lethargy haa
When
Igtom;
moisture
the party, masked
and a stranger party meant what it said upon this partic- resentment against
-jj-a some republicans
ular question. Burely I betrayed no con- ! behind the Sturgis law* and contributed to
and when as a logical fldences,
others,
nor
did
I
secure
office
bv
the
fcttKxrary
any republican defeat.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
that for false
N*ip* Mir other pageu.
Count
w#alt >f all this, municipalities
pretences. If the people believed | The issue must not be confounded, how*what I said, they knew what to expect. I ever, and while our opponents call it the
n_*_
-n the home of rock-ribhed
t
-^.bave
meant w hat 1 said, and believed that the Sturgis law yet as a matter of fact it is the
CAflTINB.
to an
Itpobiieaot!., have capitulated it is agparty intended to take its platform seri- principle of enforced prohibition that is
no
nguine democracy,
sn<l
Ed. Connor returned to Bates college
ously.
on trial and every thinking fair minded
!
When the legislature assembled I took man knows this to be the truth. Has the this morning.
facta nor undertake to
uat ;o ignore
|
it for granted that there would be some
republican party been sincere or insincere ; Stephen Cash left this morning for Dark
The cronic kicker was complain &
jogglesht.il in; i.ul to face them boldly, legislation giving for the first time to an in its professions
of belief in that prin- ; Harbor, to work.
Mp
them carefully, tell the truth as executive, authority to enforce this par- ciple? Has it used that
Yes, he had a good job; the best he
in its I
for
additional
Sewn
tee
other
principle
Countg
page*
G.
M.
Warren
went to Ellsworth this
a s it and hold faat to the bchad. Hours were short, the taskm >
ticular law, and I supposed that authority platform only as a
si
declara- |
scS ,’!I. km
to attend court.
meaningless
morning
would come a* a result of the evils of lion to catch votes, or did it mean what >
was humane and the
wages were
5,
lalthd the ja pie will decide tbeqursMrs.
Annie
is
her
WEST
TREMONT.
Thayer
see
and
visiting
nullification that every one could
it said and docs it projsTse to stand by it?
?’*
“Then what are you grumbling abou
ti0iavolvui in the next election with that every good citizen must deplore. I Has a few months of
at to rooted real en- brother, A. M. Devereux.
B. B. Reed was in Ellsworth the past demanded his friend.
’Bout the wag
Miss Louise Cox left last week for Seal week on business.
4* regard (or the material and moral believed it was outrageous to see a law of forcement so pricked the hollowness of
aaMtreof Maine.
such importance violated in so many its convictions that they vanish at the Harbor, w here she will teach this spring.
“Aren’t they all right?” Oh! I ’s
iO
George W. Davis has started up business
T&? cWei executive oi an inmininratown* and cities of the State, and felt that first sign of possible disaster, or does it
left this morning for in the clam
0
they’re all right, but I can’t afford to
Ralph Hodgkins
factory.
tier! * nat irally and properly subjected suci: a course was doing incalculable in- intend to hold fast to that principle and if Bar
Harbor, where he has employment for
f
Luther Albee left this week for Rock- a day off.” “Can’t afford to take a
|pcm»rb’M or praise, as In accordance jury to the welfare of Maine.
defeat comes go down w ith colors flying the summer as electrician.
off?” “Nope; the wages are so blamed
land to ship for the season.
Iff
vitfcpopu-at ••‘timation that administraBy what right should a certain clans of hut still true to itself.
Mbs Martha Wescott has returned from
tioahss b en s failure or a success.
men be protected and allowed to prosper
Those are questions that the republican
Rena Lunt, who had typhoid fever, is I’d be losin’ too much.”
Stockton
and has taken Miss Ella Perkins’ |
one
that
n
i)
a
uvery general
in an illegal business? Every individual party must now face and answer, and
Tlwopi
out
once more.
are glad to see her.
All
in
home
the
of the Misses Emerson. |
ill the republican losses in the spring attempting to do any other kind of busi- ought to face and answer, and if the place
Mrs. Abbie F. Lunt and
F. V. Stover has
tifctwn*. all the public and private utter- ness was forced ?o do it, and in most case* Sturgis law has no other claim for the
fflcBicat.
recently purchased of Theresa have gone out of town fordaughter
a w'eek.
me»» >1 disaffected republicans, all the
wanted to do it, within the law, but here right of existence, one is found in the fact C. H. Hooper the house on Perkins street
The
nmili f< d. ut»t«i at to republican success was a business where certain men seemed that it has shown what enforced pro- own *d by him and now occupied by M. J. ;
selectmen, W. W. A. Heath, L. W.
Rum ill and C. Rich, started this week on
p th« fall, are to be attributed to tb*
superior to the law, and this, in itself, hibition may mean, illustrated its merits Harmon.
F. E. Lewis, wife and daughter Gertrude their town work.
met! icnt by a republican legislature of a»
and defects, and at last we may expect a
to me to be a grave injustice.
peered
left
last
w'eek
for
an
absence
of
several
law.
called
!
Harold Law'son left this w'eek to go
ttia
Sturgis
vote
All law was being brought into disreexpresH
upon tnis question that will
Pw-oos’lv, while 1 believe the Sturgis pute and disregard, and there was neither the wishes
a schooner from Cranberry
of the people of Maine. The weeks. Mr. Lewis will visit his old home fishing in
No Sleep, No Rest. No Peace
>r
fc«l» be t&e chief cause of the evident sense nor logic
in nullification. As a
State is aroused and I believe will stay so. in New* York.
Isles, Capt. Willis Bunker.
«nr*?»t, I know it is not the only one. I citizen I never have stood, and as a citizen This condition of affairs was bound to
The many friends of W. B. Bertram are
The sew'ing circle met with Mrs. Nellie
the
Sufferer
from
Troub
Kidney
brw there are many other contributory or executive I never will stand for nulli- come sooner or later and it is well that it
pleased to see him out again after being Rich Wednesday, and will meet with
•csss, but this is not the time or place to fication of law'. I had supposed that my is here now. Nullification of the law and in the house for several weeks as the re- Mrs. Gertrude Kane
No peace for the kidney sufferer—
April 11.
peat ion them. The opinion is a<> firmly election, if it meant anything, meant a all the corruption that follows in its train sult of a fall.
Mrs. L. W. Rumill, with daughters
Pain and distress from morn to nigh
i.ed in the public mind that the Sturgis
was
lias made the situaton what it is, and
and
it
nullification,
against
Lcola
and
and
SunMrs. Jane Straw, one of Castine’s older
Marie, spent Saturday
h« is solely responsible for republican protest
for this reason I confidently expected whatever the result of the fall elections
Get up with a lame back,
i
at
her
Mrs.
L.
was
with
a
stricken
day
Manset,
residents,
visiting
sister,
paralytic
defeat, both past and (as our opponents
legislation to remedy it. I believed that may be I confidently hope and believe that shock on
ttinki immediately prospective, that, in the
Wednesday last, but at this A. Clark.
Twinges of backache bother you all day,
republican party would keep faith Maine will come out of the contest with a
is reported as improving.
The people of the place listened to a very
By judgment, it is unwise to undertake w ith the people, and that it would stand strengthened regard for law and u deter- writing
Dull aching breaks your rest at night,
nice
sermon
delivered
who
be
Mbs
Gertrude
will
todircrt the issue; and for myself I am on its
Presiding
by
Iiragdon,
;
platform because it was right to do minalion that it shall be respected and remembered as milliner
Elder Hayward
last fall for C. F.
Wednesday
evening.
willing, for argument 's sake, to consider it so.
Urinary disorders add to your misery.
obeyed.
I
to be the sole cause and welcome its disis only a means to an Jones & Co., arrived on Friday and will After the service the quarterly meeting
the Sturgis law
Prior to the passage of toe Sturgis law
Get at the cause—cure the kidneys.
resume her position with that company | was held.
CBsnoQ on these tines.
nullifiesexecand
end
is
to
the
end
that
\
there was no provision whereby
prevent
The fart that the .Sturgis law is appar- utive could
Doan’s Kidney Pills will work the ctice.
It will go info every county where , for the spring.
Nearly all of the fleet of scallop catchers
attempt to enforce the pro- tion.local
ently the most notable piece of legislation hibitory laws, and this question was
officials are permitting nullificathe
Castine is to see one of her young men, have gone to Rockland to continue in the 1
preThey’re for the kidneys only—
enacted thus far during my administrasented t© me by the legislature and by j tion, and it will come out the instant that John Adams, back this summer. Mr. business. Among them are the following
tion, and the fact that 1 am now, and inHave made great cures in Ellsworth.
Lunt, Gard Lawsentiment in a way that it had such officials give reasonable assurances Adams has not been here for many years. captains: George W
tend to be, a candidate for re no initiation public been
never
presented to any of my prede- that they will again try to do their duty. He haB secured the Cate house for the son, Joseph Wooster and George Walls.
Mrs. C. L. Stevens, of 4 Lincoln St., Killin the next republican State convention,
The fundamental question of enforced summer, and rumor has it that there w ill
cessors.
I never beard of the Sturgis bill |
Schooner J. M. Harlow, Capt. Charles P.
would seem to give me a certain and onuntil one day shortfy after the opening of prohibition versus local option and license be a grand reunion of the Adams family Lunt, came in here Saturday night on his worth, Me., says: “It is about two year!
(jmtionable right to publicly discuss the the legislature.
Senator Sturgis came to is altogether too important to be treated there.
way to Bar Harbor with a load of coal. In since I
aw,to state the reasons that prompted the executive chamber and explained its in a narrow
colored by
began to take Doan’s Kidney Pillat
The \ P. S. C. E. held a special meet- his crew are Walter Lunt, mate: Edwin
spirit or in a spirit
as to approve it, and to
There are many
express mv views provisions to me, and I never knew until party prejudice alone.
at the Congregational vestry Sunday lx>paua, steward; and Donald Robbins, At that time I was in despair on account
ing
of its relations to the
history and future that day that anyone had been at work, w ho honestly believe that evils grow ing evening, the occasion being the twentieth sailor; all from this place.
of legislation and politic!* in Maine.
of failure to get relief from any remedies
out of the use and abuse of liquor can be
was at work or intended to work in be half
of the organization of the soThelma.
April 9.
I have not obtruded mv
opinion upon of a measure of similar intent or import regulated best by some form of license, anniversary
I used for the severe suffering I endured
ciety in this town. Letters were read from
tw people of the State either
and
absurd
to
is
law
I
and
it
of
that
by signed If any one else is the author
question a number of the ex-presidents and
wrong
Batenwnt or interview. It has appeared
from my back and kidneys. I used m
their sincerity. It is only a truism to say others.
do not know it.
WEST GOULDSBORO.
*®
that my business w*a to see, as
I told Senator Sturgis that in many re- that in the final analysis the people will
number of boxes of Doan’s Kidney Pills,
Miss Pauline Faye Devereux, who has
katlcould, that the laws were enforced, spects the law was not an ideal one. It have what they want.
Alvah Preble, of Ashville, is at work
been away for several weeks cn a visit to for El
to talk about them out of season.
Stevens.
1 baa
however, that the republibridge
but as mine was an old, chronic case, 1
seemed
to me that the people of Maine
jot
hoped,
and
New
in
friends
York,
Taa is the first time I have ever
Connecticut,
spoken
not altogether approve of the idea can party, having been committed to the other
Wood brothers have gone to Stave Is- knew it was
states, returned Friday from her vaof the Sturgis law, and it la also might
necessary to persevere in ths
of giving to the executive authority over principle of prohibition for so many years, cation. While gone Miss Devereux enland to rebuild their weir.
*
lira* I have ever expressed an
officials, but I was absolutely in would not be so cowardly as to abandon
use of any medicine.
of
county
on
one
the
steamers
a
South
Miss
Blanche
is
a
Finally this remedy
Kingsley
trip
spending
for joyed
opinion of the merits or defects of the
fgvor of some law strong enough to pre- that principle upon being confronted
few days in Bar Harbor.
reached the cause of my trouble and gave
prohibitory law Sint's my inaugural vent or minimize nullification, and I the first time with an enforcement that running out of New’ Y'ork.
•ddre** to the legislature in
The steamboat war is now on. The
Miss Eva Orcutt, of East Sullivan, spent
meant the downfall of nullification, but
one w ho talked w ith me
January, 1905. stated to
me more relief than anything I ever used
November I had the honor and about the every
for party unity steamer Golden Rod having completed re- Saturday night with Mildred Noyes.
Sturgis bill that if no better would stand firm as a rock
and had a general overhauling,
of
than
a guest at the annual
a
fairer
trial
enforcement
acin
pairs
being
was
found
it
be
giving
{HBinrB
measure could
entirely
School commences in this district April before. For five years I never enjoyed a
Belfast
to
makes
her
first
to-day.
Mate of Maine club of New
time under
trip
with Miss Ella Lewis, of Steuben, night's rest, could not go out to spend
ceptable to me and I believed would an- can be secured in a years’
will be a struggle for supremacy now 23,
*nd •poke
any
extemporaneously swer the purpose. I did everything 1 present excited conditions. Nullification There
teacher.
tad briefly upon
ow ning the Golden
law enforcethe passage of of law was never a declared principle of between the company
attempted
do
to
insure
could
length of time, and was so nervous X could
properly
Silver
aent m Maine.
the
and
that
Rod
Star,
under
that
house
and
owned
owning
The
remarks
were roiaoutbuildings
by
My
the Sturgis bill, and in so doing believed the republican party, yet
Doan's
which w ill run on the same route.
«nd misquoted, and the demoa
George Wilkinson were destroyed by fire not be comfortable anywhere.
jrponed
then and believe now- that the republican ivarty’s domination nullification has had
*****
not be fair and
The ladies’ alliance of the L'nitarian Sunday about noon. The fire is thought Kidney Pills changed ail this, and I ani
|Pre», in tothe State In particular party was keeping fsith with the people, long reign in Maine.
Why
to have originated around a defective thankful to
pl-am-d
honest and give enforced prohibition a
church is selling tickets for a lecture to be
quote me as having said and that 1 was doing the same.
that
1
am
better now than
say
the prohibitory law' was a
Maine? given by Miss Cummings at the L'nitarian chimney, and the dining room was in
ajffei'tmthat
It is only fair to say that some of the chance to show w hat it will do for
I have been at any time for the past eight
Maine.
Our democratic friends are impatient church Friday evening next. Miss Cum- dames when discovered. Little was saved
oldest and’ most sagacious leaders of the
1 rtUi-aaed no
of the State at once
opinion of the law whatmings is a sister to Mrs. E. H. Carpenter, of the contents of the house, but out of years.
republican party, while believing in pro- and want control
for obvious
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50 cents#
reasons, and discussed hibition and enforcement, questioned the j this fall. They want local option and and will lecture on her trip to Europe. the barn all of the aminals, w agons and
°* nullification. I never wisdom of
I license openly and frankly, but they w ill She is a very able speaker, and those at- farming implements were saved. Mr. and
bill.
the
.evdl1
They
Bturgis
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sola
bow
passing
on that issue
tending will pass a very pleasant and in- Mrs. Wilkinson were away and only the
JMttsciv denied the reports over my own predicted just such difficulties as have not carry the State thin year
hired girl and children were there to tight agents for the United States.
not seem to me worth followed. They may have been right, but unless they do it with the aid of men who structive evening.
the dames. Mr. Wilkinson has the symsubscribed
1 refeT to it now
Remember the name—Doan’s—and taka
Notices are posted for a meeting of the
simply I could not agree w ith them then and do a- republicans have heretofore
tom,,1, and
of all the townspeople. It was a
of
lhe
the
to
or
pathy
either
principle
of a lie.
tacitly
openly
no other.
assessors at the rooms of the selectmen on
not agree witn them now.
but partially covered by insur•ummvr of V90{ the
great
loss,
wisest
been
the
taxes
have
of
prohibition.
for
or
12
the
assessing
It may,
republican
may not,
purpose
April
'’"v, n,lon
ance.
1 am opposed to local option and license for the ensuing
and after measure which could have been drafted; I
year; aLso notices of a
Enaurance Statements.
contCTt honored me with the each
but better than that nullification. I be- meeting of the selectmen on April 14 on
N.
April 9.
jnt.d
one, of course has a right to his own
am»tion for
kind
the
enforced prohibition,
governor. For
?x*a street for the purpose of laying out a
many individual opinion on that question. It lieve that
THE -ETNA INDEMNITY COMPANY,
and many
sewer from Main street through land of
!<“n P?rty bad profeased was, however, the only measure which that many counties enjoy to-day
DEDHAM.
OF HABTFOUD, CONN.
,*r?,c“*ar a,ld *ol» champion of was offered and one directly in line w ith : more might enjoy under the control of W. H. Sargent and thence to tide waters,
teini»'«i 1L*
corfor
it
not
were
officials
local
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.
political
and assessing damages contracted thereby.
J. A. McLaughlin w'as at home Sunday.
‘r*1*1***0;1 in “>» Htite. It the promises of the party. somewhat the
is the best and most satisfactory
20*' 0*
$
ruption,
Real
estate.
hav‘n«
enacted
the
become
It
has
relief
recently
•trincnr
The members of the woman’s
An Easter concert will be given by wthe
61-0 00
problem in
Mortgage loins,
prohibitory lava placed from fashion to criticise certain people because method to regulate the liquor
at their hall Saturday Free Baptist Sunday school, April 15.
a
738
25
Stocks and bonds,
upon the atatut* hooka, and of their belief in the Sturgis law and Maine. This view may be narrow, pro- J corps gaveto supper
which invitations were ex355,1'7 ft
Cash in othce and bank,
L. R. Black left Monday for Orono,
So far as I vine Lai and unpopular, but it is my own evening,
measure.
311 64
tended to those who so kindly assisted w here he will be employed at band-saw Agents’ balances,
the m, »;nfldtn"y «r‘fd to re- their support of the
who
Of
those
it.
and
I
stand
or
exdisagree
by
“?r*1 •apP°« and rotea of all am concerned I have no apologies
165. 3 74
Outstanding premiums.
them in the programme for their enterth,or-v that the State and cuses to make, for I welcomed it, be- with me, led by whatever course oi tainment last week. The supper was on tiling.
4,440 2#
Interest and rents,
«»
2 *
10
'** benefited hy lieved in it and worked for it.
reasoning or experience to a different their usual lavish scale, and was very
Horace Estes is critically ill from a All other assets,
I ask only that they credit me
of *Kl“Or for
;
carbuncle
on
the
neck.
Blood
01
me
conclusion,
mur**"
large
poisthe
Under
fortunate
those
tippling
provisions
by
enioyed
heartily
21
belief
that
assets,
$1,267.282
of
Gross
w
same
the
of ;
ith
they
is feared.
sincerity
a commission was appointed consisting
enough to be present. After the supper oning
7l,b6*08
Deduct items not admitted,
and it feel to be their due.
Miss Bernice McLaughlin, of the Ban- !
*Ucd t&SISIS r*rty *•* proud to be two republicans ana one democrat,
the guests were treated to an informal
j
own political
ia Wrfn^vt*“R"«I>», party, and it grew gives me very great pleasure to publicly I I am a republican, but my
etc.
$1,195,563 15
of
Admitted assets,
recitations, singing,
gor high school, is spending the spring
of entertainment
standard
the
is
measured
faith
not
absolute
by
nu!°h*rs. For year* in express now and in this place my
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1905
«»ry stele
Hancock lodge, F. and A. M., worked, vacation at home.
*nd »lmo*t with- and implicit belief in their integrity, prohibition alone. I want to see the re$ 58,828 7#
George Gott, of East Bucksport, has Net unpaid losses,
succeed and retain control the third degree on one candidate Thurs- |
it
county convention, their good judgment and their efficiency. publican party
271311 88
extended
house
Unearned
were
moved
his
into
the
premiums,
Invitations
family
lately
of the State government and legislature day evening.
35.0-»7 01
All other liabilities,
'ratine it. *?*utione reaffirming and reit- It was no easy task to which they applied
and Brooks- : occupied by Herman Gray.
in
Penobscot
hands
the
the
in
Us
to
I
believe
that
lodges
because
100 OOP t#
the cauee of both themselves, and it waa one which defund,
Contingent
bad
I
the
tonn,,,
to
of Maine ville to be present, but owing
of the American rash
interests
Charles
A.
and
social
economic
500
00008
Gifford,
utmost
tact,
of
the
capita),
,l Pro*' manded the exercise
Pern!
It
IT. Pr°iblbition',nd
230.2 > 58
There are other ques- condition of the roads few availed them- Sunday School union, was in town Sunday Surplus over all liabilities.
are best conserve"4.
y repelled all idea of discretion and impartiality. They had a
TT
selves of it. At the close of the work the and gave an interesting talk to the memwelfare
temState's
*nd
vital
to
the
tions
and
that,
Itsted all «T,
overwhelmingly de- keen sense of their own responsibility
$186.5tt.i U»
Total liabilities and surplus.
in tha background by lodge w as treated by Past Master C. H. ; bers of the C. E. society.
«ilo« th,.DeorfnPP1* in lhe legislature to realized at the outset, and realize now, porarily pushed
and
I.YNWOOD F. GILES, Agent.
l°
prohibition Hooper to clam chowder, coffee
j April 9.
B.
register again at the that the enforcement of the law can be this intense discussion of theconsideration
Mb
Hancock
Friday evening
a thoughtful
doughnuts.
or disbelief in the conC. W. Jt F. L. MASON. Agents,
made far more effective and satisfactory issue, demand
HasaDte of
lodge was extended an invitation to |
ELLSWORTH. ME.
else, and an early settlement.
by the local officials than by anyonedesire
the same degree at North !
Slirlher'* Tour to tl»e Pacific Coast.
caucus reform, the refreform
and
Tax
exemplify
officials
local
such
really
•ay that f,,.TJ d.° ",ot exaggerate when I provided
the broadening BrooksviJle, but on account of the bad
A very delightful spring tour tothePcClflc
of most iarL.Ti*n*J'diT* years, in the minds to live up to the spirit of their oath of erendum and good roads,
had
abbcrtisnumtie
of the common school system at the condition of the roads, the invitation
coast has been arranged to leave Boston April
Prohibition has been the office.
cardinal
th® republican party j The enforcement commission has never expense of the State, and the care of cer- to be declined.
■a its
27, and while under the auspices of the M>stlc
O,
our benfleiaries,
not
now
unfortunates
tain
9.
until
*»*u*s- I will go yet begun operations In any county
April
Shrine, and a great reduction in rate has been
•orther
°SP*U' men
familiar with after exhausting by argument and advice are some of the things that must engage
State
made In consequence, the tour Is available for
EAST Sl'RRY.
,h»‘ bad any can- every resource at its command to prevail the attention and require the action of the
'“‘dsiMor
the general public. The party will travel lu the
o®Ce during that period upon the local officials to do their plain next legislature, and are things that in my
•ri«i,
Mrs. Sophis Hutchins, one^H our oldest finest Pullmnit vestlbuled
can
best
the
equipment, and all
republican party
is on the sick
Uid declsJs repebln-an State convention duty and it will never do otherwise. Nor judgment
beloved
citizens,
and
dearly
meals en route will be In dining-cars.
himself to be in favor of re- ! will it be forced by popular clamor, against settle for the true interests of our people
but all hope to see her out again soon.
list,
end our State.
On the outward Journey stops will be made at
he would
is truly one of the “young” octagenProhibition, its own judgment snd contrary to its own
^PP0^
And are these great opportunities for She
ions
Chicago, Denver, Colora o Springe snd Salt
knowledge of the facts, to begin operat
and service to be jeopardized arians.
at
in any county where it believes the local public good
A box of delicious seedless oranges from Lake CUy, accommodations being provided
and thrown away because a dominant
tH 19w',
hia the best hotels. The Itinerary Includes a side
however, evl- officials are trying to do their duty, and
to test by a law' of its own the orange grove of John A. Floyd at
are
officials
brought
such
party,
that
*nd
th*re
were
believes
where it
•>gne
PPTl*r®d’party
Cal., was received trip to Cilprle Creek, with an opportunity to
making, lacks courage to defend its own? home in CrnftonviUe,
hr altogether republican
might not meeting with as much success as the com- If
Mrs. Mary Stinson, who visit the celebrated gold mines, as well as the
r
so, it not only invites but deserves by his sister,
.In Ita advocacy of mission could accomplish if there.
with all his old
Prohihiti,)n
shared
believe
to
that
liberally
1
am
not
of defeat.
very
yet ready
ncomparable trip over the Denver & Bio
localiliea under
But this does not mean that the field
democratic party, together writb the friends. Mr. Floyd left here about thirty Grande railroad, “The scenic line of the world,’
w“ 0Pen*y and
its operations may not be extended, or the
visited
st
Srentu
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and
least,
once,
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within
without
ago,
interests
Ten days will be
and the Rocky mountains.
ltnrd of theTT .T In m°re than one- that ft is in ignorance of the conditions commercial
lainc sinoe.
with the liquor traffic,
demo that prevail in certain counties. In this the SUte allied
rratic
spent In touring the state of •. allforula, wind
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future of
®*
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too will control
than
slow
too
to
April
better
the
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it
go
"«<on
matter
elecU‘d>
lng up at San Francisco.
.jonents are
sheriff must Maine, and
fountie, h.H TTLtblt lhe voters in those fast. Each county and each move
Two routes are offered for the return, one via
of the entitled to the satisfaction of seeing us
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with the be treated fairly, and each
duffnat*d
see
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break
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not
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the Grand Canyon of Arizona, and the other
are found In Liquid Cream Balm,
be justified by law ana waver, they
of
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Balm,
commission
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2®ci»li,
Vancouver, and the
Ibeir diaaat- fact. Men protected for years m an illegal run.
which Ib intended for use in atomizers. That It via Portland, Se«ttle,
b,
As a republican, 1 appreciate the fact
1 Is
with stop-overs at Glacier
“® democratic sheriffs, business and bound to It by the hope and
is an unfailing cure for Nasal Catarrh is proved Canadian Rockies,
only fsir
an undoubted crisis is now facing our
not
that
are
‘he
too, that several of promise of Urge pecuniary gams
It and Banff. For those who prefer to return via
effort and con- by an ever-increasing mass of testimony.
»,ter election, to be dUlodged without a st ruggle, or m party, but courage, united
air pass- other routes, independent tickets are provided.
who be- sistency will again put our opponents to does not dry out nor rssp the tender
been done
vigorouely than twelve months’ time, and those and
The party will travel In charge of an ex
II allays the inflammation and goes
effi- rout. As an executive, while fully realiz- ages.
deoemor, Republicans republican pre- lieve In the honesty: sincerity
it ing that my official action in connection straight to the root of the disease. Obstinate l>erlence<i conductor, and all details are carried
throughout the ciency of the commission must giveand
Illustrated Itinerary Safe,
with the Sturgis law and enforcement has old cases have been cured In a few weeks
Quick, Reliable Regulator.
AU out in first class style.
time to meet and overcome the many
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it.
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THE OLD HOME.
Folk in

Maine

California Like

to

Hear of It.
rrad

[Paper

State of Maine

at a

meeting in

Pasadena, Cal., by P. G Wooster ]

A score and a half of years will work
great changes in the life and the affairs of
More than thirty years
an individual.
had rolled on, taking
Bince 1 had worked

me

along
the

on

rocky farm.
Time passes fiore swiftly
but I
out

can see

better,
I

glasses.

saw

I

ing

in many things.
I asked my brother to tell

me

had

what

the crosscut saw that I bought
for the sum of f3, and that I osed. assisted
by one Ozias, sawing pine logs into shingle
stuff. He told me that he bad loaned it to
become of

PAPER.

THIRD

broadaxe which 1 used scabbing fence
poles, bat though made of steel and iron,
itrs gone, probably changed into some other
form, and doing some other kind of work,
or so separated into parts as to be assist-

old

with

believe,

Maine

old

now

them,

with me;

even

with-

then through ray visi-

ble eyes; r.owl-can see, I believe, better
with the <ye of my soul; and every passing moment contributes to the lustre and
Clearness of that eye. So now, as I look
back over the twisted, crooked, billy,

someone

who had

forgotten

to return it.

that I had pulled in
like an ox, was among the missing also.
The youngsters of the succeeding generation had finished it completely, there beThe old hand-cart

ing

no

wheelwright

The old

to

keep it in repair.

workshop gone!

Here is where

kept his two chests of tools, the
always in good order; where there
piled a lot of hewn crooked timber,

father
tools
was

such

as

might

be needed for

repairs

bulks of the sea; where I had seen
where
dreds of tree-nails made;

on

old

hunwefe

trough

that I

might fill

tor

it with water

the cattle!
thick wood of
the cattle would
cedar;
stand for hours, sheltered from the bleak
warmed by the sun
north winds and
A few

rods

yonder
and

fir and

shining upon them.
At the well was a triangular fence made
of brush and poles., built for the purpose
giving shelter to the cattle while drinking; but the cattle would not cross the
little space of the open pasture on days
when a norther was sweeping it unless

of

they
now
were

very thirsty
that well and

if
iu

use

as

of

old,

watering trough
cattle could

has

find

by the curb of the well,
taken complete possession

'-belter hard
forest

But

for ice water.

were

for
of

an open pasture.
bunt for my sheepskin cap
with ear-laps, for I knew I could not find
it, nor did 1 require it on this summer

what
I

was

then

did not

day: but I tramped along a stone wall
where 1 found luscious ripe raspberries;
then I walked arrow the field through
wet grass’ to the well now in use, and so
on to the house for my breakfast; and
how 1 did enjoy that ale wife that sister
roasted for me. and the corn cake smoking hot from the oven!

kegs and half kegs of spikes and plugs
rocky, dangerous way that has brought me (marine supplies); where were the flaxto this hour and place, I understand bet- brake and
swingle; and where father used
ter, in tbest later days, what the seemingly them on
windy, Marc h days, breaking
dr>,
foolish exigences of my school days and
swingling flax until the fibre became
meant to v.c.
as soft as silk and ready to be braided into
I am not atbamed to confess that now I
skeins or knots for combing.
study the vssons of life that came to me
And hereby hangs a tale for which I
GRAVES* LEGAL STATUS.
when I was a lad, and that I find profit in
was, in a very large measure, responsible,
the study of them. I find a great deal of and to
my sorrow; and only because I The Queer Position of >Ian Pardoned
Comfort, too; and there is charm in the found a
for a C apital Offence.
package of flax seed, in the garret,
work, running back over old lines.
The commutation of the sentence of
one Sunday; and being anxious to know
1 delight in going back to the old farm.
what it was, having never seen any before. Calvin Graves from life imprisonment to a
Cither actually, or in thought. It is a I took it to
father; and after he had given term of twenty-five years and his recent
great pic sure to me to get into the old me a good deal of information about it, as release from the State prison at Thoroasbarn and find myself at leisure to count
well as the name of the slippery, brown ton, bring up an interesting problem, not
the holes which I punched in the soft pine
seed, he concluded he would lead me sev- to the lawyer, perhaps, but to the layman,
timber that helps form the mow on which
eral steps further, so that I might acquire of Graves' legal status since his release.
•
I steed
many times to receive hay as
practical knowledge of raising flax; and While h- was in Thomaston under life
father j itched it to me from the rick.
so he planted the seed, or rather, sowed it ; imprisonment be was to all intents and
Father xcas moderate and sure in his moveon a pretty little knoll near a running
purposes a dead man, the official and legal
ments. I v\ as rather quick, impulsive, imbrook, near the shore: and so I had the j definition of his status being “legally
patiout. 1 couldn't bear seeing so much pleasure of seeing it grow on soil that dead”.
waste of time; so when hay came too
Il is an old and well settled principle of
father said was the right kind to produce :
slowly to suit me, I would put in my the best flax.
in
law whuh has been
extra time

jabbing

away at the beam

adopted

over

It did indeed grow abundantly here, and
was very handsome when waving its blue

i.h my little two-tined fork. I
wish 1 had that fork in my possession
now.
I would set it up in the hallway of
my Louse here, where I could see it every
my head

w

day.
had not been long at the old
I jiaid a visit to the old barn
—yes. tb *t old barn that contributed so

"Well,

I

home oef-

much

,o

re

u.y

youthful experiences

of

joy,

The big front
of s. rrow as well.
doors, which wore a good coat of red paint
and

then,
pla-x,

weather-beaten and stained

now are

instead, t.id
be

are

nose

propped

of

to

hold them in

havoc

the

tune has

wrought upon them. I unhooked the iron
clasp, r-. it. \ed th*. support and e ntered.
I stood upon the old barn floor that I
pounued with flail, doing the thresh-

had

ing, in delightful autumn weather, when
maples put on their gorgeous colors and
carpet ti.- ground beneath their

wide-;

spreading branches with falling leaves.
Then, J heard the timid, plaintive cry

death is to all intents
purposes already dead.
Section 19 of chapter 66 of the revised
temper of the
a
flax up by the roots, and it seemed as if my statutes of Maine makes
provision
in
is
these
which
it
back would break before I could finish the in
cas*’*,
‘‘When any person is
under
job. Then I had to thresh out the seed, said:
of
death or of imprisontaking what I could of the stalks, at a sentence
time, in both hands and beat over the ment for life, and is confined in pursuance
thereof, he is, from the time of such imrounds of a ladder.
O, what u tedious job! And how I re- prisonment, to all intents and purposes
pented again and again because of my civilly dead; and his estate shall be adSunday exploration and discovery of that ministered upon and distributed, and his
contracts and relations to persons and
flaxseed that father, once upon a
irne.
purchased to mske poultices for a car- things, arc affected, in all respects, as if he
buncle he possessed! How many times 3 were dead."
was so very sorry he had not kept the
In the case of a man sentenced to the
carbuncle long enough to use up all of the death penalty or to life imprison ment
seed instead of having some left to tuck there can be no doubt about tfca disposiFrom the moment
away in the garret for my unlucky find! tion of bis property.
Yes, this old workshop, so full of things his term of imprisonment begins he is no
and so rich in associations, had been
more in the eyes of the law and adminismoved away and turned into a barn from tration may be had on hia
property.
blossoms in the

under sentence of

and

gentle breezes; and later,
ripe bolls rattled to the
w ind. But 1 had to pull that

when its

of th
iumbe, and strong, reassuring
be a workshop.
bleat iig of old sheep in the fold. Then,' which it had come to
Then I thought 3 would visit the woodI heard th-* tramp of hoofs, the music of
shed.
Strange thoughts somehow got
stanchion strain and the clanging of
horns of restless cattle fighting for fodder into my bead when I used to saw wood in
that old woodshed. As the sharp saw
as <B*.rly as 4 o’ clock in the morning oftsang Its harsh notes to me all its way
times
and hackNow, cli it* quiet. Even swallow's build way through poplar, spruce
I was trying to think out and
ttyere no mofc. f>oi a nest remains of the I matack,
two long rows of then* that then hung plan some way of escape. Whoever saw a
clinging to the cave*. The mud puddle j boy fond of sawing wood?
Would you believe it, that then, in
when, 1 Lad seen flocks of pretty, chirpj those days of
my life, I had thought of
ing, twittering, busy birds collecting
California as my future home. Well, it
material for their little houses, has been
filled
bn the

O, how I used to

enjoj- sitting

watching SwalHere I witnessed

fence of the yard

lows build their nest!
object lesson of industry and thrift.
Jfone of school more useful to me.
Thoughtless boys, going to and from
school, I am told, have driven the pretty,

an

was even

,

practically

every country and state, that a man under
sentence of imprisonment for
life or

musical,

so,

mapa of the states
time and times; and there was something
about California, even as it appeared <?D,
the map, that attracted my attention more
The shape
than that of any other state.
and the color of the picture pleased me.

T had examined

the

Thereafter his time and service*

belong

to

the

State, but in Graves' case there is another question atises in that he t» now a
free

man.

Originally, Calvin Graves was sentenced
life imprisonment and to all intents
and purposes was civilly dead, but a few
to

months ago the governor and council
commuted his sentence to twenty-five
wears' Imprisonment, which sentence has
rxplre^, and b* ia once more free. When
Graves began bit term over nineteen
rears ago his civil Ilf* was at an end in
the eyes of the law. Yean after hn sen1
tence was commuted to twenty-five years
in prison as though he had been original! v sentenced to that term.and becomes *
back to life
The Maine courts

*»

was a

V»•*■«%«*

a*«*-V?wai

here

j

a&fecrtlflniuftti.
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EASTBROOK.
Frank Herrick is in town.

M. QALLERT.

M is* Marcia Ashe is visiting relatives In
town.
Services were held at the church Sunday, Rev. D. B. Smith officiating.
a large carload of
E. L. Clow

--——---

shipped

boxes to

New

Meriden, Conn., Saturday.

There will be a
measuring
Grange hall Thursday evening,

party
April 12.

at

Haul and Curtis Tracy, with their families. have been taking a week’s outing here.
Mrs. Wallace Tibbetts and Mrs. Sylvia
Ashe visited in town Thursday and Friday.
Greenwood grange held its regular meeting Saturday evening, with a good attend-

Spring Goods
I

in.

are:

ance.

Onlman Conains, who recently purchased the Clarence Orcutt farm at BcecIsland, has moved his family there.
The

twined

SPRING DRESS GOODS.
We

friends of Howard Hcammon were
to learn of the accident which oc-

coming

April

showing Crepes, Henriettas, Koliennes, I’oplins,
Veilings. These fabrirs will be universally

B.

t*.
_

chapel Sunday

NEW WASH

Hale and
in North

son

ALL (H it LACKS from 50c to <*.'! twr yanl.
Swiss Embroideries,

Hatnburgs

and Ibices ail new and up to date.

consets.

’waiixeu’s

North Brooklin variety comedy
company presented their clays in the hail
Thursday evening, Marcn 29, and again
Tuesday evening, April 3, with much
The

'I !

rust

.proof

Corsets grow in favor each season. X'ev. -;
we heard a word of complaint.
The new styles arc here at usual
prices. m|, w I ..VO and S2.

success.

“Xenophon.*’

__________

We k.-eu

SORRENTO.

everything usually kept

DIGS. MATTINGS,
HOOTS ami >HOES.

j

X

in a modern

CARPETS,

>

Badys Sargent, w ho ha* {■ecu very ill,
is improving.
Miss Lydia Smith, of Cmonville, i# employed at E. R. Conners'.
Alden Seavey and family have moved in
a jwri of N. P.' Footer's new house.
<

dry good,

m

DUAPEItl l>,

We sell the best

K. K. Bunker and wife, of West Gouldsboro, were visiting friends here- last week.
Charles Southard! and wife mm- i! in
the Smith cottage last week and will occupy it this summer.
Aj*rt y of gentlemen was here last week
looking over the wharf property in the
interest of the M. C. R. R.
E. R. Conners is having his Ixsarding
house put in first-class condition, and w ill
open it for the summer season toon.
E. E. Phil irook, from the State department of agriculture, was in town last week
locking for nests of the brown-tail moth.
The selectmen offered a reward, and several neats have been found.
i
T.
April 9.

PAPER
PATTERNS—

|

The Ladies' Home
Journal Patterns.

TRY THE.'l.

I

TREMONT.
Schools open next Monday.
Rev. David Angell, of Goose Cove, was
guest of Rev. J. A. Lawrence Tuesday.

|

,<

Our prices on Waah Dress Goods are
from. 1 Oc to AOc |>cr yard.

Everett are
with

Sedgwick

The ladies aid society will meet
afternoon at the home of Mm.
Rich at 1.30 o’clock.

•.

LINENS and PERSIAN LAWNS, NEW OROANDIES. DRESS MUSLINS and DIMITIES.

packet.1
Friday

able comment.

10.

Dresden f

goods.

their wood sawing apparatus.
Frank Herrick, of Haven, led the prayer
and service in the chape! Sunday evening.
His coming here is much appreciated.
H. D. Dow lias just completed a fine boat
of canoe type. The workmanship and
design arc- receiving a good deal of favor-

April

new

MERCERIZED EOLIENNES, the most desirable thing in wash dr.

Morse.

worbing

EVENING WEAR in the

after-

George M. Giles went to Camden to-dav
to resume his position on the steamer J. T.

Herbert H.

DRESS OOODS for Waists and Shirtwaist suit,

SILK MUSLINS FOR

noon.

now

AND WALKING SUITS

have a fascinating assortment of new
designs in Checks and maun ish Suitings.

John Choate is in failing health.
Schooner Kate L. Pray, Cant. Med bury
Eaton, landed freight here Tnursday.
Preparations are being made to hold an

The Joyce Rebecca, Littlehailes
of Rockland, landed freight here
for Fred Cole.

the

we

NORTH BLITEHILL.

Easter concert in the

.' mum s'
worn

i’rices from oOc to <12 i»er yard.

season,

FOR TAILOR-MADE

to his assistance.

come

are

Mohaiis and

curred to him recently. While alone in the
barn he fell in a fit, striking against some
bolts and badly cutting bis face. Having
fallen face downward in the chaff, he
would have suffocated soon bad no one

M.

GALLERT.

a

Friday

Leslie :

or ntv
»

An Easter concert will be given in the
church Sunday evening, by the scholars of
the Sunday school. An interesting programme is being prepared, under the
managetufnt of Mrs. F. Rich and Mrs,

»

nev*

Y

SULLIVAN.

the record* of cur port sod |>ull'd*l la
The euivonTo Annie**
4 L Pr.xsr.
A. J. PETTEE.

ou

!

it/,

KLABIDOE 8TE«K.*S,
Commute on re*>!ulio&*

Several large vtaaela have been here the
pfistw k, L aded with atone aud gone

Newman.

again.

Leslie Rich and little min arrived
Mr*. C. A. Siimson arrived here
Sunday from Mark Island. Her mother,
house for
Mrs. Stanley, came w itn her, and will j Wednesday and opellad her
season.

last
the

j|

EAST ORIENT).
Mr*. Mary Gray

fred

were

in

and daughlBangor Saturday.

r

Wini-

Mia* Bertha Dorr came hom
ha?£ never been called visit in town tor one week.
Friday,
School in the village commenced this returning to Brewer Saturday.
L.
April 10.
upon to give an opinion on the legal
a*
Workman
Alice
Mias
with
morning
1
Mrs. Guilford Hlaisdcll hat (► •) quitstatus of a man sentenced to life imprisonteacher.
happy birds away, throwing stones at < Theo, Again, CaJlfWllift was a long way
EDEN.
ill with bronchitis, but is better.
Mr. and Mr*. Phillips Katon have been
them, hare it is that not a pane of glass off. 3 bated th Work on the old farm and ment and afterward pardoned or his sen- I
Mr*. W. TV Leach and lilt!* s< n Kujpenf
Mr. Jordan and wife, of Ambcrst, art- suffering under the illness of their little!
remains cf that long sash over the afore- wanted to get far way from it. I thought tence commuted to a term of years, and i
visited Charles Leach and w ife Sunday.
his sister, Mrs. B. V.Grant.
boy, “Billy,” who ha* been dangerously ill
then that if I could only once succeed in therefore there is not settled law In the j visiting
mentioned doors.
Mr*. Flora Dorr has gone to S»-w Haven
Hall Brothers, of Salisbury Cove, are for the last week, but his case ha*assumed
i is »a
*AnsW order of things is installed on getting forever away from picking up matter in Maine. In other states, how- j sawing wood in the neighborhood with a more hopeful aspect now, and much to vi|U her husband, whose ve
the o.J home place. Cattle, not so many,; stones, digging potatoes and sawing wood ever, the matter has been passed upon and their gasoline engine.
hope for hi* recovery Is justified. lie is a ; TH'M ttw-r*.
and
a
child
with
favorite
all
all.
the troubles and trials of my boyhood the courts have generally construed liberLeamau BLaisdell, who has been »'-irkGeorge King has sold his horses and lovely
occupy another barn; pigs another pen; j
we.it to Bangor with K. W. Haynes ty
ing at Milan, N. H., since la**! fall,u*
hens <moi ner henhouse. The old barn is would vanish out of my life, and 1 would ally in favor of tli* person.
rived home Saturday.
|
I never once thought or
In simple language a man pardoned or purchase another pair.
OftlflARYused tor storing hay only. An old mow- be happy.
Archie lianey and wlft», who have be*&
Some of our farmers ploughed last week. ! Otis Hinman, wh* passed
away here
oa
L*g mac!) •• lies against one of its walls 1 dreamed that there would be ten thousand having bis sentence commuted to a term ! Peas will soon he planted
midair
M
the winter here, left
on early ground. j
at 3 o’clock Monday looming, April 9, was spending
outside. The old barn shed and all the old chords running through memory’s tubes of yeses after being sentenced to life imtheir return to their home in W atervillr.
Rev. E. F. McCoy supplies the Baptist
j the youngest son of George ami Flora
truck slowed away in it, such as old ! that 1 could never break; that there would prisonment tiegins his second life to all church at Salisbury Cove.
Mr*. Arvesta BurrUl, who haThere was
1
looms, old chairs and carriages that were j be pictures stamped on the sensitive film intent and purposes of the law. While in special music last Sawday at tb? afternoon Hinman-. He was born and lived all his housekeeping for F. P. Maaon tin*
m 1*®’
out of fashion as early as w hen I was a 1 of my mind that I could never wipe out.
boyhood days here. After the death of month*, ha* returned to her horn
prison under a sentence of death or life service.
I did not then imagine, what I now know, Imprisonment a
».
his father he went to Boston and com- ham.
man's services belong
April 10.
boy, are gone.
Mrs. Abrams, who ha* been t>*n?
menced a bjsincss life there.
The cowvard fence of stonewalls and ! that these chords of memory would grow to the State. All hia civil rights expire
days on business connected w »t!» iw
FRANK US ROAD.
He was connected with his brother of her
r
cedar rails has been taken away. Within ; stronger with
years, and the pictures with his actual entrance in serving the
cottage, left Saturday F’-r 11
Samuel Golden is able to ait up an hour
George and the late Harry Hiiiinan in the in Hartford.
this enclosure mother and I milked five clearer with experience.
penalty imposed by th? court for his each day.
corn and flour trade, and later became
M
We cannot bide ourselves away from the crime.
cows every night and morning for a time.
April *.
Henry Miles has a position as station president of tlie Chelsea saving* bank and
old home, and that is the excuse for this
This being dead and still alive is a com- agent in Princeton.
She milked four and 1 one. Mine was the
also president of the Commercial bank of
SOUTH HI.UKilll.lMrs. Mary Miles is visiting her sons in Boston, in which capacity he served till
“gentleis'.” cow of the lot. An old red society—this convening of Maineiles in plex question, but it is stated that in
H***
AehoOl commenced to-day. M
failing health demanded a change in locow was a horrid “critter”; she was
social, helpful concourse.
every case which has come up for decision Washington county.
a
and he left his home in Chelsea
McIntyre, of Bluehiil, teacher.
Daniel McKay, who has been seriously cality,
I would not forget that of my youth before a court of appeals on a matter of
hooker and kicker combined.
and came back to this hi* native
Mr*. M. H. Henderson, who ha* be*aitf
town,
ill, is able to be out of doors now.
where in the last four years he has resided.
rr
Bonny and Buck used to be in this yard. which seems to me to have been good law and the trend of the authorities is
Bangor for medical treatment,
Frank Miles and wife, of Gardiner, are Though a sufferer from
he turned home.
Icouidu t find the yoke that I had put qualities, and 1 do not think that it toward a liberal interpretation of the
rheumatism,
\
visiting relatives here for a few weeks.
had made and kept many friends in the
Cecil Gray and w ife and Omar E*w®
upon their necks so many times against would be best for me if I could forget the rights of a man so unfortunate as being
Mrs. Rebecca Butler Scribner is to teach time.
aW
went to Bar Island to-day, where
He held many office* of public
my Will for 1 loved these steers. I used bad qualities of my youth; for I can see in such a position of having once been the soring term of school in
North
trust, and and Eaton are
to run the weir this *u®*
served all faithfully. He was
that even when 1 was harnessed down by civilly dead.
Lamoille.
to get ou their backs when they were
closely con- mer.
ly- |
nected
the
with
Church
of
the
Hal Graves during his incarceration,
Friends of Stephen Gross and wife will
Disciples
ing down in the pasture chewing their the latter, I strove hard for a greater posThe entertainment given by lb'
*lS?
be
to learn that he is gaining. He in Roston, Rev. James Freeman Clarke
cuds, and seeming to be so contented and sesaion of the former; and that in the taken out letters patent on his invention hasglad
bad a severe attack of rheumatic fever. aud later Rev. Charles G. Ames, and for circle March as, was received with »»
nineteen years was treasurer of the same
lavor that it waa repeated April A
struggle, long and exhausting though it for which he is now’ in Washington for
happy.
G.
April 9.
1 r‘
He married first Mary Richmond, of some alterations in the
I was well acquainted with the patient! was for the time, nevertheless there came the purpose of having patented, it might
programme.
\ ermunt. who died in
1870, after which he pcoeaeda were about HOBARGE NTVILLE.
ox.
He and I walked side by side over to me a measure of growing strength of have been decided that his interests in it
j
married
Marianna
;
fSibley, of Chelsea who
April 10.
Arthur Sargent is ill.
field and pasture land. We crossed run- i character ; and in this I rejoice to-day as I reverted to the State, as during that tithe
survives him: also one
brother, Ueunre. of
aud
one
Oscar Hooper left for Boston Monday
Koxbury.
sister, Mrs. Mary Frank'
ning brooks together. He pulled the plow have rejoiced at every advance step along he hid no civil rights of holding property
lin, of this place.
3Wirrtt3tmtni#.
in the eyes of the law, but now that he to join the steamer City of Rockland.
that turned the sod and faithfully bent the way.
W.
Grindal
George
last
week
in
April».
spent
R
I am exceedingly sorry that I was so has served the sentence, his time no longer
his neck to the heavy load. I swung the
Lynn, Mass., the guest of his sou.
MKMO&1AL BBOLLTIOK&
gad stick, dropped the seed, rode on the bad a boy; and I am glad that 1 was as belongs to the State, and, therefore, so
Mrs. Minnie Blaiadell and her daughThe following resolution, were
he is no doubt entitled
cart tongue and in the drag. We
ter, Misa Maude, are visiting at Mrs. p. B.
adopted Froiit
gathered good as I was; glad that there was good lawyers say,
by Tbls unit Kind SaXe*.“»rl
P-KMO. », «• A. K., of
the harvest together; and I gladly served enough of goodness in me to wish and to hold and receive the frnits of his labor. Billings’.
£7 Sullivan on
East
the death of Comrade
Agninat Many 111*.
Mrs. F. A. Sweet and son Philip, who
out to him his share of it. X
George W. Hodgkins, who died at his
enjoyed see- strive to gain more of good ; and that I
have been spending a few weeks with home in North Hath
Nothing U more important to Elk*
ing the ox eat his fodder, and he had my have carried with me all my life yearnings
March
The Court Understood.
van,
lOOtE
30,
friends in New York, returned
home
wortli than the good health, of hef
HTmveaa. The heed ot deal,,
sympathy when be was compelled to pull for improvements that have come from an
One of the easiest ways for a lawyer to Wednesday.
euwml
our ranks, and taken from a.
How can they till their P-M'
people.
our Lelortd com
pine stumps, or do heavy draft work. He indwelling, undying life principle. We c infuse a w itness is to make him explain
The SunJav school children
gave a
rnde, George W. Hodgkin., ,ad
in this busy town unless they are
knew when the conch Bhell sounded for all make mistakes, and dull and stupid is ibi meaning of a word, says the
in
the
Memphis very enjoyable Easter concert
Our
Whrveaa,
departed
ceutr.de
she
who
8.
had
learns nothing from a misondinner as well as I; and it midway in a he or
Xo one trouble is responsible fcr
Hcimitar. Few people can define a word chapel Sunday evening, April
deared Mmaelf to u. by hi.
good qj.llile, of more
Sim.
April 6.
furrow, we agreed that that was the place take, and carries in his or her life no satisfactorily, even if they know its meannervous Ills, sleeplessness. S*0’
heart, and by bis faithful adherence
lo our
to anhook the chain.
profit because of error.
oral debility,
cauM, and duty as o*c«r of the
ing. A New York lawyer was cross-exSEAL HARBOR.
weakness, backaches
day,
therefore
I could not find the grindstone that I
Now, I wish to find an old well in a amining a young woman who had a
The meat market opened last week for
rheumatic paiue, even ill-temper W
had turned so often, grinding scythes, corner of the field. I had been told tbit haughty temper. She had testiied that the season.
Remitted, That while no humbly submit to
peevishness, than indigestion.
axes, planes, drawing knife and jimmy, it was filled with rubbish and stones, but she nad seen the defendant
A son was born to Ernest Atwood and the will of our Divine kla.ter, we wteu lo «.
‘‘shy” a book
our .lucre .orrow for
pre«
wife
Fortunately, a combination ..f remebefore breakfast, even when early mon- I am hopiug that I may be able to locate at the plaintiff.
Thursday, April 5.
tbe lo.. of one
who was ever rea.lv to aastef
called Mion.i stomach tablets,
tbe needy and dies,
Henry WKite, the coast missionary, has
in; lit up th- eastern sky, rctinting it; but finding several sunken stone piles,
The law’yer seized on the word.
promote the welfare of this port.
been at home on a short vacation.
has been discovered that absolute.?
Schoodic mountain as the sun sifted its 1 cannot IjII which one marks the spot
What do you
‘Shy?’ shy a book?’
J.
.Ulead. That our charter be
Mrs. Emerson Ladd is preparing to open
draped for a cures indigestion and
restores »
golden rays through the branches of tall where first was a platform of wood, with mean by that? Will you explain to the a millinery
per; • of thirty
shop on Jordan Pond road.
digeshealth
lit
and
whole
pines. That old grindstone not only a hole in it about a foot and a half square court what the word ‘shy’ means?’1
the
That
»>«dt
our
strength
p.
profound sympathy goes
April 9.
out 1
hit te reeved widow. Ida aoua
tive system.
ground on tools; but it ground on me, as for the bucket to drop through, and a wellThe girl leaned over the desk beneath
and daugb.
MINTURN.
Wr U
well. I disliked its grind very much, and hook across it always ready for the drawer the witness
Ida sorrowing
.So reliable Is Miona in curing a*
box, picked up a law book,
father, .later, and
brot,
James MGulden is very ill.
and pray that
was always delighted at breakfast call.
It of water to apply to the bucket or pail, and threw it so accurately and so forcibly
they may flod comfort forms of
weakness aim
stomach
Id
tbe
F.
N.
made
a
Johnson
,ugut
that
he ba. only gone from this
quick trip to
was the worst kind of s grind if father
and later a chain pomp and the watering at the lawyer that he had hard work tc
troubles'that G. A. Farcher gives ;
i
on business last week.
world . eorruw to .watt
Lynn
1. the higher rank, signed
w
concluded to hang on for five or ten 1 rough (an old log float) that we had dodge it.
guarantee that the remedy
*
Mrs. Minnie Staples, who bn
been vis- their
ntng to a hotter world above.
“It think the court now understands the
»»"»
cost nothing unless it cures.
minutes after call. That used to grind me brought up from uncle’s ut the “point”.
Reveled. That . copy „f theae
of the word ‘shy’,” said the iting her parent* in Tremont, returned
meaning
rereluUon.
sells
for 5o
All gone, now! How many times I have
and my mother, too.
and is invariable
be forwarded to hi.
judge gravely. The girl was allowed to bom? Saturdnv.
bereaved widow md chib anyone whocents,
suffers with indigestion
X w'V- i have been delighted finding the chopped the ice out of that old boat finish her testimony.
J.
dren.nt, father, .irtera and
April ft.
brother, be spread nervousness, weak stomach.
1

_
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IMPORTANT TO ELLSWORTH.

J

